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Attorney
task force calls for civilian review of
police use of force. page 6 Read all about the Maine Women Writers Collection at
Westbrook College and Its founder, Dorothy Healy. page 17

Get acquainted WithYO!If; start a journal and write
your own winter's tale. page 14
"

Health
care
for all?
Portland city councilors
and Maine state
employees get it free.
But a proposal headed
for Maine's Legislature
would provide health
care for all Mainers .
• By Paul KarT
• Photos I1y Tonee Harbert

Maine state legislators get free health
insurance, yet 400,000 Mainers - one in
three state residents - can't afford
enough of it. As a result, many are
turning to emergency rooms or simply
going without proper care. And they
want relief: 63 percent of Maine residents responding to a recent Guy
Gannett Co. poll said they favor health
insurance for everyone.
A special legislative committee has
wrestled with this issue for more than a
year. Their conclusion is that the system
needs serious reform, but members
can't reach a consensus about how far
to push reforms. Meanwhile, people
like South Portland cancer patient
Sandra Shearer find themselves at the
mercy of a system that straps them for
cash just when they need health care
the most.
That could change soon. Maine state
Sen. Dale McCormick is about to
introduce legislation that would
radically change the way health care is
delivered in Maine. Her bill, which
faces a tough fight in the state legislature, creates a maverick single-payer
plan for Maine with which one would
never get a-hospital bill- roer.

Continued on page 8

Since she was diagnosed with cancer
last year, Sandra Shearer has faced a
................"-'-______ '-,...._.__ ..._..-....:._.... deluge of medical bills.
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HEAD TO THE ISlANDS!
Take a short drive down 127S
to Arrowsic & Georgetown for

4 Special Holiday Events
Visit all four locations to find original
works of art for unique gift giving
Free Hors d'Oeuvres at each event

Annual Open House

~oliday Art Sh~r
...

'The ~\
osprey ~h

at

•
arrowslC
pottery
Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Sunday Dec. 6 12-4

Dec. 4,5 & 6 9-5

Meet Maine Artists

15% OFF on Friday

Large Selection of Paintings
All Original Works

Majolica & Stoneware Pottery
The Perfect Hand Made Gift

Great One-of-a-Kind Gifts
Robinhood Rd. off At. 127

nan kilbourn-tara
Rt. 127S Arrowsic 443-6048

Grand Re-Opening

Holiday Open House

at

at

He's honest, sensitive, easy going and loves animals. We go out often, to dinner,
dancing and the theater and he has a passion for travel. My favorite times are our
walks along the ocean and our quiet evenings at home after a nice dinner, just lhe
two of us, cozy together in front of the fireplace....... we're talking about marriage.

The
Potter's House

Georgetown
Pottery

If you're ready to become engaged, we really do have
the world's most beautiful diamonds.

(formerty A Wink & A Smile)

Sunday Dec. -6 10-4
New Showroom
New Name

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

My Guy

PItt II

Think of Fresh Market Pasta
for all your Holiday gatherings:
Business • Family • Friends
We have an endless variety of hot and cold
hers d'oeuvres and entrees to choose from,
Call or stop by to make arrangements
the chef. One week's notice is appreciated. -~..
Holiday Hours 11:30-Spm daily Sun 12-Spm
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•
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$3 Mealll
Re/u after shopping
the Old Port.
Hot Pasta & Beverage.
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$2.00 off a 9" x 13"
vegetable or meat I
lasagna.
I

•

I
I
ISS MAIIKET ST., OLD ~0fIT 773-7148
5S MAIIKET ST., OLD ,.ORT 773-7148
I
1- ____________
I 1- ____________
EX~. "'5/93
ED. 1/15/83
Feeds 6-8 people.
Advance notice ,.equlred.
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beautiful
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ceramic (at
25% off)...

I
I

I

'~~I

Choose a

•

Includes:
Boursin in phyllo . Baked Brie in Brioche . Hot & Cold Focaccia Pizzas
Gallentines . Pates . Cheese & Fruit Displays . Vegetable Displays .
Hand-rolled Meatballs . Scallops in Bacon ' Ready-to-Eat Shrimp .
Soups' Chowders' Raviolis . Lasagnas . Stuffed Shells and More!

Rt 127 Georgetown 371-2801

YOU COULD HAVE A
NEW FLOOR FOR THE
HOLIDAYS. FREE!

----------------------------1
•
••
•
:

Porcelain for Everyday Use
Come See Our New & Unique
Hand Carved Designs

Rt. 127 Georgetown 371-2651
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I

•
•
•
•

High Quality Functional

Just 6 112 miles from RI. 1

Manuj'tJCturlng Jt;W~lu, sinc~ 1908
570 Coogr... Sl PortIBDd, ME (4)01

1-_-,

Dec. 4, 5, & 6 8:30-5

Same Mary Kay Spencer

erOS£> Jewelers

•
•
•

Robinhood 371-2530

•

imported
marble ...

fine vinyl...

Win cash back ...

have a

Happy Holiday
from Tile CIty!

COME TO ANY TILE CITY RIGHT NOW AND ENTER OUR FREE FLOOR
FOR CHRISTMAS DRAWING. YOU COULD WIN YOUR NEW FLOOR
FOR CHRISTMAS·. HERE'S HOW:
Come 10 my TIle city between November 22 ond December 20, ond enter our Free F\oO< for
Christmu Drawing. No purchase is neceuuy. H you're one of 4 wumez:s choo~ on December 21"
you'll receive a merch.andisc credit worth S400.00 toward your next maJOf floonng purchase (~1t
does oot include instollation ond must be used by JlIluary 2), 1993), or a $400.00 refund on a map
IIoorin& pun;h_ made after November!, 1992 What a deal! But hurry-you've got to do it NOW!

.
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conversation with Bob Birosh
"Bob the Mechanic," as he is known among his
loyal customers, runs a garage on Warren A venue in
Portland . The Portland native also races stock carsunder his given name, Robert Birosh - at the Beech
Ridge Speedway in Scarborough.

was spray oil on her struts, and put dirt in there, to
sell her something she didn't need.
That's why I'm honest, 'cause I've seen so many
people get ripped off.
What's the fascination of flxlna cars?

Are there any honest mechanics out there?

A few. I deal only with honest people, I fix a lot of
little things for free_ I don't do work without calling
somebody first. But I could tell you so many stories.
Once, I had a customer with a VW Rabbit. I put
struts on the front of her car; lOhe came back two
weeks later, said, 'I went to get my tires rotated and
they told me my struts were bad. Did you change
them, Bob?'
So I put the car up on a lift and showed her and
her husband. 1 sprayed aerosol on the struts, and the
oil and dirt just started running off it. I reached in
and pulled out my hand - sand, What they'd done

To be honest with you, 1 wish I'd picked up
another trade. But it's challenging. There used to be a
store in my neighborhood where I grew up - they
had junk radios and
stuff. I used to bring
'em home and put
'em on the kitchen
table, blow the fuses. Mom'd go crazy. Then I started
working on VWs at a shop,
The biggest challenge is when six other guys say
they can't find the problem, and they bring it to YOll,
and you find it.

talk

What happened to your race car?

The first time I let someone else drive it, he went
and drove it right over the checkered flag. Smashed
it up. You know, that was a championship car back
in '84. I painted that car myself. But it's looked a lot
worse than that. Guy working on it this year is just
super; he just hammered it back into shape.
Will you race next year?

If the money's there. I'm building a garage' right

now. It's addicting, you know; once you sit in a race
car, it's addicting as helL I raced three years at Beech
Ridge and made $35. But I'll be back

By Paul Kilrr, photo tTy Tcmee Harbert
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Sensibly

EXTENDED: OUR 25% OFF CERAMIC SAU!
Noilike the others-not just a few stvles Of' colors-

25% OFF MRY PIECE OF CERAMIC 111.£ IN MRY STORE!

Sensible shoes help your feet (and you) to
get through your busy day feeling good.
And sensible shoes can look greatl

TILE+:+CITY
Where Choice And Value Equal A Beautiful Home .
MANCHESTER, NH
223 Sooth WIllOw 51.
ti03-li6S-3677
SALEM, NH
345 Sooth Broadway
6OH94-5977
NASHUA, NH
306 Amrtem 51.

fiOHt!O-7745
SAUGUS, MA
Godfrleds Plaza. At 1
617-233-1858
DANVERS, MA
136Arld<JwrSt.Rt. 114
fm-m-5700

MEDfORD, MA

226~~4:'
617-

WAlTHAM, MA
435 MOOIti SI.
617-899-2775

QUINCY, MA
128 Wilshlll<Jlon 51.
617-0471-3305
SHREWSBURY, MA
243 Bos. P~ Ad. RI. 9
508-797-04599
NATICK, MA
Shetwood Plaza, Rt.9
508-653-4240
NORWOOD, MA
RI. 1 1560 Prov. Hwy.
617-16S-1744
W. SPRINGFIELD, MA
1267 Rlwnlale at 91
413-734-1533
W. BRIDGEWATER, MA
319 Manley $I.
508-584-1641
N. Dartmouth, MA
245 $late Ad.
508-636-3485

SEEKONK, MA"
295 HiQhlarnl, Ave. RI. 6
(Near tIome Depot)

508-336-2263
PLYMOUTH, MA'
W. Plymouth SQ. RI. 44&80
6!1.Q).1855
E. PROVI DENCE, RI
Gansetl ShooDlIl<J Cenler
401-0438-5353
WARWICK, RI
1160 POst Ad.
401-0467-0010
PORTLAND, ME'
Clw f'Ilnd Plaza near HO
207-871-7553
Hanowr, MA
879 W.!ShIIl<JIoo SI.
617-826-8811

"NEW STOIIESI

Christmas Workshop
Dec. 5 from 9-12
13 from 1-3
$30 fee includes
supplies & instructions
for stained glass .
ornaments

Take home your
completed projects
same dayl

We have gorgeous
stained glass ornaments,
sun catchers, window
panels. jewel boxes,
lamps. etc., for your
holiday shopping.
Mon, Tue & Wed 10-5;
Thur & Fri 10-7;
Sat 9-5; Sun 12-5

18 Pepperell Square

Saco • 283-4143
563 Forest Ave . • Portland, ME 04101 • 207-773-6601

.,
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LARGEST SELECTION of HIGH QUALITY
MAINE GROWN CHRISTMAS TREES

tldk
newsreal
AI Diamon
health care for all
get the cure
winter's tale
letters

()
BALSAM

15

3
5-6
7
8-13

14
14
15

CIR.CLE

newsreal

• Balsam Fir, Scotch Pine, wreaths &: High Quality Garland at Low Prices.
• Brightly Dt for evening shopping.

A review of the top news stories
affecting Greater Portland November
18 through 23.

8am-llpm
• Located at the corner of Park & Deering Avenues
(at the entrance of Deering Oaks Park)

Brunswick's new high school received state funding approval. The state
board of education voted unanimously Nov. 18 to fund the $18.9 million
project on Maquoit Road. Brunswick's Phil Dionne abstained from the vote.
Squabbling about the controversial school site continued right up to the eve
of the state vote. Town Councilor Marybeth Burbank pOinted out at a Nov.
16 council meeting that Maquoitproponents had said the school would cost
only $17.3 million. Burbank also questioned the state's decision to fund a
school that might be much larger than itneeds to be. The Maquoit school was
deSigned for a projected enrollment of 1,400, but enrollment at
Brunswick High School currently stands at 634, said Burbank.
''I just wanted everyone in the community to know," she
explained. "If it doesn't make people's blood boil, I can't
boil it for them."

Boxes FULL
of

Christmas
ornaments
&
decorations

~

1'-!!1.9N 'S ~.
BA~I,~n~S
~~

H58

Save 20 %:40 % ~n All 1st Quality Selectio~

Portland
774·5946

Open Dally. 56 Mam Street· Freeport, Maine • 865-6369

It's still possible to have an HIV
antibody test without giving
anyone your name.
There are nine places in Maine where you can have an anonymous HIV antibody test:
Bangor SID Clinic
York County SID Clinic. Biddeford
Down East Health Services. Ellsworth
Family Planning. Gardiner
The Clinic. Lewiston
The AIDS Project, Portland
Portland SID Clinic
ACAP Family Planning. Presque Isle
Mid-Coast Family Planning. Rockland

Westbrook
854.2518

Free parking at both locations. All major credit cards accepted on phone orders.

RAFFLES CAFE BOOI(STORE

OPEN HOUSE

94 7-0700
2B2-1516
66 7-3504
626-3426
795-4019
775-1267
B74-8452
764-3721
594-2551

100/0

off

Join us Wed. & Thurs. Dec. 2 & 3 from
5-8pm for hot cider, cookies and
10% savings on all book purchases.
Free gift wrapping.

• You will receive counseling before and after the test
• You will be offered safer sex information. referrals. and assistance with talking to
your partner(s).
• No one will know your name.
Rnding out if yay have HIV can be important for your health. for your family. for your
future. Call for an appointment.
For more Information on HN antibody testing.
call the Maine AIDS Information Une at 1-S0o-SS1-AlDS.

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E

IA PU8UC SErMCE MEWIGE BROUGHTTo YOU BY THE MAINE JIIOSAUJANCE /INO THE MTNi'I FOUN!l'.TIONI

4 Course Dinner •

-

BOOKSTORE

S' 8.00!

555 Congress Street 761-3930
Open·7 Days Wed. & Thurs. until 8pm

FOlJR SEASONS

"Theme Nights" are Back

CRAFTERS' OUTlET*

Every Thursday 5 - 9 pm
371-2530

A Year-Round Craft Show

The
osprey

Chef Michael Gagnl!

Featuring Maine
Made Crafts &
Products

Caribbean
International

One of Maines most unique
shopping experiences.

Mediterranian Night. Thursday, Dec. 3
Dec 1 0
Dec 17

Just 10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood Marine Center
Off Rt. 1275· Overlooking Rigg's Cove
. Rese",(ations Appreciated
Call for Wine Tastlngs & Cooking Class Schedule
We Cater Holiday Parties

Gift Certificates also available.
Exit 8 - Bradlee~ Shopping Plaza, Westbrook • 854-0949
Open 7 days a week
*space stifJ available
•

FT SHOW· CRAFT SHOW. CRAFT SHOW. CRAFT SHOW. CRAFT SHOW.

Portland dropped Its bid to buy the Maine National Bank
building. City Manager Bob Ganley said the $10 million
estimated cost of renovating the Congress Street structure
was just too much. So he told the building's owner, Recoll
Management, that the city wanted out of its $250,000
purchase agreement. Ganley had wanted to move about
300 city employees into the building across the street from
City Hall. The city now pays $77,000 per year to rent office
space for the employees. Ganley said he has "no option in
the short term" to relocate the employees.
Mike Chitwood returns to florida during the week of Nov.
30 to be interviewed again for the St. Petersburg police
chief's job. Chitwood is one of four finalists for the post.
Last week, St. Petersburg personnel director And y Houston wasin Portland collecting references from City Manager
Bob Ganley, NAACP president Janet Johnson and police
union president Mike Mayo. "Everyone I ran into - from
the person I got a rental car from to a taxi driver - spoke
favorably of Chief Chitwood," Houston said. While
pleased with what he heard about Chi twood, Houston
said he was glad to leave Portland's sub-freezing
weather for the balmy temperatures of home.
Two employees harassed a retarded resident at the
state's Pineland Center, according toa Cumberland
County Superior jury. The jury found former
Pineland employees Christopher Mingo and Daniel
Beggs guilty of endangering the welfare of an
incompetent person. The verdict stemmed from a
charge that the men made a Pineland resident,
who's afraid of heights, stand on a stack of milk crates.
Jurors acquitted Mingo and Beggs of other more serious
charges, including assault, saying the state lacked evidence to prove the
charges. The two men - who were fired because of the charges - will be
sentenced on Dec. 4.
A fonner Portland Investment adviser was arrested in Florida Nov. 20 and
charged with bilking senior citizens in southern Maine out of more than
$300,000. Christopher P. Mussenden, 49, faces 65 counts of mail and wire
fraud under an indictment by a federal grand jury in Portland. Authorities
said Mussenden advised clients to invest their money in a fake fund, but that
the money went into his bank account, waterfront homes and pleasure boat.
Campaign IInance reform Is gaining momentum as a group founded by Jerry
Brown supporters continues to push for a statewide referendum next November. The Coalition for Political Reform gathered nearly 30,000 Signatures
at the polls on Nov. 3, and aims to collect the remaining 23,000 necessary to
force a referendum by Jan. 1, 1993. The group wants publicly funded
elections, plus limits on individual and political action committee contributions to candidates who don't opt for public funding. ''It's the root solution
to all the problems we're fadng," said coalition spokesman Ed Johnson.
A bid to change school funding· rules Is picking up money and support. The
Coalition for Equitable School Funding held its first meeting on Nov. 18 in
Portland. Organized by Falmouth Town Manager Doug Harris, the group
includes Portland, South Portland, Scarborough, Westbrook and 20 other socalled "property rich" communities throughout the state. Member
communities are being asked to contribute $1 per student to pay for the
group's lobbying efforts, legal advice, expert witness fees and the services of
an accountant, Harris said. The coalition maintains thatdtiesand towns with
high property values aren't receiving adequate state aid for education
because it's assumed they can pay more in taxes to run their schools.

John Martin was r~lected house speaker by the Democratic caucus of state
representatives on Nov. 21.Martin defeated challenger Marge KilkellyofWiscasset
b~ a 70-18 vote. Portland state Rep. Herb Adams made the nominating speech for
Kilkellyand Portland state Rep. Mike Brennan made a seconding speech. Both
sn:s~ a ~~ for change in House leadership, with Brennan citing movements
to hmlt legtslative terms and cut the size of the Legislatureasevidence that Martin
had alienated voters.
Although he easily won his bid for a 10th term as speaker, Martin admitted to
mistakes in the past. He vowed to end closed-door meetings and to support rules
changes that would make the House more democratic. Adams called the caucus
"a moment of institutional and generational change, even though it wasn't well
expressed in the vote. There was a sense [among legislators) that we won't
overturn the top this time, but we'll overturn the way we do things, and overturn
the top next time."
Adams said he didn't fearreprisal from Martin. "He was a gentleman. He offered me a choice'of pine or mahogany [coffin) to go
home in," joked Adams. Dan Gwadosky won th~ maj<:>rity
leader post over Susan Farnsworth by a 57-29 tally.
Portland state Rep. Annette Hoglund lost her bid to
become assistant ~ajority leader by three votes to Pat
Paradis of Augusta.
Although women were denied leadership positions,
the Maine Legislature has a higher percentage of
female lawmakers - 31 percent - than 43 other
states. The presence of female legislators offers the
promise of changing priorities, according toa study
by the Center for the American Woman and Politics. The center'sresearch shows that women "bring
a different political agenda to the table." They are
more likely to conduct government openly and
will push for more laws aimed to help women, the
study concluded.
The Maine House could have one more female
legislator, if Deb Rice prevails in a recount of
ballots in District 38, which covers parts of
Cumberland, Windham and Yarmouth.
Democrat Rice lostto former Portland Water District manager Joseph Taylor by just
25 votes on Nov. 3. Rice said she owed it to
her supporters to request a recount. State Rep.
Elden McKeen also asked for a recount in District 35, which covers parts of Gorham, Windham
and Westbrook. McKeen, a two-term Democrat
incumbent, lost to Gerald Hillock by 24 votes.
Cold-hearted thieves are snatching heaters. More
than a dozenof the hot-selling Monitor kerosene heaters
have been stolen from homes in Greater Portland recently. Thieves spot homes that have the heaters by looking
for exhaust vents in an outside wall, according to police and heating system
dealers in Portland and Windham. The super-efficient Monitor brand heaters sell
for $1,000 or more.
\ I

Blue Cross wants an 8.25 percent rate hike approved by the state Insurance
Bureau. The rate increase will affect nearly 85,000 elderly and disabled Mainers
who subscribe to the company's Companion Plan. Blue Cross-Blue Shield proposed a 12 percent hikein Companion Plan rates in September butunveiJed a new
deal Nov. 20 at a state hearing. The company raised Companion Plan rates by 16
percent last year.
Ross Perot edged President Bush to win second place in the state where Bush
has vacationed since boyhood, according to official election results released Nov.
23. Perot's 30.4 percent tally in Maine was 316 votes more than Bush garnered, but
not enough for Perot to win any of the state's electoral votes, according to
Secretary of State Bill Diamond.

Reported fly Bob Young, Frank Spurr and The Associated Press;
illustrated fly John Bowdren.
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Two inmates used a phone at the Maine

Corr~onalCenterinSou~Win~ha.mtorun

_.
a credit card scam, accordmg to mdlctments
by a federal grand jury. The inmates bought merchandise with unauthorized
credit card numbers and had the goods delivered to the homes of friends who
either fenced the items or traded them, according to U.S. Attorney Richard Cohen.
Most of the items were sporting goods, power tools or camping equipment.
Edward C. Ford, Jr., formerly of Berwick, and Thomas S. Asdot, formerly of
Wiscasset, could each spend another 15 years in prison if convicted on charges of
trafficking in unauthorized credit card numbers.
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Men's Gifts· Hall' Price

' Silk Ties
$13.99 value $28

Cotton Shirts
$26.90 .alue $SS

Belluliful Free Gifl Wrapping

~I'I

6.\.

~',

BICYCLE
....' ~\,~
ACCESSORIES ~f\~
MAKE
....:~..
GREAT
#lIt
GIFTS!
.fi' ,

!.J~:JetJ.anl"

/~~~~e---=-

A.H.BENOIT&CO.

59 Federal Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 774·2933

188 Middle SI. In the Old A:>rt

The Portland Ballet Company's

TheNutcracker
•
•
IS
movIng

to Portland
now at Portland
High School Auditorium
(formerly at City Theater
in Biddeford)

l00th Anniversary Production

NH still blocking tracks
New Hampshire has a new governor, but state Transportation
Commissioner Charles O'leary
remains in office and remains the most
vocal opponent of restoring passenger
train service between Boston and
Portland.
The proposed rail service would
travel through New Hampshire, and
Amtrak officials have said the Granite
State's opposition will make it much
more diffirult to restore passenger
trains to the region.
O'leary argues that restoring
passenger rail service will be a waste
of taxpayers' money because not
enough people will ride the trains.
Interstate buses between Boston and
Maine are already providing a mass
transit alternative to cars, he maintains.
"It [bus service] is running without
any, repeat, any federal or state
subSidy," O'leary said.
The man who appointed O'leary to
his current job, Gov. Judd Gregg, will
be leaving that post in January, but
O'leary believes Governor-elect
Stephen Merrill will support his fight
against passenger trains. Both Gregg
and Merrill are Republicans. "His
campaign platform seemed to be one
of fiscal concern," O'leary said.
Under New Hampshire law,
O'leary can maintain his job as head
of the state's transportation depart-

ment for up to four years even if there
is a gubernatorial change.
Merrill spoke in support of restoring
passenger trains during the campaign,
but his aides now say his support for
any subSidy will be oontingent on the
outoome of ongoing financial feasibili ty studies.
Maine's director of rail transportation believes that both Merrill and
O'leary can be swayed to support
passenger rail service. Mike Murray
said O'leary's opposi tion is not
irreversible. "He has long said, 'Show
me the benefits and associated oosts,
then I'll render a decision.' The stud y
we're undertaking will show him those
figures," Murray explained.
Murray also said that O'leary
actually cooperated with municipal
planners in selecting Dover and Exeter
as sites for train stations in New
Hampshire.
Yet O'leary oontinues to claim that
citizens - even in Maine - are
opposed to having the government
subsidize the return of passenger
trains in Maine, despite virtually
unified support for the idea among the
state's politicians. "I noticed that a
Significant number of the citizens of
the state of Maine voted in favor of
Ross Perot, who seemed to have as his
biggest concern the federal deficit,"
O'leary said.
Allan Dowd

AG: civies to review cops

Hi Fi ExCI-lANGE
Foreside Mall, u.s, Route One, Falmouth, ME

207·781·2326
Aragon...
Audible
Illusions...
Audioquest...
Audio
Research ... Bryston ... Compact Discs ... Creek ... CWO .. .
Denon... Oynavector... Grado... Jamo... Lexicon .. .
Magneplaner... Magnum Dynalab... Mark Levenson .. .
Mission ... NAO ... NEAR ... PSB ... Revolver ... Rotel ... SME .. .
Sota... Sumiko... Sumo... Stax... Symdex ... ' Thorens .. .
VPI. .. AND MUCH MORE!

Setting a new standard for
price-performance value ...

BIG
SOUND!
SMALL
BOX!
SMALLER PRICE!
UNDER $200 THE PAIR!

"Their sound dramatically belies their
modest price and size. Go hear them
now and quit complaining about how
much everything costs!"
-Jack English, Stereophile (April 1992)

A task force created after the
shooting death of Katherine Hegarty
has recommended civilian review of
police actions and ending militarystyle training at the state's Criminal
Justice Academy. The task force was
formed by Attorney General Michael
Carpenter in response to public
outrage about the death of Hegarty,
who was killed by law officers in her
Jackman cabin.
Carpenter said he aims to use the
changes urged by the task force as the
"framework" for new laws.
But the recommendation calling for
civilians to examine police actions was
not as

t1,ili' I ::=!e

Iit41Ii

members of the task force had wanted,
according to state Rep. Carol Kontos of
Windham, the only legislator on the
10-member task force and its only
member from York or Cumberland
oounties. Some task force members
sought to create an all-civilian review
panel. But Kontos said their plan was
"watered down" by the task force,
which contained five civilians and five
law officers.
The task force ended up urging that
the Criminal Justice Academy in
Waterville have more civilians on its
executive board, and that the board be
authorized to review cases in which
police used lethal force. "It's as close as
possible to a civilian review board,"
said Kontos.
She added that the review panel
"wasn't designed to go after cops but
to ensure that the public had an
obvious and predictable way to bring
its concerns to a body equally composed of civilians and law officers."
But the most oontentious issue for
the task force was its recommendation
that the Criminal Justice Academy

shift its emphaSiS from military-style
training to more oommunity-based
training. "Our ooncern was that the
regimentation that dominated the
academy was too much like the
military ... while we don't want to
diffuse attention to fitness or accuracy
with weapons, ultimately we want a
change in attitude," Kontos said.
Because the task force had to reach
unanimous agreement on its reoommendations, Kontos predicted the
proposals wouldn't meet much
resistance from law officers.
"We were very deliberate and
people in positions of authority were
briefed along the way. So by the time
we were done, I felt oonfident that
oounty sheriffs, municipal police and
state police could support our plans,"
Kontos said.
Portland Police Chief Mike Chitwood
said he supports most of the task force
recommendations, including the move
toward community-based policing.
Training for dealing with a domestic
confrontation or a mentally ill person is
more important than "how many pushups you can do or how fast you can run
a mile," Chitwood said.
Except for one public hearing, the
task force worked behind dosed doors.
Carpenter received its reoommendations in October. He announced them
Nov. 17 - although he had said he
wasn't going to do so before the Dec. 1
legislative caucus which will appoint
the state's attorney general.
Some legislators questioned
whether Carpenter released the report
early to gamer publicity for his reelection bid. He faces opposition from
Androscoggin County District Attorney Janet Mills, who has a reputation
for tangling with law officers. '1
wondered that, but I had no evidence
that was the case," said Kontos.
Bob Young and The Associated Press
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• By Al Diamon

57 channels (and nothln' on)
Republicans have a big problem in
1994. They have to find a replacement
for low-rated Gov. John McKernan who,
thanks to the state constitution, is not
being renewed. McKernan spent the last
two years convincing a sizable portion of
the voting audience that his 1990 story
line on the state budget was either
incompetent or untruthful. This leaves
the '94 headliner with the unenviable job
of promising better plots, without
appearing to criticize the earlier episodes.
The lure of stardom must be strong
because a lot of members of the GOP are
in rehearsal for a spot in the schedule.
Prime time: Augusta state Rep.
Sumner Lipman's show, '''The Committee for 99 /33," is a pilot for a
full-fledged gubernatorial campaign.
The committee's petition drive to reduce
the size of the Legislature could give
Lipman the names of 100,000 potential
viewers. It also gives him a chance to
build a statewide organization and finetune a fund-raising operation.
The reviews: Lipman has a solid
network and the ability to finance a
powerful production. But no one knows
whether the public will tune in.
Les Otten is his own mini-series. He's
president of the Sunday River ski area.
He chairs the board of the pro-business
Maine Alliance. He charms the wine and
brie crowd as the Portland Museum of
Art's big cheese. None of that will be
enough to make the average Joe stop
watching '''The Best of Big Time Wrestling." But Otten does have one major
advantage. He wasn't in the Statehouse
when the Nielsens on the budget came
in, so he can't be blamed for that bomb.
The reviews: Otten's best-known role
is that of the coy political novice, but
he's not always convincing. The slight
sheen of slickness can be detected
whenever he's in the spotlight, which is
pretty often. The camera likes him,
though, and Otten has the potential to
tum his outsider image into a blockbuster.
In syndication: New Senate Minority
Leader Pamela Cahill of Woolwich has
to carry the low-rated McKernan
administration's program in the Legislature for the next two years. That won't
help her if voters decide they want a
change of talking heads at the top. She's
also something of a channel switcher
when it comes to deciding her viewing
plans for '94. Will it be "Golden Palace"
or "Homefront"?
The reviews: Cahill has been an
understudy so long it's raised questions
about whether she wants a leading role
badly enough to fight for it. But she's
clearly the GOP's strongest woman
candidate, and an audience-pleasing
performance in the upcoming legislative
season oould make her a star.
State Sen. Charles Webster of
Farmington has already decided to run
for something in 1994, but hasn't
decided whether it'll be the governor's
race or the 2nd CongresSional District
seat (if Olympia Snowe retires). He
began his quest for a better time slot by

.,

being canceled in his old one as minority
leader. Republicans felt he was typecast
as politically clumsy, uncompromisingly
conservative and overly combative.
The reviews: Webster admits he's
probably too far to the right to pick up
any significant audience in southern
Maine, but thinks he oould build
numbers in the rural north. That might
work if he's the only conservative on the
'94 schedule. But it's hard to figure who
would want to finance this prodUction,
and without money Webster will just be
sending signals into the ozone.
Cross the intelligence of a "Nova"
episode with the social graces of
"Roseanne," and you'd get ... well,
whatever you'd get wouldn't be pretty,
but it would be hard to ignore. State
Rep. Judy Foss of Yarmouth spent the
last two years as McKernan's deSignated
heavy in the budget battles. That's given
her a lot of time on the tube, but an
image that makes Skeletor look like a
softie.
The reviews: smart, tough and
politically savvy. So, why would she do
something as dumb as run for governor?
Maybe too much TV rots your mind.
Maine currently has a tall, goodlooking, moderate Republican governor.
On the off chance those are the only
qualifications, state Sen. Charles
Summers of Scarborough is screen
testing for the role.
The reviews: If you liked Jock, you'll
love Charlie. Maybe he could put that on
a bumpersticker.
Bangor City Councilor Tom Sawyer
has heaps of money and piles of baggage, both due to his often controversial
landfill business. Environmental
activists start to drool at the thought of
counter-programming against Sawyer.
The reviews: He won't be accused of
being too slick, but that's probably the
only thing he won't be accused of.
Stili trying to program the VCR:
Former Human Services Commissioner
Rollin Ives has compiled the sort of
record in state government that Bart
Simpson is racking up in grade school.
Ives' only hope is an attack of mass
amnesia during the next two years.
Christian Civic League Director
Jasper Wyman wants a chance to avenge
his record-setting 1988 loss to George
Mitchell. Repeat after Mr. Rogers: "The
only way Jasper will win an election is if
he has the good fortune to be opposed
by Linda Bean."
The cartoon channel: If you ask
enough people who'll run for governor,
you get some Mickey Mouse answers:
Finance Commissioner Sawin Millet
(actually, that's more like a Ren and
Stimpy answer), Transportation Commissioner Dana Connors, Cumberland
County District Attorney Stephanie
Anderson, former state Sen. Barbara Gill,
Congresswoman Olympia Snow.
Canceled before the se_n begins:
Failed congressional candidate linda
Bean is laboring under the delusion she
can just hit the rewind button and start
over. Primary loser Tony Payne is back
to bit parts. State party chairman Ted
O'Meara has been begging to sign off.
Cue the national anthem. CI1I
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don't die quick enough, you're out of luck .... I honestly
don't know what I'm going to do next."
Neither does Geneva Johnson. Johnson, 65, owns and
maintains a home in the North Deering section of Portland.
She spends one-third of her fixed income, or about $175 a
month, on Tagamet, Mevacor and other medicines her
doctor prescribed to treat an ulcer and lower her cholesterol
levels. Johnson also pays $50 in premiums each month for
minimal Medicare coverage ("it doesn't cover diddly-poo")
and a private policy she says is virtually useless because its
deductible is so high. Like Shearer, she makes just enough
money to be declared ineligible for Medicaid.
"I can't afford a comprehensive plan of any sort because
of the cost of the premium. I can't afford to get sick. And I
am going to, some time or another," she said. "Those of us
that fall between the cracks, there's nothing out there to
help. It worries me. I'm in good health now, but it's scary."
People like Shearer and Johnson suffer because American
health care is either doled out privately to those who can
best afford it - or handed out publicly to those who
absolutely can't. Many employers, including the city-of
Portland and the state of Maine, cover employees and/or
their spouses for free. Other companies will pay a certain
portion (usually half) of their employees' insurance premiums.
But part-time workers, the self-employed and a number
of other people still aren't covered by this patchwork quilt.
Instead, they fall through the country's health care cracks. In
Maine, as many as one in three residents may be falling
through.

A cost emergency develops

HEALTH CARE
Continued from front page

"I didn't die quick
enough. I wasn't
supposed to live longer
than my disability
covered me."
Sandra Shearer

When South Portland insurance adjustor Sandra Shearer
began getting mysteriously ill in the summer of 1991, it took
doctors six months to find the trouble. One week before
Christmas, she finally had her answer: At the age of 49,
Shearer had developed cancer of the adrenal glands. The
cancer, which spread to her skull, left leg and right lung,
required massi ve doses of chemotherapy and radiation.
Along with those treatments, and the awful uncertainty of
the disease, came escalating bills for the treatments and
medication.
And even though Shearer's health and disability insurance paid 80 percent of her bills, the other 20 percent ate up
her savings. She began to fall behind on mortgage payments. While her organs were being bombarded with
radioactive waves in the hospital, her mailbox back home
was being bombarded with letters from collection agencies.
Now, one year later, she is bedridden and requires
around-the-clock care from a nursing aide, her daughter and
other family members. The cancer is in remission - but the
bills won't go away. Shearer's disability insurance runs out
shortly, and she is ineligible for state or federal aid because
her income is still too high. Her credit union has threatened
to foreclose on her property, but she hasn't been able to sell
it in eight months. To stay afloat, Shearer has borrowed as
much as she could from her life insurance.
'1 didn't die quick enough," she said. "I wasn't supposed
to live longer than the year my disability covered me. If you

According to a recent study by the Families USA Foundation in Washington, D.C., Shearer and Johnson aren't alone
in their inability to pay for care. The average Maine family
spends $4,000, or 11 percent of its income, on health care
each year. As many as 400,000 Mainers either have no health
insurance at all, don't have enough insurance or are at risk
of losing what insurance they have to cover health care
costs.
And it's not primarily the unemployed who are hurting.
Most of the uninsured in Maine, about 60 percent, work some in high-risk jobs like construction. People between the
ages of18 and 29 are least likely to have health insuranCe.
There are several striking points about that $4,000 the
average Maine family pays each year:
• The average Maine family pays about $1,500 for health
care through taxes. Yet Canadians also pay $1,500 each year
in taxes for health care - and they get it free.
• The average Maine family spends another $1,200 when
their doctor's bill falls below a health insurance policy's
deductible, they have no insurance or their condition is
excluded from coverage by the insurer. Canadians pay none
of those costs.
• The total cosf has more than doubled in just 10 years,
and is expected to have increased by 600 percent when the
year 2000 arrives. Skyrocketing doctors' fees, technological
advances, drug and equipment costs, paperwork and
malpractice premiums all raise doctors' and insurance bills.
Because they can't afford these rising costs, some Mainers
are taking to the cheapest care they can get - the local
emergency room - rather than checking into an expensive
hospital.
A survey by the American Association of Retired People
showed Maine ranked fourth among the nation's states in
the number of emergency room visits per person in 1990.
Maine's figures rose slightly in 1991, according to the Maine
Hospital Association.
Doctors say that low-income patients know emergency
rooms will treat them, even if they can't pay their bills. But
their reliance on emergency room treatment has other costs.
Maine Medical Center claimed a quarter of its emergency
room bills are not collected, amounting to a $1.5 million loss
for the hospital each year. The shortfall means higher costs
for paying patients and higher insurance premiums. And
the ailments of many low-income patients could be prevented with routine, affordable health care, according to a
recent issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association.
Why do we have these problems? It depends on whom
you ask. Ask insurance carriers, and they'll say doctors are
raising costs. Ask doctors, and they'll say insurance companies are raising premiums.

Hatching a maverick plan
Joe Ditre and Dale McCormick want to replace the fingerpointing with reform. Ditre (pronounced dee-tray') is
spearheading the Maine People's Alliance's (MPA) push for

has Sen. McCormick. In January, she will introduce legislauniversal health care in Maine. State Sen. McCormick, a
tion that would create one nonprofit insurance company for
Democrat from Monmouth, is about to introduce a health
the entire state of Maine.
care bill that could change the way Mainers treat health care
forever.
MPA has slowly been chipping away at the insurance
How single-payer would work
industry. In 1989, the group helped secure millions of
Under McCormick's proposal, businesses would kick a
dollars' worth of health insurance for 8,500 low-income
percentage of their payrolls into a single trust fund (though
Mainers (most of them children) who weren't eligible for
small and low-profit businesses would receive certain
Medicaid.
breaks). Individuals would also pay a percentage of all
In 1990, MPA fought to outlaw the industry's widewages and unearned income above $5,000, just as they do
spread practice of using "preexisting conditions" like
for income taxes. In return, the fund would pay for free care
asthma, diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure and
for every Mainer immediately, reimburSing doctors on a
even pregnancy to deny group coverage to certain people.
monthly basis. It would allow complete choice of doctors or
"That really got us rolling," Ditre said. "They cannot deny
hospitals.
coverage to someone in a group policy; they have to sell it
To cut costs, the bill would eliminate with one stroke of
to all or none."
the pen private health insurance in Maine. Instead, a new
Though they went virtually unreported here in Maine,
state agency would manage the system. Doctors would
both landmark victories were noticed - and copied - on a
have to negotiate their fees with the agency, and hospitals
national scale.
would work with preset annual budgets. Those three steps,
Now MPA is targeting the escalati"g profit margins,
Ditre said, would rein in rising specialist costs and encourdoctors' fees and paperwork jams that allow insurance
age a better focus on primary care while saving consumers
companies to keep premiums climbing out of reach for
-like Maine's cities and towns - money.
people like Shearer and Johnson. Hammering away at its
"I think [the amount they pay) will go down,"
theme.that Canada's single-payer system delivers better
McCormick said. "I'm basing that guess on some knowlhealth care for less cost, Ditre builds a convincing case for
edge of the single-payer bill that was filed in New York
streamlining the system.
state." Whether costs go down or not will depend, she said,
"For the first time," he said, "the government has shown
on what the total costs of setting up a single-payer system
that with just administrative savings alone, not only can we
are. McCormick is still collecting that information, and will
cover the 37 million people who don't have insurance, but
release it - along with her proposed payroll surchargewe can also eliminate all co-pays and deductibles." In plain
in December.
English, that means anyone in America could walk into any
McCormick's bill would also shrink the state's workers'
hospital or doctor's office and receive whatever diagnostic
compensation system; employers would save the 40 percent
work or treatment they needed - and never receive a bill.
of their workers' compensation premiums that go toward
Ditre pointed to a 1991 study published in the New
medical costs. And injured employees would receive both
England Journal of Medicine as proof that this method would
immediate and long-term treatments free - no matter
actually cost the country far less than the present system.
where the injury or illness happened. These changes are
According to that study, Mainers could save $507-$566
particularly relevant in light of the recent "reform" package
million in administrative costs simply by converting to a
that will slash workers' comp benefi ts while forcing injured
single-payer system. The country could save an astonishing
workers to visit company doctors and pay their own legal
$67 billion each year by doing so.
fees.
"The reason that's so high is that the costs are not only to
"Why hire attorneys to figure it out?" Ditre asked.
consumers, but also to businesses and health care prOvid"That's just another cost to society." There would still be a
ers," Ditre explained. "Think of it. You have 1,500
workers' compensation system in place, he said, but it
companies, each with their own rules, benefit plans and
would chiefly serve to pay.claims in cases of employer
reimbursement rates, and guidelines for underwriting." In
negligence.
Maine, there are about 175 companies selling health insurMaine doctors seem to like the idea of streamlining the
ance; folding them into one nonprofit company could save
system. In a recent Guy Gannett Co. poll of about 600
billions of dollars and give better care to those who can't
doctors in the state, 57 percent said they support a singleafford it.
payer system.
Those calculated savings don't even include such indirect
Continued on page 11
effects as the avoided cost of citizens who stay on welfare
rolls to keep their health insurance.
"Low-income people want to get
off the system, but they're afraid to,"
said Nancy Morrissette, who directs a
Head Start center in Portland's
Riverton neighborhood and is herself
The trouble with a "payor play" health insurance
paying off a $1,300 medical bill for
her uninsured son. " know people
Ditre said. "It only costs Canada 1.4
Senate Majority Leader George
who've quit, or cut down on their
cents to do that. It costs the federal
Mitchell recently filed a national health
hours or said no to a raise because
Medicare system 2.3 cents to do it.
care bill in the U.S. Senate proposing a
they might lose [federal health care]."
Why do we need this middleman
national u pay or play" system that
involved when we can do it cheaper?"
With these studies in hand, MP A
would reqUire employers either to buy
helped persuade the Legislature to
coverage for all full-time employees, or
• Under payor play, not everyone
form a special health care study
would be covered. Some employers
pay the government to do it.
committee in August of 1991. Created
would be exempt from the law once a
ButJae Ditre of the Maine People's
with the express purpose of cutting
certain percentage of small businesses
Alliance WitS quick to point out that the
purchased insurance. "That leaves a
health care costs while covering more
proposal is inferior to a single-payer
Maine residents, the committee
large number of employers out," noted
system because it costs more, covers
included state Sen. McCormick
fewer people - and keeps the forDitre.
because she also sat on a banking
profit insurance industry in business.
• Payor play doesn't eliminate the
committee. For more than a year, the
"Single-payer gives us one entityprofit motive that drives costs up. "If
and we don't care if it's private or
you keep the insurance companies in
group struggled to define the gap
business, there's no way to control
between health care needs and
public, we don't care so long as it is
costs," Ditre said. "Insurance compameans. Most recently, at a packed
nonprofit and publicly accountablehearing in Augusta Oct. 17, members
nies have not been able to control costs
that has the ability to look at where
of the committee heard horror stories
in any way, shape or form - except by
money is going and where to allocate
from all over the state.
raising their rates."
health care resources," he added.
After the hearing, members agreed
• A payor play system adds
• The system is difficult for the
to conduct further studies before
unemployed to use. Mitchell's bill
benefits without cutting costs. It's
releasing recommendations to the
would establish a public fund to pay
funded from taxes instead of from
full LegislatUre.
the health care costs of the poor and
excising the bloated paperwork,
But thousands of Mainers, who in
unemployed. But part-time workers, or
premiums and profits that make U.S.
October sent MPA ''health care
workers who are laid off, might have
health care so sick.
ballots" demanding single-payer
"In Maine, commercial insurers
to keep switching back and forth
reforms to legislative candidates,
spend 29.5 cents in administrative
between the public fund and the
private fund - doing paperwork,
have already made up their minds. So
costs alone to deliver $1 of benefits,"

"I know people who've
quit, or cut down on
their hours or said no
to a raise because they
might lose [federal
hea~th

care]."

Nancy Morrissette

..

Nice try, George, but ...

law
figuring out for which pool the hours
they work qualifies them, and so forth.
"Under a single-payer plan," said
Ditre, "the consumer would never get
a bill. The provider would get paid
directly from one government pool.
Health care becomes a right of citizenship. Under payor play, you're at the
whim of the employer."
Pointing out that a recent Guy
Gannett Co. poll of about 600 Maine
doctors found the majority (57 percent)
support a single-payer system, Ditre
called Mitchell's proposal a "softball
for insurance companies." Instead, he
called for Mitchell to emula te the
single-payer bill U.s. Rep. Tom
Andrews has filed in the House of
Representatives.
','ve never quite understood this
whole employer-based health care,"
Andrews told CBW. "It's almost like
calling the fire department when your
house is on fire, and them asking,
'Where do you work?' before they
come.... H you're sick you need
treatment. So to base this system on
your employer to me is rather odd."
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The Legacy II loudspeaker is
considered by audio experts to
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its great legacy. With 5 years
parts and labor, this speaker will
stand the test of time.

Opponents of state
health care peddle
stale arguments
While the Maine People's Alliance
<MPA) and state Sen. Dale
McConnick prepare to introduce a
Single-payer bill in the Maine Legislature, an industry group is mo~i1izing
opposition.
The Small Group Health Refonn
Committee has begun taking its show
on the road, and the show isn't pretty.
A Canadian walks up to the podium
and tells horror stories about that
country's health care system, horrors
that have led him to fonn a "cardiac
underground" to get emergency heart
surgery in the United States for waitlisted Canadians. A state senator from
New York pounds away at national
health care plans, claiming the current
system already functions well and
that a "payor play" system would
destroy small businesses that couldn't
afford insurance.
This "small group" committee
includes business groups such as the
Maine Merchants Association, the
Maine Oil Dealers Association and the
Maine Fann Bureau. But insurance
representatives from the Independent
Insurance Agents and the Maine
Association of Life Underwriters
really run the show.
"It's baloney," responded MPA's
Joe Ditre to the group's charges.
"They're talking about the mid-'80s in
Ontario. That situation was rectified
through the single-payer structure,
where people could say, 'We want
more ICU (intensive care unit) beds
and more cardiologists: By that
pressure and public accountability,
they reallocated money to end that
situation in the mid-'8Os. It's old data.
Our GAO (General Accounting
Office) once did a study on waiting
lines in Ontario. And for emergency
care in Ontario, they found there are
no waiting line for care."
'This is deliberate misinformation
by people who know better," said
Yarmouth's Dr. David Johnson, "but
desperately want to maintain the
status quo. These people want us to
believe everybody's got a really bad
shake in Canada, that nobody likes it.
In point of fact, the vast majority of
people there [approve Of itl .... These
lies are no longer believable."
'1t's just chicken little, and the sky
is falling in on [the insurance industry]," Ditre concluded. "They're not
adding anything to the debate.
They're just blatantly misrepresenting
the facts."
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Geneva Johnson holds some of the medIcIne that consumes one-thIrd of her fixed
Income each month.

HEALTH CARE
Con tinued from page 9

'1t would cut paperwork problems enormously," said
Dr. David Johnson, a Yannouth osteopath who belongs to
the Maine chapter of Physicians for a National Health
Program, a 4,ooo-plus member group. "If we were dealing
with a single payer, we would have enormous economies
right there. By enormous, I mean I've had people guess we
could cut 10 percent of our overhead immediately - and it
might even be greater than that"
In his 27 years as a doctor, Johnson said, he has increasingly spent time dealing with fonns, conferences and other
administrative details. A single-payer system would allow
him to do what he went to medical
school to do - practice medicine.
"Under a slngle-payer plan, the
"A 10-minute encounter is very likely
consumer would never get a
to spawn multiple test and specialty
bill •••• Health care becomes a
consultations instead of what's better for
right of citizenship. "
all concerned, which is more time,"
Johnson said. "Nobody's satisfied with
Joe Ditre, Maine People's Alliance
10-minute efficiency visits, with practicing defensive medicine, and with lots of tests that simply
prove you don't have the disease."
Johnson predicted such a system could increase the fees
paid to primary care doctors who most need them, while
possibl y causing a slight reduction in specialists' fees. As
another side benefit, more jobs as nurse practitioners and
physicians' assistants in Maine would instantly be created.
"Highly paid physicians like specialists won't like
[single-payer]," agreed Ditre. "But the majority of doctors in
Maine are primary care physicians. And they will see their
incomes go up."
Perhaps Americans are catching on to this. In one 1989
Harris poll, 60 percent of Americans said they'd happily
pay higher taxes or premiums if it guaranteed them free
health care.
But what really matters now is what percentage of the
newly elected Maine Legislature will go along with it.
Continued on page 13
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Health care in
other states
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fiG~

and

!:..~~
' _ . _ _ .w.:

---..

772-8630 or 1-800-639-2707 ME" NH

Maine isn't the only state considering universal health care. At the
moment, at least a dozen other states
are poised to vote on various health
care proposals, though none is as
progressive as Maine state Sen. Dale
McCormick's proposed state singlepayer plan. A sampling of other states'
existing health care plans follows:
HawaII, with about the same
population as Maine, is out in front of
the pack on health care. Hawaii state
law requires all employers to provide
free health insurance to every employee who works at least 20 hours a
week, and it guarantees coverage for
both unemployed and seasonal
workers. So at least 95 percent of
Hawaiians have health insurance of
some kind. Since the law requiring
coverage was passed in 1974, Hawaiians' life expectancies have risen to
among the nation's highest, and infant
mortality has dropped conSiderably.
Health insurance premiums in that
state are among the nation's lowest.

MInnesota will shortly begin
subsidizing health care for the poor.
Using revenues from new taxes on
cigarettes, doctors and hospitals, the
state will pay some portion of the
premiums for poor residents who
can't afford insurance. It will also
make insurance forms Simpler, which
would make a single-payer plan easier
if it were ever created there. But some
have complained that Minnesota's
plan puts too many restrictions on the
kinds of services tha t are covered.

da shath September
Cyan,Ye ow and Magenta.
You know how that little ditty goes.
And month after month after month, colorful new works of art
from your little Picasso. Of course, you have to display them all.
Her little heart would break if you ever threw one away.
So take those masterpieces to Generated Image and we'll organize them
.
into a tidy calendar that displays her best works and maybe
that annoying little rhyme won't seem so bad.

GENERATED IMAGE
164 Middle Street, Portland, Maine 04101 207.774.4455

Oregon's attempt to fund health
care for the poor has run into a buzz
saw of controversy. The state wants to
pay for the health insurance of its
poorest residents, but it also wants to
cut the cost of doing so by excluding
certain services from the program services like liver transplants for
alcoholics and post-mastectomy breast
reconstruction.
Some observers feel this is the onl y
logical approach to health care, and
stands the best chance of being
adopted as a !llltional model. Others
argue it's discriminatory to deny
services that the rich can afford, and
that the very process of making a "nopay" list can be tainted by moral
judgments about disease or character.
Massachusetts passed a law in
1989 that will eventually require most
businesses in the state (except those
employing five or fewer people) to
pay half their workers' health insurance premiums. A statewide
referendum in support of statewide
health care a few years ago also won
overwhelming support. But business
and insurance groups have succeeded
in watering down the 1989 law by
delaying its timetable; heal th care
advocates in the state wonder whether
the "half_pay" requirement will ever
be implemented.

Wuhlnlton also passed a health
insurance bill in 1989. The law
requires the state to pay as much as 90
percent of premiums for the poorest
families. However, it will only fund
insurance for about 4 percent of the
state's uninsured residents.

Medical Cantar'. amareancy room, ona

HEALTH CARE
Continued from puge 11

Sensible cure or doomed plan?
Republican state Rep. Joe Carleton Jr. of Wells, another
health care study committee member, agrees with
McCormick's diagnosis of what's ailing health care. Unlike
most Republicans (and some Democrats), Carleton doesn't
even object to consolidation of the insurance industry.
But he still questions the single-payer system's cure.
"We do need reform," Carleton said. ''The costs of the
system are running out of control, and not everybody is
covered. But it's a difficult time to get these things on track
because it's going to cost money to get it started. Also,
there's no real consensus in the state about how to do it as
of yet .... [McCormick's) large-scale systemic reform has not
yet been fully discussed and agreed upon by the committee."
Carleton said he doesn't support McCormick's plan.
Though he hasn't written it off altogether, Carleton would
like to study "managed competition" of private insurance
companies first.
"It's an old saw," he said, "but I am suspicious whenever
somebody tells me that haVing the government take over a
particular area is going to be more efficient and less costly.
Health care might be one of those peculiar areas where that
i true, but I'm not convinced at this point."
Carleton also questioned where start-up funds for a
Single-payer system would corne from. Proponents claim
that cost savings alone would fund a single-payer program.
Carleton disagreed.
"That is an argument I am very suspicious of," he said. '1
think there has to be some public funding. Indeed, there's
already a lot of public funding for health care. But just how
that is set up - taken out of general tax revenues, or out of
some kind of special tax like there is in Minnesota on health
care providers - is something that I haven't come to a
conclusion about.
''There have to be trade-offs," Carleton finished . "You
cannot have, as we do now, everybody wanting to have the
absolute best health care no matter what the cost, and have
it immediately, and have absolutely free choice, and have
cost containment at the same time. We have to get realistic
about the trade-offs."
Despite Carleton's reservations, MPA's Ditre predicted
the committee would endorse the single-payer plan. H it
does, Carleton may file a dissenting report to express his
concerns - a move that could create even more squabbling
over the single-payer plan.
Other legislators cautioned that a single-payer plan
would be doomed before it got out of the blocks in a
Legislature that will be grappling mightily with a projected
$1 billion budget deficit.
"I think the time would be ripe if the states in general
were not in such financial chaos," said Portland state Sen.
Joe Brannigan. "People like Dale McCormick feel it's a high

priority to do it, but that's going to run head on into people
who've promised no more taxes, or who've promised to
give schools more funding. You're talking $300 million in
each of those cases. It's going to be difficult to start new
programs." Brannigan, who hadn't yet studied
McCormick's proposal, blamed the McKernan administration for fighting previous health care reform efforts.
And McKernan has tried before to gut health care
reform. Last November and again this February, he tried to
close down the Maine Health Care Finance Commission,
the state's only watchdog over hospital spending. The
commission saves Mainers $10 million to $20 million each
year in medical costs by fixing each private hospital's
budget before the next fiscal ' year; it spends less than $2
million annually to do it. Yet McKernan and other Republicans wanted the agency eliminated, and only a Democratic
majority on the Legislature's Appropriations Committeeof which Brannigan is a member - saved the group.''The administration even tried to eliminate the adult
part of the small health care program we do have for
working poor people in Maine," Brannigan said. 'We had
to fight to keep it. Their priority has not been in that
direction."
Insurance industry opponents to the single-payer plan
have also begun mounting a statewide campaign to discredit the Canadian system (see "Dog and pony show,"
page 10). The Canadian program, they say, creates long
waits (six to 12 weeks for a routine checkup) and the
potential for overuse of health care by citizens.
Proponents reply that the Canadian government removes temptation for Canadian doctors to run through
patients too quickly by publishing prominent lists of highvolume clinics. They're hoping the desperate need for better
health care will persuade legislators Y"ho might shrink from
new programs in such tough economic times.
McCormick said she anticipates support for her pro- .
posal, both in the Legislature and among the working poor.
But other legislators are more guarded about the prospects
of getting a veto-proof majority of the Legislature to
approve a single-payer plan.
"I think everybody expects a tough fight," McCormick
conceded. "But we have to start squeezing the balloon from
every direction. Otherwise, the costs just balloon out in
another place. This is the only way to do it." caw

This year let your
Christmas bonus unwrap
itself ...
With a stripping Santa.

--------

------

Give everyone in the
office a holiday thrill they'll
never forget!
Paul Kil" is Editor of Maine ProgresSive, in which another version
of this article will appear in December.
Maine Progressive is a monthly statewide journal dedicated to
peace and justice. CaI/839-3011 for more information.

For bookings call
SANTA PRODUCTIONS

829-3453
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So what's changed?

Free health care is the cure
Let's face it: America's health care system is sick. While costs continue to
skyrocket with no end in sight, 400,000 Maine residents can't afford adequate
health insurance. As a result, some are apparently resorting to local emergency
rooms instead of visiting physicians on a regular basis. But health care providers
and insurance companies continue to rack up profits - while the poor carry the
system's failures on their backs.
Free health care is the cure.
The single-payer, nonprofit plan that state Sen. Dale McCormick is proposing
(see page 10, ''Health care for all") is similar to a successful Canadian program
that delivers better health care at less cost than we
receive in this country. We need to swallow our
~
I
pride and admit ~hat the Canadians have outsmarted us on thIS one.
In the United States, health care works this way: You have to pay to get it. If
you don't have insurance, you may not receive treatment. If you're poor or living
on a fixed income, the government may pay some of the cost - but it may not.
And if you've ever had a disease, exposed yourself to an occupational hazard or
even been pregnant, your insurance may not cover treatments you need.
Compare this Darwinian way of delivering health care to the way it's done
across the Saint Croix River.
In Canada, if you're sick, you call up a doctor or hospital and make an appointment. Once there, you present a little white card gi ven to each citizen at birth.
Possession of that card means all your diagnostic visits, lab work and hospitalization are free. Regardless of which province they're in, or even which country, the
Canadian government picks up the tab. Later, your doctor bills the provincial
government, and the government reimburses the doctor or hospital out of tax
revenues set aside for that purpose. You never see a doctor's bill.
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A single-payer system works with elegant simplicity. It also offers cash savings
and better care. Note these eye-opening statistics:

• It's more effective than our system. Canada's infant mortality rate is 25
percent lower than the United States'.
• It's more dependable. Since 1980, at least 400 U.s. hospitals have closed, most
in rural states like Maine. Van Buren's hospital closed in the late 198Os, forcing

residents to drive to Caribou instead. Castine's hospital has also closed. And Bath
and Brunswick are considering a merger of their two hospitals. In Canada, not a
single hospital has closed.
• It's cheaper for individuals. According to Consumer Reports magazine, a
Canadian earning $26,000 a year spends about $1,300 in taxes for the privilege of
free health care. His or her American counterpart pays twice as much - $2,500for health care during the same year. A family of four in Maine may spend $3,000
to $5,000.
The country could save money, too. According to a study reported in the New
England Journal of Medicine, the United States would have saved $70 billion to $80
billion in 1987 alone with a Canadian-style, single-payer system. Mainers would
have saved $500 million a year in health care costs.
''Ri!ducing our administrative costs to Canadian levels would save enough
money to fund coverage for all uninsured and underinsured Americans," concluded the authors of the report. And that's just what we ought to be promising
our children - care without regard to race, class, sex or occupation.
America's vast patchwork of competitive health care providers and insurers is
to blame for the morass. Each insurer makes its own determinations about
eligibility for insurance payments. Then there's the complex billing and collections
process, with which Canadian doctors don't contend. And we foot the bill for all
this paperwork. About one-quarter of each health care dollar spent in the United
States goes straight to these feats of bureaucratic shuffling. In Canada, just one
penny per dollar goes toward paperwork.
Do we really need more studies? No. The studies have been done again and
again, and a Single-payer system looks better each time. It saves money while
covering more people. It's far superior to Sen. George Mitchell's wimpy "pay or
play" proposal. And it places the priority on caring for human beings - not
padding cushy bank accounts.
CB W supports state Sen. McCormick's proposal, which is based on the Canadian plan. And we urge Greater Portland's legislators to do the same. The right to
free or affordable health care must never be conditional upon one's ability to hold
a job or inherit lots of money. (PK)

Write your own winter's tale
• By Doug Rennie

Winter. Home fires sweeten fat, damp air with the
scent of wood smoke. Glistening roads. Squishy
bark-dust paths. Naked trees. Stygian skies. Fox,
raccoon and 'possum curled nose to tail in warm
dens. Weather suited for the indoor life, for reading
good books, or maybe for writing your own. Winter
forces you to stay home and get acquainted with
yourself. So start a journal. Sort through the mental
flotsam of seedling ideas, veiled feelings, longburied faces and voices.
Write your own winter's tale. A personal journal
where you daily record your thoughts, observations,
memories, bits of overheard nattering at the movies
or the mall- whatever - provides an ongoing
forum for every impulse from catharsis to creativity.
All you have to do is start one. And no time is better
than winter. listen to one who knows: '1t is winter
proper ... come to stay. I bloom indoors in the winter
like a forced forsythia; I come in to come out. At
night I read and write, and things I have never
understood become clear; I reap the harvest of the
rest of the year's planning,""writes Annie Dillard in
her extended personal journal, "A Pilgrim at Tinker
Creek," winner of the Pulitzer Prize in 1975.
OK, so yours probably won't win a Pulitzer. But
once you start, you'll find that the way a journal
opens up your mind's sluice gates, allowing you to
spill your guts out on paper, is wonderfully,
addictively self-indulgent. The only thing better is
going back weeks, months, years later and reading
what you wrote. I still have several Coke-stained
notebooks filled with scribblings from childhood and
adolescence - and most of the entries have winter
dates (baseball ruled the warm days).
Memories - joyous, sad, all but forgotten materialize in technicolor 3-D when I read these
penciled scratchings. Images of long-ago Christmas
gifts: a Schwinn Spitfire bicycle, the first 10 volumes
of the Hardy Boys, a Daisy Red Ryder BB gun, a
"junior guitar" (you know it as a ukeJele). Sad
recollections: the death of a beloved cat, my mother
in an iron lung. And observations of nature: gray,
fog-shrouded saltwater, squawking sea gulls, the
fish-slimy smell of jacksmelt on a dilapidated old
pier in Santa Barbara, Calif.; how it felt walking

through the mud on the way home from school; the
hieroglyphics of deer and skunk etched on a creek
bank.
"See enough and write it down," writes novelistessayist Joan Didion. ''Then some morning when the
world seems drained of wonder, some day when I
am only going through the motions of what I am
supposed to do - on that bankrupt morning, I will
simply open my notebook and there it will all be, a
forgotten account with accumulated interest, paid
passage back to the world out there.... "
It's instant re:.immersion in the past, a new angle
on the present. And winter gets you out of the
starting blocks quickest. "Perhaps what moves us in
winter is some reminiscence .. . the cold is merely
superficial; it is still summer at our core, far, far
within," wrote Henry
David Thoreau in his
"Journals" (Jan. 15,
1855). He also noted
that "the winter was made to concentrate and harden
and mature the kernel of man's brain, to give tone
and firmness to his thought" (Jan. 30, 1854) and that
"my journal is that of me which would else spill over
and run to waste" (Feb. 8, 1841).
Getting started is a snap. All you need are a blank,
bound notebook and a good pen (fountain pens are
best - something about the tactile grace and fluidity
of writing with a fountain pen makes writing an
experience as sensual as it is cerebral) and you're in
business.
How to start? Record the date and write. And,
since research shows it takes about 21 days to make
any new behavior habitual, stick with it. Don't do
any self-editing or censoring as you write. Just get
the words down. As many as you can. Every day.
'Write often," Thoreau urged, "write upon a thousand themes, rather than long at a time" (Nov. 11,
1851).
H you need some launching pads, try these (and
use all five senses as often as you can): Write a
memory of childhood. Begin with '1 remember...";
write about the best meal you had this week; write
an imaginary conversation with someone about
something that's troubling you; describe the place
you are writing in, what you see out the window, an

citizen

important person in your past; find a quotation and
copy it down, then write a response to it; write in the
third person occasionally, or from the point of view
of a dog; write a response to a film you saw recently
or something you read in the morning paper; keep
running lists of books and articles you are reading
and record your thoughts about them; write a word
- "chalk," let's say - and see where it takes you
(old school rooms, baseball diamonds, the cliffs of
Dover, a pallid face) . Any old thing. Because as
Thoreau said, "Each thought welcomed and recorded is a nest egg, by the side of which more will
be laid ... perhaps this is the main value of keeping a
journal" (Jan. 22, 1852).
And don't hole up indoors all winter. Take a walk
in the early morning or late afternoon. On your
street, in the park, along a river. "All that summer
conceals, winter reveals," writes Dillard, so take
notice of how things look and smell on a foggy
morning, how the rain sounds and feels tapping on
your nylon anorak, the texture of decayed wood, the
pewter medallion that is the sun in a winter sky; pick
up on bits of dialogue if other people are around;
think about what you're going to do tomorrow or
next week; think about what you want to do. Then
write about it when you get home. Or take your
journal with you and kick back on a bench or under
a tree or sit at a table in your favorite cafe. But write.
Maybe you'll come up with something like
Thoreau did on Feb. 12,1854: "To make a perfect
winter day like this, you must have clear sparkling
air, with a sheen from the snow, sufficient cold, little
or no wind; and the warmth must come directly
from the sun. It must not be a thawing warmth ... ."
Or Annie Dillard: "Yesterday I watched a curious
winter nightfall. The cloud ceiling took on a warm
tone, deepened, and departed as if drawn on a
leash.... "
What off ramps will your winter inner traffic take?
You won't know until you uncap your pen, put tip to
paper and move some ink.

I read the article ''Facing Fear"
(10.22.92) and felt shock and sadness. I
wonder about these young people
who are so threatened by gay people
that they make gay peoples' lives a
torment.
It reminded me of the plight of my
Jewish ancestors who came to
America to escape the oppression of
"the old country." In their villages
they were periodically attacked by
groups of young peasants who would
assault them, rob them destroy their
homes.
These attacks were called "pogroms." The Jews committed the
"crime" of being different - that's all
- and in that, threatened the status
quo. It's eerie to think: So what has
changed?

9'UJQu.u.~ ~~e>tSusanna Jaeger
Cape Elizabeth

Fairs cruel to animals
I agree with Julia Orr's letter
(11.5.92). Exotic animals on display at
Cumberland Fair and Deering Oaks
Family Festival is very wrong. It's
depressing to see them there and it is,
indeed, an unspeakably cruel environment for them to be in.
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Lee Myrbeck

Westbrook

Economy to luxury, every car owner wants the best tire they can afford. And now
Century Tire, Portland's largest Pirelli dealer, is having a sale everyone can get excited
about. Now take the Pirelli P300. It comes with a 60,000 mile warranty. That's as long
as most of us own a car. So besides discounting our entire line of Pirelli tires, we
thought we'd add an extra 10,000 miles to the P30.o warranty for a total of 70,000
miles. Because once you get out on the road ~th them ... you won't want to stop.

:..:'th l::~<'vvt~
Elke Rosenberg
Portland
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Coyote killing at Cape Liz
Your brief account ("newsreal"
11.5.92) of the recent shooting, by a
Cape Elizabeth resident, of two
coyotes feeding on a deer that had
been hit by a car raises some disturbing questions. Such as why Maine
feels it needs an open season on
coyotes when (1) it's probably safe to
assume that no one actually eats them;
(2) the record of coyote attacks on
humans is practically non-existent; (3)
proper animal husbandry can largely
eliminate their threat to li vestock,
which is probably at least as threatened by packs of domestic dogs; (4)
household pets shouldn't be running
around on the loose to tempt them;
and (5) a healthy coyote population
could help stabilize the burgeoning
deer
population.
Isn't
it sad that we who welcome dogs into
our homes as loving pets so often
regard their next-of-kin as dangerous
"varmints" fit only to be shot on
sight? At the very least we owe them
some gratitude for helping to clean up
our abundant road kill.
And if, as certainly is the case on
Cape Elizabeth, deer have become a
major hazard to drivers and are
invading our gardens in search of
food, why not protect the animals that
could help keep an exploding deer
population in check?
One also has to ask why Cape
Elizabeth, which has such strict
hunting laws and only permits bow
and arrow hunting of deer, has no
problem with someone blasting away
at other wildlife in a populated area?
The saddest question of all is why

letters

Original equipment on the world's ~nest

Prison cuts
cost taxpayers
The commissioner of the Department of Corrections is announcing the
possibility of drastic cuts in the
positive programs of the system.
There is precious little as it is. To cut
more will not bode well for SOciety as
the rate of recidivism will not go
down. It costs over $22,000 a year for
the taxpayers to support a person in
the custody of the Department of
Corrections system. And for that
$22,000 the taxpayer gets a rate of
recidivism that is way over 50 percent.
Of course, the department has a
vested interest in repeat business.
If you want people to change they
must have access to education and
rehabilitation. The 12-step program of
Alcoholics Anonymous has proven
that recovery is feaSible, but it requires ongoing interaction with
people in the program. People bring
this proven program of recovery into
the insti tution free and yet the
department denies access to the new
inmate. This is not going to help
decrease the number of people who
coxr.e back into prison after release.
We are taught to be inmates.
Building more prison cells insures
maintaining a dependent population.
Is that what the taxpayers want? I
hope not.
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An Invocation of the
Holiday Spirit with the

185 Kennebec Street, Portland
Pine Tree Shopping Center
Route 302, North Windham

Featured in Micky Hart's
Drumming on the
Edge of Magic

original African Drum Iv\aster
Saturday, December 12
Two Shows, 6:30 & 9:00
1st Parish Church
425 Congress Street, Portland
Tickets $15/8 Call
774{)465
Also available at The Whole
Grocer and Ben & Jerry's

CElEBRATE THE SEASON
YOUR WHOLE FM\ILY.
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Buy a family pass before
December 10 ,
2 children

under 12 are free.
A savings of $16.

BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER
SPONSORED BY Shop 'n Save, Fteet Bank, Well, and Maine Times
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Windham

Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your
lett",.. Please limit your thoughts
to 300 words, Include a daytime
phone number and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
Congrea St., Portland, ME Q4.10.1

"You will do foolish
things, but do them
with enthusiasm. "
-Collette
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PortlMd, ME 04101
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Doug Rennie writes Q hetllth tmd fitness column fin'
Willamette Week, where a similtu TNmlion of this esstI1j
recently appetlTed.

so many of us still get our kicks
shooting animals for "fun"?

EAT GOOD FOOD
AND THINK GOOD THOUGIffS.
LIFE'S SIMPLE THINGS.
484 STEVENS AVE., PORTLAND ·772·3961
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On top
of it all at
SugarloaflUSA

"Some say life is the thing,
but I prefer reading."
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silver screen
10-day calendar
stage
concerts
"The Key"
The Second Step
clubs

- Ruth Rendell
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Visit the
Independent

Annie's Book Slop
Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel
Ski Sugarloaf/USA's big mountain by day and enjoy our lifts ide
rooms, private spa, and fine
dining by night. Midweek nightly
lodging and lift packages start at

$69

295 Forest Ave., Portland
207-761-4474
Mon-Fri !H, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
Recycle your gently-read paperbacks at Annie's.
We have thousands 01 pre-read paperbacks
from current bestsellers to the classics for
readers of all ages.

from u.s. or Canada call:

1·800·527 ·9879
or write for our color brochure

Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel,
Box 2299, Carrabassett Valley,
Maine 04947

To

•
1

Carlson Turner Books
241 Congress St., Portland
207-773-4200
Open every day 10-5, Sun 12-5
We buy books too!
Atraditional antiquarian shop: thousands of
reasonably priced 19th & early 20th century
classics, second-hand books in all fields from
horticulture to the Civil War, paperbacks in our
bargain basement at the lowest prices in town.
KnoWledgeable staff - great selection - since
1974. ATTENTION STUDENTS: Scholarly and
academic paperbacks at a fraction of new book
prices. Huge selection. Check here first.
Recent purchases: Robert Frost collection
including signed copies, large amount of
orchid books, Maine liction and still more
military history. Always buying new books
daily. Large selection of new review copies40% off.

89 Exchange St., Portland
207-774-2190
Mon-Sat llAM-6PM
The ambiance in this small intimate bookstore
encourages browsing in your own private world
of 17,000 interesting and uncommon used and
out-of-print books in various categories,
including history, art architecture, literature,
music, travel, hunting, fishing, a large collection
of children's books, and amiscellany of scarce
and unusual books. The "Gift 01 Giving aBook"
Catalogue of 100 books now available.

go to
page 28

ones who
books.

The Shipyard
Kennebunkport, ME 04096
207-967-8616
OPEN 7 DAYS AWEEK THROUGH THE
HOLIDAYS
We offer a comprehensive selection of maritime
titles including practical subjects from
boatbuilding to waterway guides, as well as
regional and nautical fiction. We also carry
marine related prints in a broad price range.

•

Harbour Books
Lower Falls Landing, Rt 88
Yarmouth, ME 04096
207-846-6306
M-Th & Sat 9-6; Fri 9-8; Sun 12-5

-

A lovely selting, a very complete selection and
specialties in marine, children's and fiction
books. Special orders. Water side restaurant
next door. NY Times hardcover bestsellersalways 20% Off!
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Allen Scott Books

ave

they're the
know and love

per person
double occupancy

For reservations or information

Booksellers -

ra.6ft. ._I:·; · !'!I ';I:;
Slandish Marine
Books &Prints

Maine Street Books
148 Main Street, Freeport
Sun-Wed 11-6
Thurs-Sat 10-9
Just two blocks north of L.L. Bean in Freeport's
unique shopping area! For Holiday Gilt giving
we offer a large selection 01 new books,
including current bestsellers, children's books,
horror, sci-fi/fantasy and many, many more.
Also 1993 Calendars, boxed Christmas cards &
current bestsellers, all at 10% off. Special
orders are welcome. Gilt Certificates available.
Books make great gifts! Come in and browse.

The Book Review
Falmouth Shopping Center
Between Shaw's and Rich's
US Rt One, Falmouth
207-781-4808
Open 7 Days, including every weekday evening,
Mon-Fri 9-8, Sat 9-5, Sun Noon-5
A family-run shop, in a convenient location,
with a unique mix of mainstream and independent publishers. There's anice leather armchair
for you to peruse our books and a couple 01
small ones for the youngsters in our large
children's department. Also magazines you
won't find in the supermarket and a targe
selection of greeting cards from recycled paper.
Fast special orders at no additional charge.

The Baxter Society remembers Dorothy Healy

lil.a.QI ~.III.:il!;~.II:I~1~m:;;i~

The Book Rack
Shop 'N' Save Plaza
Main St., Saco
283-2711
Mon-Fri 9:30-8, Sat 9:30-6, Sun 1:30-6:00
We sell & trade used paperback books and also
offer a lull line of teaching aids and supplies as
well as comic books, greeting cards and sports
cards. We sell new paperback best sellers at
reasonable prices. Hard cover best seller rentals

at $2.oo/week.

Gulf of Maine Books
61 Mai n St., Brunswick 04011
207-729-5083
Man-Sat 9:30-5
Publishing Party Dec. 4, 5-8PM for Mitch
Lansky's Beyond the Beauty Strip: What's Left of
our Forests.
Since 1979, Maine's independent alternative.
Specialties include literary remainders, women's
titles, regional and small press titles, green and
bioregional, Native American poetry and
children's titles, mixed with hot sauce,
magazi nes and cards.

Celebrating the creativity of women

The Store at Maine
Audobon
118 Rt. 1, Falmouth
207-781-2330
95- 7 Days 'til Christmas
A unique beautiful, peaceful place lor Holiday
Shopping. Gilt Headquarters for the nature
loveron your list, inctuding natural history
books, field guides, Ld. books, birdfeeders,
birdhouses, seed, binoculars, children's books
and toys, recycled gilt wrap, Holiday cards and
unusual gilts.

• By Margot Bruwn McWilliams

There is, in the state of Maine - a land known primarily
for its wilderness - also a profound wealth of cultural and
artistic treasure. Not the least of this treasure is the Maine
Women Writers Collection (MWWC) at Westbrook College.
This collection, founded by Dorothy Healy and Grace
Dow, two Westbrook College faculty members, spans over
two centuries of the writings of women who have lived in

Maine either full or part-time. It is unique in the country.
And because it existed well before women's issues and
women's studies percolated into the nation's consciousness
and academic curricula, its existence at Westbrook College
puts that academic institution well ahead of others in this
increasingly dense field.
Continued on 'page 19

Maine
Audubon
Society
presents

lrlll,e
11l1() II iidlary
l13alzalallr
Saturday
December 5, 1992
9:00 a.m, ,3:00 p.m.

New
The Elks Club
Location 1945 Congress Street
Portland, Maine
Admission:
$2membersl
$3 nonmembers
This ad is worth $1 ,00 off

admission to the Holiday
Bazaar

silver
screen
Aladdin The animated tale of a poor teenage boy who
wins the love of the sultan's beautiful daughter with
the help of a genie (the voice of Robin Williams).
Features six new songs from the late Howard Ashman,
Academy Award-winning composer of 'Beauty and
the Beast'
BocIygue,d Whitney Houston, In a daring casting
move, stars as a black popular singer whose life Is
being threatened by a crazed fan. Not to worry, she
hires an ex-seaet service agent (Kevin Kosmer) to
ensure her physical wellbeing -which he does with
great alacrity.
Bram Stoll.'. Dr..,ul. A vampire (Gary Oldman)
Joumeys from Transylvania to London, drawn by an
innocent young woman (WInona Ryder) who Is the
spitting Image of the love he lost four centuries
earlier. The fate of mank Ind - not to mention that of
Winona - Is In the hands of one man, Van Helslng
(Anthony Hopkins), a vampire slayer. But can he
serve up the stakes In time? Also stars Keanu
Reeves. DIrected by Francis Ford Coppola.

a.t Int_.lngmar Bergman scr1pted this threehour drama charting 10 }'ears In the turbulent courtship and early marriage of a poor sour·souled semInary student and a spoiled bourgeois princess - his
parents. Billie August ('Pelle the Conqueror') dIrects.
A BrIel History of TIme Errol Morris' dIocumentary Is
based on Stephen Hawking's life as much as It Is
based on his beSt seller of the same name, As a
result the film does morethan restate the physicist's
theories of time and space and event horizons - It
puts these Issues In a human context.

NoomJ~

_colmX Spike Lee directs this biographical drama
based on 'The Autobiography of Malcolm X.' Acad·
emy Award winner Denzel Washington stars as the
contrO'lerslal activist who began his adult life as a
two-blt hustler and became the charismatic leader of
the nation 01 Islam , famous for his calls for 'neces·
sary" violence and black separatism.

The MI&IrtY Ducks Emilio Estevez stars as a former
hockey player picked upfor drunk driving. Instead of
being sent to the pen, I.e., the big penalty box, he 's
sentenced to coach a losing
hockey team .
From Stephen Herek, director of 'Bill and Ted ' s
Excellent Adventure:

_e-e

01 Mice and Men An adaptation of John Steinbeck's
classic novel about two Itinerant laborers trying to get
bY In Depresslon-era California. Lenny Small (John
Malkovlch) plays a dimwit whose innocent misuse of
his vast physical strength continually gets him in
trouble with the law. Gary Slnlse, co-founder "I the
SteppenwolfTheatre Company, co-stars as L~nny's
qulck·wltted friend and protector George. Sherilyn
Fenn (Audrey from 'Twin Peaks') also stars.
P...."g. 57 Wesley Snipes stars as an al~ine
security expert forced to match wits with an International terrorist while the two, along with a planeload
of passengers , are 40,000 feet In midair.
A RIv.·R.... Through It Robert Redford directs this
adaptation of Norman Maclean' s autobiographical
novella about how he and his younger brother were
taught the art of life through fiy fishing by their
. Presbyterian minister father. Set In Missoula, Mo., In
the flrst quarter of this century, 'River' Is an absorbIng parable about accepting life's rare moments of
grace In the face of Its Inexplicability. Brad Pitt plays
the headstrGng little brother, Tom Skerltt plays the
fastidiouSly restrained father, and EmllyLlo1'1 makes
the most of her somewhat undeveloped role as
Norman's love Interest
51",,_ Six unattached urbanites living in an apart·
mentcomplex In Seattle search for love success and
happiness with varying degrees of success. Directed
by Cameron Crowe ("Fast TImes at Ridgemont High"
and 'Say Anything'). The ensemble cast Includes
Bridget Fonda, Matt Dillon, campbell Scott, Kyra
Sedgwick. Accurately captures the nuances of ' 2()'
something relationships - and It's funny too.

The Candyman A hook-handed killer disembowels
and plucks aparl several people In a Chicago housing
project. A university student (Virginia Madsen) II&lieves the killer Is a black man - not sammy D8IIIs
Jr. - who was martyred a century ea~1er for a
forbidden love.

what's
where
Because of CBW's early publication this
week, times listed below are tentative ,
Movie goers are advised to confirm
times with theatres.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022
Dates effective Nov 25-Dec 3
Under Siege (R)

12:50, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9 :50
Bram Stoker's Dracula (R)

1:10, 4, 7:10, 9:50
Aladdin (G)

12:30, 1, 2:40, 3:10, 4:45, 5:30, 6:45,
7:40, 8 :50, 9:35
Home Alone 2: Lost In New York (PG)

12, 1:30, 2:30, 4:15, 5, 6:50, 7:35,
9:20,10
The Bodyguard (R)

1, 3:45, 7, 10

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
87!H511
Dates effective Nov 25-Dec 4
No early matinee Nov 26
A River Runs Through It (PG)

12:15, 3:40, 6:45, 9:20
Hero (PG-13)

GI."pry GI." Roe. Survival of the fittest becomes
survival of the sleaziest when a grou p of smail-time,
unscrupulous salesmen com pete against each other
to sell worthless real estate. Based on DavId Marnet's
Pulitzer Prize- and Tony Award-winning play. Very
cfever, very brittle, very draining. Stars AI Paclno, Alec
Baldwin and Jack Lemmon.

12:30,3:50,7,9:30
Traces of Red (R)

12:45, 4, 7:15, 9:40
Mighty Ducks (PG)

1,4:25,7:45
The Candyman (R)

10
Passenger 57 (R)

1:15,4:35,8,9:50
51..... Whit. Fe...... Allison Jones' (~dget Fonda)
search for a roommate ends when the seemingly
demure Hedra Carlson (.Jennifer Jason leigh) ~es
on her doorstep. But this perfect setup tums Into
roommate hell when Hedra also mO'les Into the most
personal aspects of Allison's life, Imitating the way
she dresses, walks and talks, winning over her
friends and attempting to seduce her boyfrfend. The
two characters are well developed up to a point, then
SWF dete~orates Into the usual bloodbath .

Malcolm X (PG-13)

11:30, 11:45, 3:30, 4:15, 7:30,8:10
Jennifer 8 (R)

12, 3:15, 6:30, 9:10

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
Matinees Sat & Sun
Best IntentIons

Hero Dustin HolTman plays a fugitive con man who

1:--------,
1 0 YH, 1...,"0 order illlidlll»
L.A. RIot. br$8.95 ~us $2 posmge/
1 handling. Cred" """ ""tom", can
1 call 1.000.537-9359 br las, .. ",,,,.

1

1 Address

h
I'
at rea ry
1 happenedand why it will
1 happen again

1

1 _________

i

Name

I

1 Send ID 1AJlLA. riot boo!<,
1 100 East 85th Sl., New Yori<, N.Y.
10028.
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, The first book that tells !he
, true story 01 the civil unrest ~
Los Angeles and cities across
the country

L ________ -.J

Nov 1S-Dec 1
Wed-Fri 8:30; Sat-Sun 2:30, 8:30; Morr
Tues 8:30

rescues passengers from a plane crash. Fea~ng the
. resulting publicity will blow his coyer, he lies low and
watches another man (Andy Garcia) take credit for
his deeds. Also stars Geena D8II1s. Directed by
Stephen Frears (·The Grifters').

The Tune

Nov 25-Dec 1
Wed-Fri 7, Sat-Sun 1, 7; Mon-Tues 7

H_ Alone 2: Lost In New York Careless Kevin 's at
Itagaln. This time he Ioseshlsfamllyatan alrportand
ends up alone for the holidays In New York City, with
only his dad's credit cards to keep him warm. By a
remarkable coincidence he runs Into the two Inept
burglars he thwarted two CMstmases ago. Stars
Macaulay Culkin, Joe Pescl, Daniel Stem and
Catherine 0' Hara .

J ....1Ier 8 Andy Garcia plays a bumed-out homicide
detective on the trail of a psychotic serfal killer who
has a penchant for murdering women who are beautiful and blind. As the detective searches for ciues,
a beautiful blind woman who witnessed one of the
crfmes comes forward . Not surprisingly, the detective Is soon bllnd·slded by love. Also stars John
Malkovlch.

A Brief HIstory of TIme

Dec 2-8
Wed-Fri 7:15, 9; Sat-Sun 1:15, 7:15;
MorrTues 7:15

Sn..kero A group of security experts are hired to
break Into 'Impenetrable" pfaces to test security
systems. They are led by Martin Bishop (Robert
Redford), a fugitive frdm the '60s. When a govelQ·
ment agency discovers Bishop's true identity, he and
his 'sneakers' are blackmailed Into participating In
a COYert operation. Directed by Phil Alden Robinson
('Field of Dreams ").

The T..... An animated featurereoourrtingthe struggles
of a mournful toon - a songwriter with w~tefs block,
who must~te a hit In 47 minutes or lose his Job. His
Joumey to unlock his creatMty leads him Into a
bizarre musical town, inhabited bY a canine Elvis
Impersonator and square dancing fast food .

People Count

T,..,_ 01 Red Two Palm Beach detectives (James
Belushl and Tony GoIdWyn) become embroiled In a
murder Investigation In which no one, Including the
cops, Is above suspicion.

Temple and Middle streets, Portland
772-9751
Dates effective Nov 25-Dec 4
Show times were unavailable when CBW
went to press
A League of Their Own (PG)
Singles (PG-13)
Single White Female (R)
Glengarry Glen Ross (R)
Sneakers (PG-13)

Of Mice and Men (PG-13)

_e

You count when research,
grants and sponsorships
are conSidered.
If you have MS and have not
yet registered with the Maine
Chapter, your confidential
call will make an Impact.

Nickelodeon

own

In 1943, all the baseballA ......... 01 TheIr
pfayfng men _re at war overseas and women _e
~ their chmce to pfay professional ball. Penny
Marshall directs this comedy about the AlI-American
GirII Professional Batseball League. Starring Geena
Davis, Lori Petty, Torn Hanks and Madonna.

Under
A group of terrorists capture a U.S.
battleship on Its way to being mothballed, Intending
to sell Its nuclear warheads. The entire skeleton crew
Is drugged -except for one man, a Seal and lormer
CIA operative, played by Steven Seagal- who else?
Not as mindless as one might suppose, but poorly
acted through and through- except for a delightfully
v1clous stint by Tommy Lee Jones as the man who
wants to nuke Honolulu.

+.0"

1-800-639-1330
Maine Chapter
National Multiple SclerOSis Society
Art & Soul continued on pilgt! 22

CREATIVITY
OF WOMEN

25, 1992 19

Downeast Ski Club Presents the 31st Annual

Ski Equipment Sale
November 28th
Saturday 9am - 8pm

Continued from page 17

members and its second president.
Contributors to the collection include
James F. Dickinson, fonner president
of Westbrook College; Francis M.
O'Brien, scholar, an tiquarian book
dealer and author ("A Backward
Look: 50 Years of Maine Books and
Bookmen"); Donal Teheny, Irish
scholar and lecturer; and May Sarton,
a longtime friend of Healy'S.
Dorothy Healy (nee Murphy) was
born on March 21, 1914, on a fann in
Boothbay, Maine, She was the
youngest of the seven children of
Abbie E. Gamage and Samuel Clark
Murphy, Educated at Boston
University, the young woman
returned to Maine soon after her
graduation in 1936 to assume a
teaching post at what was then
Westbrook Junior College (for
women). She was 21 years
old_This post, although it
assumed a thousand
different fonns and
definitions before she left it,
was the only job she would
hold for the rest of her life_
Healy never considered her
position a job, anyway, but a matter
of deep commitment. It was - aside
from the family that carne along
later - her life's mission,
She served, in one
capacity or another,
under four presidents.
Administrations and
global wars came and
went and Dorothy
remained, in the words of
one
president,
the "glue" that held
some 600 wri ters, It is comprised of
Westbrook
College
together,
over 4,000 volumes as well as letters,
The essayists cite a breadth of
ephemera and memorabilia. In 1987,
accomplishments,
interests and
Dorothy Healy (who had become the
humane
characteristics
in the makeup
collection's curator in 1%7 when
of Dorothy Healy, But her lasting
Grace Dow retired), announced that
legacy, they agree, is the MWWC. The
May Sarton would present the
collection,
said Francis O'Brien, is "a
collection with the entire body of her
supreme state treasure."
published works,
And
it was the depth of
Sarton, who lives in
Healy's
humanity that
York, Maine, is widely
caused people, said
considered to be one
• A Passionate Intensity: The
Peabody, to part with
of the country's
LIfe and Work of Dorothy
their treasures.
leading contemporary Healy,~ Baxter Society,
"The state of Maine
poets, novelists and
Portland, MaIne, 1992_ $25.
has
a roster of
writers of non-fiction.
outstanding
women
not surpassed by
The extensiveness and high quality
any other state," saicl Frances W,
of the Maine Women Writers
Peabody, a contributing writer and
Collection are the products of 30 years
old
friend of Healy's, "And among the
of unfailing will, effort and
leaders of this company, Dorothy
knowledge on the part of Dorothy
Healy will take her place_" caw
Healy,

In 1959, Grace Dow, fonner head of
the English department, and Dorothy
Healy, an administrator and teacher
since 1936, recognized a certain
phenomenon in the literary life of
Maine: an unusual concentration of
serious women writers. An urgency
filled these two friends and colleagues
to gather the writings of these women
together, Pointing to such nationally
known writers as Sarah Orne Jewett,
Harriett Beecher Stowe and Edna St.
Vincent Millay, they gained the
approval of the college's board of
trustees to begin such a collection.
The first
acquisition
Dow and
Healy made
was a first
edition of
Millay's "A
Few Figs
from
Thistles."
Thirtythree years
later the
collection
repre;ents

pages

In acknowledgement of that effort
and the extraordinary achievement it
wrought, the Baxter Society, a bookarts club based in Portland, has
published "A Passionate Intensity:
The Life and Work of Dorothy Healy."
This collection of 12 essays pays
homage to the woman who not only
created the collection, but was also
one of the Baxter Society's founding

Make out checks for" A Passionate
Intensity" to "The Baxter Society - The
Dorothy Book," and address to The Dorothy

Book, 15 Walton St ., Portland, ME 04103.
Proceeds benefit the Dorothy Healy
endowment fund for purchases to the
MWWC.

Registration
for Used Equipment
Friday Nov" 27 4-8 PU1

COfl1e In &
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Hot Soups & Chowders
Lasagna & Pasta Specials
and other
"warm-you-up dishes"

Hot Apple Cider - mulled or spiked!
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O!ldle!'

Maine's 1\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Mixing Good People, Good Food and Good Drillks for 13 Years.
5 Portland Pier • 772-4828 • Full menu from Ham - midnight

tCHRISTMAS
OPEN
HOUSE
DODGE THE FLORIST has now entered its
FOURTH GENERATION of ownership" loin us
to celebrate another exciting Christmas season at
our open house on

DECEMBER 4TH AND 5TH
lOam to 4pmldoor'prizes refreshments
-Holiday gifts delivered locally and around the world-

•

Color Your Life with Flowers
from

67 BRENTWOOD ST.

PORTLAND, ME
775-3166

@'HE FLORISI
INC.

Be Informed,
get Involved
& stay amused.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly SfJCtions must be received in writing
on the Thursday prior to publication. Send your Calendar and Ustings
Infonnatlon to Ellen Uburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 55J.A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

thanksgiving
• You can run, but you can't hide.

friday 27
• She's back ... Clara's
back! And she's armed.
She's taken over Maine
State Ballet and she's
holding Uncle Drosselmeyer
hostage. She won't release him
unless there's a full house for
tonight's performance of her
favorite work, "The Nutcracker" (Clara's like that
- she always has to be
the center of attention). So toe the
line; troupe on
over to Portland
City Hall Auditorium tonight at 7,
and bring the loot: $16
for adults; $10 kids, students
and seniors. 772-9671.

saturday 28
• A catered affair: Follow your nose
to the Baker's Table for dinner theater.
Port Star Productions presents
Anthony Shaffer's "Sleuth," the story

of a wealthy English man
who, while his wife is out of
town, invites her lover to
dinner for a pOSSibly deadly
game. Dinner - which costs
$27.95 - is served at
7:30. Murder's never
tasted so good; find
it on the menu at 434
Fore St., Portland.
775-0303.
• Rave all night
long at Zootz (31
Forest Ave.) at a
high-energy, multimedia, underground dance orgy. "Sky High" runs
from 11 p.m. till sunrise and beyond,
and includes "Audio Astronaut" DJs
from around the country as well as
Portland's Overload and Boston's
Mayhem; a "Rader" smart bar; Opulus
the brainwave synchronizer; and eyeopening lighting & visuals, including
films and video, a light show and
fractiles (computer-generated images
that look like crystals projected on the
wall). Tix are $8 in advance, $10 same
day. This rave is non-alcoholic, and is
open to all ages. 773-6979.

sunday 29
• Mecca date for the theater tonight:
See LA Public Theater's production of
"The Road to Mecca" by Athol
Fugard. The play centers on Miss
Helen, a 68-year-old sculptor fighting
the onset of age. "Like most of us,
Miss Helen is on her private journey
through life," says Artistic Director
George Vafiadis. "All of us have an
inner glow - some follow their
instincts and allow that inner light to
radiate for others. Symbolically, [Miss
Helen's] inner glow lights her inner
journey to Mecca." The theater's
located at 31 Maple St., Lewiston.
Tickets are $10; reserve them by
calling 782-3200,

\,,~~,
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monday 30
• Photos find a home: Michael A
Koch explores homelessness in "A
Matter of Conscience," a photo exhibit
on view at Portland Photographics,85
York St. Half the proceeds from all
sales go to Maine Coalition for the
Homeless, Gallery hours are 8:30-5:30,
Monday through Friday. 774-6210.

tuesday 1
• Breakfast of human rights champions: Start your day off right with John
G. Healey, executive director of
Amnesty International USA, who
speaks this morning at a breakfast
sponsored by The World Affairs
Council. Healey is widely recognized
for his outstanding humanitarian
service; he was named person of the
week by "ABC Nightly News", has
been featured in Time Magazine and
US News & World Report, and appears
regularly on network news. Breakfast
starts at 7:30 a.m. in Portland's First
Parish Church Hall, 425 Congress St.
Admission's free for students and
WAC members, $5 for everyone else.
780-4551.
n Piano and soprano: Pianist Gregg
Pauley, first-prize winner of the 1992
PSO-Priscilla Morneault Piano
Competition, and soprano Elizabeth
Nicholas debut with the Portland
Symphony Orchestra tonight at 7:30 at
Portland City Hall Auditorium (30
Myrtle St.). The program includes
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No.4 and
Mahler's Symphony No.4 - on
which Conductor Toshiyuki Shimada
will give a free, informal talk at 6:30.
Tix are $10-$30; call 773-8191.

wednesday 2

into Raoul's Roadside Attraction
tonight at 8. For $14, you can get
everything you want (exceptin' Alice) .
773-6886.

saturday 5
• Just when you thought she was
gone for another year ... She's baa-aack!
And this time she'll stop at nothing to
be a star once more. Now Clara's
taken over Portland High School, and
she's not there for a history lesson.
She's dancing her way through
Portland Ballet's "Nutcraclcer." It's
pretty, but it's not pretty. Ticlcets are
$16, $10 for children, students and
seniors. 772-9671.

thursday 3
• He's wickuhd smaht: For those of
you who never made it through
Stephen Hawking's thin but
dense book, "A Brief History
of Time," the movie of
the same name

~~~~
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explanation
of his theories
(which will have to do
until the Cliff Notes come
along).
Hawking narrates the movie in the
computer-synthesized sound thatbecause he has Lou Gehrig's disease
(ALS) - is his only way of speaking.
The film not onl y conveys Hawking's
theories, but explores the life of this
celebrated scientist who, 30 years ago,
was given only two years to live.
Pass a relatively brief amount of
time at The Movies on Exchange
Street tonight at 7:15 or 9. 772-9600, ,

iII''''.

World AIDS Day

friday 4
• Morse code: Classical guitarist
Kevin Morse, recently named
"Ultimate Guitar Player" in the
classical field by Guitar Player
Magazine, performs works by
composers including J.5. Bach,
Agustin Barrios and Stanley
Watson tonight at 8 at the
Immanuel Baptist Church,
Greenough Chapel, 156 High
St., Portland. Ticlcets are $7.50,
$5 for students, zippo for kids
under age 12. 276-4039.

• Walk right in, it's around the baclc,
just a half a mile from the railroad
track: Arlo Guthrie will walk right
across the Forest Avenue tracks and

GIve Clara the attention she deserves
FrIday, Nov. 27 & Saturday, Dec. S.

The figures 0(1 AIDS are staggering, and they're only getting worse. As of June 30,
1992, 230,179 cases of AIDS had been diagnosed in the United States. Of those,
152,153 people have died from AIDS. In this country. one of every 250 people is
infected with HIV, AIDS is the no, 1 killer of men between the ages of 25 and 44, and
the fifth leading cause of death for women in that
age group.
In Maine, a total of 313 cases of AIDS have
been reported. Of those, 172 have died. And it's
estimated that 1,5()(}2,500 people are HIV
Infected.
The World Health Organization has deSignated
Tuesday, Dec. 1, as the fifth annual World AIDS
Day. And VISUAL AIDS - a national group of art
profeSSionals - has deSignated it A Day Without
Art: A National Day of Action and Mourning.
In Portland, this day will be marked by a
sculptural tribute to AIDS patients at Portland
Museum of Art, Works in the museum's first·floor
atrium will be draped in black crepe paper to
symbolize the toll AIDS has taken on the cultural
Face AIDS Tuesday, Dec. 1.
community, Chris Reed, USM art history profes·
sor, will collaborate with students and ACT UP
Portland in a performance piece at in the museum's boardroom. On Dec. 3. artists Paul
Rodrigue, Salazar and Toni Wolf will speak on the influence AIDS has had on their wOrk.
Call the museum at 773-ARTS for info.
In Brunswick, Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services (MASS) will hold a remembrance
service Including an hour of music, readings and reflections. Names ofthose who have
died of AIDS or who are infected with HIV will also be read; call MASS at 725-4955 if
you have a name you'd like Included. The service takes place Dec. 1 at 7:30 p.m. at
The Theater Project, 14 School St. It's free and open to all.
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--The Bed Address~~
November 21 - Deeeniw 13
by n:Md lves I Wtr:ted by ]0J0n Mct'.onne/l Bums
A _ fMr1 about rrtOICulUity, power, and idenIiIy.

BY LARRY SHUE
DIRECTED BY MICHAEL OONAHUE
Nov. 2:1, 28, 29
Dec. 4, 5, 6,11,12,1992
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Not}. 26 CLOSED FOR THANKSGIVING
NutJ. 27 (rom BOSTON,
& 28 the expJoo;ve .ouncla o(
THE ROXBURY
BLUES AESTHETIC
Ike. 2 V'mtage Repertory Co.'.
,
Joyce Carol Oateo "TOE K.EY"
Ike. 3 (rom BOSTON
PERFUMED SCORPIONS
r_rvallo... welcome 0 clooed
20 daulorth It. 0 772-8114

moa_,..

I. Everybody In? Theatre Company presents

1lIE DIONYSIAN PlAYERS
performance of

MR.MOJO RISIN
the

poeb-J' of ..1m Morrison

Oak Sttut Theatre 92 Oak St. Portland
IICII1S 01 IW lOW at .lI~
Cant. Box Offici -U Tkk.tMostw lotatiom
o!hoxg,ly!'to", m·llSI ~ m ·llli
I

111.11 '10""10"

Breaktast M-f 6 a.m . to 11 :30 a.m.
Lunch M-f 11:45 a.m, to 2 p.m.
Sat 6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sun 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
98 Portland Street 'Portland • 773-2096

Guess who's
cooking Greek?

CUMBERlAND COUNTY
CIVIC CENTER

great food
• great music
• great beer & wine

Bring In this ad for a I"REE
medium Green Mountain
coffee with any purchase.
expo 12.3.92.

0

8 pm

November 19-20-21-22-27-28.
Sunday Nov. 22 I) pm
Cost of Trtp .. $9 at lilt doorlsbJaents $5

Iml:l: IIstlVationso773-23130BACK BY POPULAR DEMANDI
c..t 0 R ...... Doou...

Specials Thurs.
thru Sun. night
• Roast Lamb 0 Moussaka
oSpanakopita oDolmathes
oGyros' Psari Plaki 0 Etc,

Mmh~

Mu~~S~~ry:>

TUES-SUN
!! 5PM-1AM
III

III

=
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=

III
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FOUR BANDS/FOUR BUCKS!
AWMPG benefit featuring
Chameleon recording artists
Smashing Orange, England's
Middleman, Portland's best reggae
band Rockin' Vlbralion & local
blues legends R.C. & the Revolvers.
Tuesday, Dec. 1 8pm at ZOOTZ
FMI call 780-4976

797-3338

Mad Home Theatre, 955 Forest Avenue, Portland
Than, Fri, &: Sat 118:O¥n; SUDdays at 7:00pm
't.:lreu $16 ($14 Cor 5IIldentYsenion)

December 5 at 2 & 8pm
Lewiston Jwrlor High
with THE MAINE CHAMBER
ENSEMBLE
and the ANDROSOGGIN CHORALE
with special guests Auburn Schools
Youth Choristers

Tickets ($10 adults{ $5 students)
are available in Lewiston and Auburn at
Mail Boxes Etc,. Center SI. Plaza, Auburn
Shop 'n Save supermarkets Shaw's
supermarkets and at the door
or for further information cali 783--1006
Sponsored in part by: Peoples Heritage Bank
Sams ltaliill Samt.Nich Shoppes w~h Ire
support oftt-e MaineAlls Commission

*

*

*

*

Gift Certificates
TRY US FOR LUNCH
SoupS, Salads, Sandwiches, Plua
Greal Specials for Under $5
Ask AbDUl Our Lunch Club
Buy 5 Lunches and Your Sixth Lunch
Is on Ihe Housel
Monday 5-fO, 2 for 1 Pizza
Happy Hour 4-Midnight
Daily Happy Hour 4·7
$1 ,SO Domestics· $2 Imports· $2,25 Well Drinks
F'SU

' II '

336 Fore Sl. oln Ihe Old Pori
772·8619

I

for
Pottery Lessons

Supplies and
Handmade Pots

(PORTLAND POTTERY)
118 Washington Ave.
Portland, ME.
772~33"

,,''.'

22
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Art & Soul continued from page 18

BEA stage
HERO

GIVE THE
GIFT OF FU~

"The BoIIrdw8lk Melody Hour Munt.a" at The
Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre, Verrlllo's Restaurant,
155 Riverside Dt1ve, Portland, Shows every Saturday
at 8 . For Info and reservations call 693-3063.

Be ATeacher

Teachers have the power
to woke up young mindsto make a difference.
Reach for that power.
Be a teacher. Be a hero.

To find out how
t~become a
teacher, call
1-800-45-TEACH

"A Chrlat..... C.rol· TheChlldren's Theatre of Maine
presents Charles Dickens' gIlostly holiday tale Dec 56 12-13 & 19-20 - Sat 10:30 am & 2 pm , Sun 1 &
4' pm - at Waldron Auditorium, Wa~fIete School,
Storer Street, Portland. TIx: $6. 874{)371.

"The Flreblnl" The Bennington Marionettes perform
Nov 28 - Sat 3 pm - at the Center for the Arts at
the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, Beth. TIx:
$10, $ 8 students, $6 kids. 442-8455.

"The

For""""

Portland Players presents this romp
about a group of people dealing with a stranger who
(they think) knOWS no English Nov 27-29, Dec ~ &
11.12 - Frl-Sat 8 pm, Sun 2:30 pm - at 420
Cottage Rd, S. Portland. TIx: $13. 799-7337.

"For the HoIldey." The Theater Project presents an
avenl'll ~ upbeat Yuletide songs, skits, poetry, comedy and drama Dec ~ & 1()'13 - Thurs-Sat 8 pm,
Sun 2 pm - at 14 School St, Brunswick. 729-8584.

"HoIkIIIY Memor...•

Portland Stage Company presents a special holiday show based on Truman
capote's 'The Thanksgiving Visitor' and 'A Christmas Story- Dec 1-20 -Tues·Thurs 7 :30 pm; Fri 8
pm; Sat 4 & 8 pm; Sun 2 & 7 pm - at Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland.
11x: $12-$20. 774-0465
"The Key" Vintage Repertory Company presents a
one-act play based on Joyce Cwol Oates' tale of a
mlddle-ased man and woman on vacation In the
caribbean Dec 2 &9 - Wed 8 pm - at cafe nQ, 20
Danforth St, Portland . 11x: $6. 772.a114.

Skip Emerson (Edwin) Introduces himself to Charlotte Tragard (Melissa).

"The Key" to what?
Vintage Rep leaves questions unanswered

"L,M'.

CHRIST

S

AT THE CATHEDRAL ---

P\ey School· Sesame Street Live presents
this rollicking production with all your muppet friends
Dec 3-6 - Thurs 7 pm; Fri 10:30 am & 7 pm; Sat
10:30 am, 2 pm & 5:30 pm; Sun 2 pm - at
Cumberland County Civic Center, 1 Civic Center
Square, Portland. 11x: $9.50, $7.50.

"A Moat H.ppy FeI\e· The Portland Lyric Theater
presents a musical about an elderly man who adver·
tlses for a wife using a younger man's photo Nov 27·
29 and Dec 4-6 - Frl-Sat 8 pm, Sun 2:30 pm - at
176 Sawyer St, S. Portland. 11x: $12. 799-1421.

"Mr. Mojo RI.In'" The Dionysian Players present the
poetry of Jim Morrison Nov 27-28 - Frl-Sat 8 pm at The Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland. TIx:
$9, $5 students. 773-2313.
"MoIr au.plc ......• at The Mystery cafe Dinner Theatre Verrlllo' s Restaurant, 155 Riverside Drive, Port·
land. Shows every Saturday at 8. For Info and
reservations call 693-3063.
"The Nute_k.," Yes, It's that time again. The
Maine State Bellet presents this holiday classic Nov
27-29 - Frl-Sat 2 & 8 pm, Sun 2 pm - at Portland
City Hall Auditorium, 30 Mrytle St, Ptld. 11x: $8-$18.
Open dress preview Nov 25 at 7 pm ($8). 878-3032.

"The Red Add,...· Mad Horse Theatre Company

December 6, 1992 • 2:30 & 7:00 p.m.
AT THE

CATHEDRAL OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
307 Congress Street, Portland, Maine

Traditional music ...

*

4"A Ceremony of Carols» by Benjamin Britten with Jara Goodrich, harp
4"0 magnum mysterium» by Tomas Luis de Victoria
4"Nunc dimittiS»

*

* 4"Bogoroditse DC"Po» by Sergei Rachmaninoff
and other holiday favorites performed by the Choral Art Society and
the Portland Brass Q}lintet * Pre-program Handbdl performance
by Gustav Holst

. . · · ·:., and·a world premiere: ".
·: ~Vpon aChri~masNighi» by Gc-;>rgc Andoz;iadis
.~~

"

Tickets: $12 ($8 students and seniors)
Available in Portland: Gallery Music, Starbird Music, Amadeus.
Available in Brunswick: MacBean's Music. From Choral Art Society members or call 828-0043.

presents David Ives' drama, which fol loWS one man's
search for Identity and explores the boundaries of
gender Nov 27-Oec 13 -Thurs-Sat8 pm, Sun 7 pm
_ at 955 Forest Ave, Portland. TIx: $16, $14 kids
and seniors. 797-3338.
"Roed to Mee.,.· LA Public Theater presents Athol
Fugard's study of an old woman's struggles to
express herself as an Individual Nov 27-Dec 6 Thurs-Sat8, Sun 2-at31 Maple St, Lewiston. TIx:
$10. 782·3200.
"Sleuth" Port-Star productions serves up dinner
theater at The Baker's Table Restaurant, 434 Fore
St, Portland . Shows every Saturday at 7:30 . TIx:
$27 .95 (Includes dinner). 775-0303.
"Waltlrc on • Gh. .t" USM's Theater Department
presents this spoof on making life decisions Dec 411-MofloSat 7:30 pm, Sun 5 pm -atRusseIHall,
USM/Gomam . TIx: $4. 78().5483.

auditions
Royal RhI., ....y.,. needs at least four men and four
women for their Reader's Theatre Christmas production to be performed Dec 11-12. Rehearsals are
scheduled for Thurs evenings and Sat afternoons.
For more Info call 84&4740.

concerts
saturday 28

tuesday 1
Qrea Puey .nd Eltzebeth Nlchol_ with PSO
(clasSical) 7:30 pm , Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30
Myrtle St, Portland. TIx: $30, $24, $18, $10. 7738191 or 8()().639-2309.

W!f~"\fEJt:s

1=:==~flIilJ~)~~e:~~~
1==::=====?JWIQlIIO

Sat., Dec. 5th, 8am-2pm

*
*
• FREE JazzercJSe

• By John Philbrick

.Nd Shtppaid M",,,s

Portland's Vintage Repertory
characters and bring them to a
Company (VRC) has a strong and
satisfying conclusion. The piece is also
deserved reputation for quality
deliberately ambiguous in spots,
theater, But the company's current
allowing the audience to participate
production of 'The Key," a one-act by
by filling in the blanks through its
imagination, Is Melissa/ Angelina
Joyce Carol Oates, doesn't measure up
to their usual standards.
married? Does Edwin have children?
'The Key" is the story of a middleWill they at least answer one question
directly?
aged man and woman who meet on a
bar patio while vacationing on St.
But all the blame cannot be laid on
Kitts. Charlotte Tragard plays Melissa,
the play_The acting was uneven and
the nervous, doughy woman from
both Emerson and Tragard were
listless in their performances.
Minneapolis who wants this vacation
to add some excitement to her
Emerson particularly slipped into the
unhappy life, Melissa adopts the name
old actors trap of substituting volume
Angelina" and mixes some
for emotion. Anthony Allen, in the
unidentified pills with her drinks to
thankless role of the harried waiter,
nudge herself into feeling free and
was a bi t stiff.
guiltless, Skip Emerson is Edwin, a
The major problem with this show,
painfully loud, boorish racist who
however, is the lack of directorial
can't think beyond his next drink or
commitment. Director Jane Bergeron
the delights of Angelina's chest.
doe~n't pOint the characters or the
Through the play, the two drink
audience in any specific direction,
allowing both to become confused . At
and almost/sorta/kinda reveal their
times, Edwin and
pasts, fears and desires
while being interrupted
Angelina speak over
occasionally by a waiter,
each other in a jumble of
played by Anthony
unintelligible lines that
Allen_ Both Angelina
Vlnta4e Repertory Company leaves the audience lost
and Edwin are reluctant stages Joyce Carol Oates' , and disinterested.
U

sta e

CLASSES
• DOOR PRIZES & FREE DRAWINGS
Psychk Readings Massages Portraits Area Crahers & Much More
Many Gih Ideas & Gilt Certificates
l

l

I

l

Bring This ad for free week membership

12/5/92
CaD 883-8324 or '-800-974-5504 lor more details

Women's
Fitness Studio
70 U.S. Rt 1, Scarborough, above Bald Billy's
,

COOKIN

KATAHDIN
The first time people come to Kahtahdin for
dinner they are often suprised at how flavorful
New England cooking can be. They are used
to the bland institutional cooking that has
become known as the food the we Mainers
eat.

"The Key, ~ a one-act

Explained Bergeron, "I
to divulge themselves to
vignette, every Wednesday
each other, and fill the
wanted the audience to
throuib Dec. 9 at cafe no,
conversation with
draw
its own
20 Danforth St. 772-8114.
conclusions, particularly
meaningless dialogue
about the surprise ending."
about the moon and the strength of
There is nothing wrong with
their drinks_ Edwin is obsessed with
choosing this path as long as the path
carnal desire; Angelina waffles
is clearly marked. But it isn't. The
between languid acceptance and
result is that all the unanswered
nagging self-doubt.
questions become a puzzle with 110
Various problems plague the
production,
instructions, leaving the audience
One is the play itself_It's short,
bewildered and, ultimately,
barely 30 minutes, and that isn't a lot
disappointed, CIW
of time to develop a plot and

Horne lor the HoIldeya (Christmas) 7 :30 pm, St.
Maximilian Kolbe Church, Blackpolnt Road ,
ScarborOugll. TIx: $10, $5 seniorS and students.
772-2152.
Old n ..... Redlo 8enI (country) 7:30 pm, Saco River
Grange Hall, Salmon Falls, Bar Mills. TIx: $7, $5
seniors and kids . 929-6472.

X-MAS FUN & CRAFT FAIR AT

•
upcomIng
....."'" J_ Bend 12/4/92 (hOliday) 3:30 pm, at
Portland Museum of Art's lighting of the copper
beach tree on High St, between Spring St and
Congress St. Portland. 775-6148.
C_a.tIey 12/4/92 (holiday folk) 8pm, Unitarian
Church, PleasantSt,Brunswlck.11x: $5, $4 children,
In advance; $6, $5 ctlildren, at door. 529-5438.
SMILE, RustIc ow.rt.- end tM ...... 12/5/92
(original rock) 7:30 pm, Gorhn Student Cenmr,
USM/Gotharn. TIx: $5 In adv.lC:e, $6 at door. 892-

9982_

ChonIl Art SocIety 12/6/92 (holiday) 2:30 & 7 pm,
cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, 307 Congress St, Portland. TIx: $12, $8 seniors and students. 828-0043.

VIflne Choir 80ya 12/9/92 (hOliday) 7:30 pm,
Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland.
TIx: $10, $17,$23,$28. 772~630.

IInIce F1thIen .. FrIend. 12/11/92 (Medieval/Renaissance holld~

8 pm, Corthell Concert Hall,

USM/Gomam_ Tlx: $8, $4 &enlors and students with
10. 78().555S.

Art & Soul continued on page 25

In the days when New England cooking was
born, before the advent of refrigeration and
mass processing, it was necessary for our
ancestors to preserve their food in other ways,
These included pickling, smoking and various
seasoning techniques. Therefore, in addition to
shopping for the most beautiful produce,
freshest fish, and highest quality meat, the
accompaniments are very important, with the
flavors enhanced by lots of fresh herbs,
various kinds of peppers and spices, chutneys,
relishes, and vinegars. Our gravies and soups
are made from stock that has been boiling
away for hours, and the freshest fish arrives
every afternoon; we don't store it in our
freezer - we use that for our ice cream.

~~0)~
774,1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET

MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT SPM - llPM
• CLOSED NOVEMBER 25 & 26 •

NC1IJCIIber 25, 1992 25

24 Casco Bay Wutiy

Marc B,.nn (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara
Hotel, S. Portland . 775-6161.
Critical M_ (metal) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland . 775-1944.

Art & Soul continued from page 23

concerts

·PERSONAl INJURY. WORKERS COMP
CIVIL LmGATION

JOHN

J. SEARS

Twl,ted Roota, Blend"",.. d and Between Dreams
(rock/grunge/funk) lootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland.
773-8187.

saturday 28

Ward Cant.. Choir and the Lewlltor>-AubumYouth
OrclMltr.12/11/92 (holiday) 7:30 am, Bates Col·
lege Chapel, Lewiston. TIx: $5, $3 seniors and
students with ID. 786-6330.

Attorney At Law

Boneh.... (pop/rock) The Barking Spider, 94 Maine
St, Brunswick. 721·9662.
Phil Glllk,on (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769Congress
St., Portland. 773-9873.
The Roxbury BI.... A ..thetlc Uazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.

Bebat...... OlatunJI 12/12/92 (African drumming)
6:30 & 9:30 pm, First Parish Church, 425 Congress
St, Portland. TI.: $15, $12 seniors and kids. 761·
0591.
M.lne', G., Men', Cho"" 12/13/92 (hOliday) 3
pm , First Parish Church, 425 Congress St, Portland.
TI.: $8 In advance, $10 at door. 773-5747.

"Free Initial consultation for Injury cases.
Fees paid only upon recovery.
Evening appointments available.

•
774-7500

Double Shot (mystery band) Chapples, 1192 Forest
Ave, Portland. 797-9155.

clubs

1-800-870-4555
97A Exchange Street. Portland, Maine

D.... LaIt (original rock/jazz fusion) Geno's, 13
Brown SI, Portland. 772·7891.
Shockr. Oazzy psychedelic funk) Granny Killam's
Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market SI, Portland. 7612787.
Rockln' Vibration (reggae) The Living Tree Culture
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022.

thursday 26

Deli 8e Pizza
. because everyone else charges too much .

Laser Karaoke with Rockat Rusty (karaoke) Spring
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.

The Second Step member Mark Henry:
main message
us Is unity.
want to get rid of racial stereotypes, dlYlslon and separatlsm. w
Photo/Miller Genuine Draft Band Network

Feed your ears with funk-rock
The Second Step cooks up a post-Thanksgiving feast
• By Patti Lanigan

everyday
lOam-lOpm

Hot Pizza Line: 874 .. 0000

1192 Forest Ave., Portland
(207) 797-9155

BEST BREAKFAST
IN TOWN! Don't Miss Us!
Everyday Special

Stop by on your way to work!
Mon-Sat 6-11am· Sun 7-2

. -~... --. ------ ------- -. --.

rl'ree' Coffee'~

..
:

."

Yo

.

"",..

".' Monday through Friday

••.••••••

. :

t,,~t~,~fbr::r::;:!~ Ibis coupo~ ~
:, .

ChanniCs 1192 Fo-restAve •• Portlil1id·

.'

•••• ~ •• ~5._ •••• -----··----------··
FREE PARKING BESIDE BANK

Service

PARTY!

DINE!
• lunch served
from 11:30
a daily lunch
specials
• 3 hot soups

SPIRITS!
5 imported beers

by keyboard player Etienne Lytle, a
'The Second Step is the funkiest
recent
guest on "The Arsenio Hall
funk band around with the baddest
Show."
And you'll be charmed and
hom section," said Bill Beasley, partchallenged by the power and range of
owner of Granny Killam's Industrial
Miriam Phifer's lead vocals.
Drinkhouse. An eight-piece band from
Put it all together, and you'll have so
New York City, The Second Step cooks
much fun you'll at least want seconds
up a smoking blend of funk-rock
or thirds.
spiced with Motown, rhythm and
"Our goal is to get everybody
blues, ska, reggae and jazz. Each
moving,"
said Rabinowitz. "We feel
serving sizzles with solid
our
music
is authentic, We're just
musicianship, charisma and the
playing
funky
because that's who we
infectious energy of people who love
are. We hope everybody digs that, and
what they do. The band plays 200 gigs
we can just all get down." The Second
a year from Boca Raton to Portland and
Step
plays in Portland every eight
has opened for Public Enemy, Toots
weeks, filling Granny Killam's, getting
and the Maytals, Jimmy Cliff, Natalie
people dancing and sometimes inviting
Cole and Throwing Muses.
a local player onstage for a couple of
Rap is bringing back funk because
tunes. The band has a big sound and a
of sampling music of masters like
big
spirit. Band members say the
James Brown, according to Mark
Portland audience has a good,
Henry, sax player-and vocalist for the
enthusiastic vibe, and that this city is
group, who has played with such jazz
one of their favorite places to pia y.
heavyweights as David Sanborn,
"We want to be a
Michael Brecker, George
band that is looked
Benson and Earl Klugh.
upon as united, and
"But people have
we're definitely from
changed, and so has
The Second Step performs
different backgrounds,"
funk. Funk in the 70s
Friday, Noy. 27 at Granny
said Henry. "We really
was what those people
KI"am', Industrial
feel it, so it just comes
felt. We need to play it
DrlnkhOUI8, 55 Market St.,
through. Nobody wants
now - to take elements Portland. 761-2787.
to be preached to. We
from the funk of the old
want to make good music that will,
days and incorporate sounds that
hopefully, unite people who are
reflect the changes in music since
divided for no reason." The Second
then."
Step's message shines through the
The skilled, versatile musicians of
band's stage presence and the lyrical
The Second Step bring varied musical
content of their music,
preferences to collaborative
The Second Step is currently
songwriting.
recording
a lO-song CD, which they're
You'll find yourself moving to the
hoping will result in widespread
thick, juicy bass and drum grooves
airplay and a recording contract.
, produced by Wayne Hammond and
"Hopefully, we can get the Brooklyn
Ivan Katz. You'll shake your head in
funk masters here a lot before they
disbelief at Stan Pillis' technically
make it big," said Beasley. "The
amazing and twisted guitar work.
audience goes crazy. There's dancing
You'll wish you'd kept that high school
all through the room. The Second Step
band hom when you hear the punch
is definitely the premiere band to go
and soul in the ensemble work and
out and see to bum off those extra
solos of the hom section (trombonist
calories from Thanksgiving," he
Josh Rabinowitz, saxophonist Mark
added. "Consume all you want and
Henry and trumpeter Tim
check out The Second Step." caw
Champeaux). Y~ur ears will be tickled

I

Open Mlc with Jeremy L..ter (acoustiC) The Wrong
Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Port·
land. 775-1944.
DeeJ., Dale Chari.. (tribal. techno trance master)
lootz. 31 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187.

on draft
• Friday Happy Hour
register to win
a trip to Paris!

6886.
TBA Repetes, 128 Free SI, Portland. 774-1114.
S_Su......... (rock}SprlngPolntcate, 175 Pickett
St, s. Portland. 767-4627.

164 Middle Street, Old Port

o University of Southern Maine

Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Blros, 126 N. Boyd St,
Portland. 773-8040.
Chlte O. Quintet (pop/rock) TIpperary Pub, Sheraton
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161.

Sky High Rave (underground dance party) lootz. 31
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187.

St. Brunswick. 721·9662.
Phil Glllklon (acoustiC) Bramhall Pub. 769 Congress
St. Portland. 773-9873.

sunday 29

Tha Roxbury BI .... A ..thetlc Oazz} cafe no, 20
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Double Shot (mystery band) Chapples. 1192 Forest
Ave. Portland. 797·9155.

Open 'Jazz J.m wtth S _ Grov.. Uazz} cafe no. 20
Da"1forth St, Portla1d. 772·8114.

Giant M_ln..ctundSc_ Har(orlglnal grunge/
hard rock} Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Portland. 772·7891.
Second Step (New York City funk) Gra"1ny Killam's
Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St. Portl..,d. 761·
2787.
Alrbu. (Dead cover) TIne Living Tree Culture Club. 45
D..,forth St. Portiand . 874-0022.
The Bicycle Thle... (alternative rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market St. Portland . 774-5246.
Midnight Rid.. (Southern rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
Pou.-o.rt Bend (pop/rock) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-6886.

DJ. Landry (acoustic rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St,
Portland. 772·7891.
DeeJ8Y o.car (worldbeat/·60s & '70s rock) TIne
Living Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St. Portland.
874-0022.
U,.". Rockm (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St,
Portland. 77 4-<J444.
Paul Sullivan (classical/jazz plano) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 ForestAve, Portland . 773-6886.
Headliner Comedy Night with Bob ......... & guuta
(comedy) T-Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland . 773-

8040.
SoIatice (acoustic & electric) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf
St, Portland. 773-0093.

TBA Repetes . 128 Free 51, Portland. 774-1114.
SweetSurrender(rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
St. S. Portland . 767-4627.
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Blrds, 126 N. Boyd SI,
Portland. 773-8040.

Blue period: Roxbury Blues
Aesthetic (RBA) is an eight-piece jazz
orchestra that combines the flavors of
the Roxbury underground with
classical jazz styles. Their repertoire
includes originals by band member
Salim Washington (formerly of Billy
Skinner's Double Jazz Quartet), as
well as compositions by Charles

•

'.

..

....

....

773-4340

Jimmy a. The Soul Cm (Chicago blues) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-

Critical Ma.. (metal) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Blillaros. 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.

friday 27

,,10

The Library is
available for
holiday functions.
Call for details

Midnight Rid.. (Southern rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton 51, Portland. 774-0444.

Art & Soul continued on page 26

music

99 .
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*****

DEADLINE
for completing spring semester admission applications
has been extended to

Boneh.... (pop/rock) The Barking Spider. 94 Maine

cheese slice

Lunch and
Dinner

Safari Bar

We feature
17 French
Wines i?Y
theglass

The Bicycle Thl.... (alternative rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market St, Portland . 774·5246.

The sen .. (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market 51, Port·
land. 774·5246.
Midnight Rid.. (Southern rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton SI, Portland. 774-0444.

Monumental

SilJler Street Grille

~

~

J

...

Mingus and Thelonious Monk. Other
RBA members are Kurtis Rivers,
Henry Cook, Cecil Brooks, Waldron
Ricks, Brian MtCree, Ben Waltzer and
Bobby Ward.
Climb the stairway to jazz heaven
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 28-29, at
cafe no, 20 Danforth St., Portland. Tix
are $10. 772-8114,

NOVEMBER

30

If you are interested in attending USM this spring,
please contact:
Office of Admissions
University of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, ME 04103
or call (207) 780-4970.
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Aren't you tired of asking people
to speak up?
ClearVoice K helps you understand even
whEm people speak softly.
What's the ClearVoice K? It's a revolutionary
soft-sound amplifying microcircuit that fits
into a Beltone hearing aid so small nobody
notices you're wearing it. The woman on the
left is wearing a Beltone - did you notice?
Admit it. You're tired of struggling to hear
soft-spoken voices above noise. So why
toture yourself when ClearVoice can help you
understand conversation? Don't wait - now
is the time to hear voices instead of noise.
HEARING AIDS CENTER OF
MAINE SINCE 1939
30 Atlantic Place - Foden Rd. South Portland, ME 04106

773-6121 OR 1-800-734-HEAR
CHARLENE R. DUNN BC-HIS
President, Hearing Aid Specialist,
State Licenese #1

Stop saying, ''I'll do it tomorrow."
CALL BELTONETODAY FOR
YOUR FREE VOICE
UNDERSTANDING ASSESSMENT.

clubs
monday.3D
The D.. e .. steve Show (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 7740444.
Open Mlc with ItIondy Mor.tllto (b.y.o.) Raoul's
Roadside Attractlon, 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-

6886.
Open MIc with Ken GrilMley (acoustic) Wharfs End,
52 Wharf St, Portland. 7730093.

tuesday 1
StJrte Street T..dttlOllllI Jez Band (New O~eans
jazz) Cebele's Bistro. 57 Wharf St. Portland. 7756257.

o.c.,

OMj.,
(wo~dbeat/ ' 60s & '70s rock) The
Living Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth st, Portland.
8740022.
Ume Rockets (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton st.
Portland. 774.0444.
Arlo Guthrie (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865
Forest Ave , Portland. 773-6886.
Open Mlc Nightwith Peter GIN..... (acoustic) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. S. Portland . 767-4627.
K.n Grt_1ey (acoustic & electriC) Wharfs End. 52
Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
S",.sllln, 0 .. ".. Mlddlemlln, Rockln' V1bretlon
.nd RC .. the Imperl.1s (alterative rock/reggae/
blues) lootz. 31 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187.

wednesday 2
OpenMlcwlthJ. .eJ_(byo. acoustlc) Geno·s.
13 Brown St. Portland. 772·7891.

Holiday
Premium Book
Save More
Than $4,000 on
Portlands Best
Goods and
Services & Help
the Portland
Museum of Art

I

•r

,J

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
SPECIAL OFFERS FROM THESE
AREA MERCHANTS;
A.H. B.£NOlr,* co. .
ARLB£HC SKI M'lJ SPOf{'J'SHOPS
BAYCLlIB
/lUCK Til CATIRINC
IONIAHl'TII'
BOOKlM'lJ OF MAlN£
CA/UU1IASSK/T SPRINC WAi£/{ CO.
ClifTU6}' TI6I

TlICU.uT6001

\~

If
I'

CONG6ISS SQIIAB CAaUr
uro, THllOON
CUlJlJt£/JOfJ'N
CYC!.£AfANIA

•

KeHo, INC.

''''IS DI ,INGlIS
l'IiUNIP, P!.£AS£
&lNUiJ, STOll 1'06"TS
CRE£NHffI' CAL!.£R/£S
HA/INON'S BAR7'ON'S
HAY£N'S CANIJI£S
rH£ HOUS£ OFSTlt£S
INNISS'HOTO su,a
INTUN,ITlON,IJ, n,(}()6S IT/J.
10£ ION£S SKI ANIJ SPOR7'S
IOS£PH'S
JUSTII.
!.££ /JO/JC£
LA'. McNAllY,* ASSOC.
MAIN£ C£lLIJtAf{
MAlN£ COW ANIJ SliY£R
MAINS WREArH M'lJ FlOW£/{
MOUGAt/AN,* SONS INC.

'*

TIIII05IIIII SHO'
IUI.6IUYSTOlT
O'lJON,Il:SO NU6SU/1S
rH£PAlNT£1J HOIlS£
PM'ACHS
'ITUSON.t COII,,mr
PlSRCS fTfllNlrURE
POR7' HARBOH MARINS
POR7'MANT£AU

•
•
•
•
•

• Yesll'd like to sove money this holiday season
• and help the Portland Museum of Art.
•

•
•
•
••
••
•

•
•
•
•

Please send me_copies of PMA's Holiday
Premium Book
_ Premium Books at $50 each
Postoge and Hondling $1.50 each
TOTAL

• ADDRESS
•
••
STATE
• CITY
•
•
• DAYTIME PHONE
•
•
• o Please charge my cred~ cord
•
•
o VISA
•
•

•
••
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

IIIIchel .... ' Night (topless) Moose Alley. 46 Mwket
St, Portland. 774-5246.
Ume Rockets (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton st,
Portland . 774-0444.
BeBop Jez Ensemble Uazz) The Porthole Restaurant, 20 Custom House Wharf, Portland. 772·5575.

Arlo Guthrie (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865
Forest Ave . Portland. 773-6886.
TBA Repetes. 128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114.
Open Mlc NIIM with Damlen (plugged-In) T-Blrds.
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Open MIc Nlghtwlth The Cool Whlpe (b.y.o .jam) The
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

dancing

$_$_-

GottI! o.nce, Inc., locations to be announced. Smokeand chem-free dances with swing. latin & ballroom
music Fridays from 9012 pm & Sundays from 3-6 pm .
$5. 773-3558.

$_-

The Llvl,. Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St. Port·
land . African. world beat, reggae and altematlve
rock. Open Tues-Sun. 8740022.

•
•
•
• NAME
•
•

QIIIIN 0' HATS
•
•
IUFFt£S CAFS BOOKSI'ORE
•
•
SBSSTABt£S
•
•
rH£ SPIRli£1J COU/INK/'
•
SPRlNC£R'S ISW£!.£HS
•
•
STAf{/jIRIJ PIANO M'lJ OHCM'SHOPPS •
•
STHIN CAt!.£RY
••
SUNIAr6/'16 SKmAY
•
•
iAYKeCHIA
•
UNK:UJII IrUC6I1N T6..i'1/, INC.
•
•
iH£ WHIP M'lJ SPOON
•
•
TI'ORKOlII' FffN£SS SI'ORE
•

~"""""'~fr_~IiMtI;,.~.".

1992 Holiday
Premz-um Boole Order Form

D.mmlt Jim, X-Men, J. .le J.... up .nd Substitute
Pets (power pop/funk rock) The Living Tree Culture
Club, 45 Danforth St. Portland . 874-0022.

ZIP

OMC
Please make checks payable to:
Portland Museum of Art, Holiday Premium Book,
Seven Congress Square, Portland, Moine 04101

M8Ine II1II1I00III, 614 Congress St, Portland. Every
Sat 9-mldnlght. Cost: $5. No reservations required.
773-0002.
The Moon, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open nightly, 8 pm
on ... Naked Thlrstdays: no cover. drinks $1.25 &
drafts 25t ; Frl-Sat until 3 am; Sun-Mon: c:hem free .
Cover: $3. 772-1983.
S8lut., 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly until 1
am. No cover. 7744200.
T-Blrd·s. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland . Sun: comedy
night; weekdays: special events; Frl & Sat rock &
roll, dance. 773-8040.
Whereho... o.nce Club, 29 Forest Ave. Portland .
Progressive musk:. F~ : chern free, all ages with
deejay; Sat women's nlghtfrom 901 with deejay Deb.
874-9770.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chem-free;
Thurs: cutting edge dance; FrI: live national acts; Sat
deejay till 2:30 am. live at The Cave; Sun: request
night. 773-8187.

SIGNATURE

C......... Squ-. a.Jlery 42 Exchange St. Portland.
Opening reception Dec 1 from 5-7 for "Painter's
Pieces, " the paintings of Heidi Prior Gerquest and
holiday works by gallery artists, Including Melita
Brecher. Phlllps..ter, MargaretGarlllng. Henrylsaacs.
John Muench, and Paul Niemiec showing from Dec 1Jan 10. Gallery hours: Mon·Sat 10:30-5. 774-3369.
R.N. Cohen G8Ilery 547 Congress St, Portland.
Opening reception Nov 27 from 5-9 and open house
Nov 26-29 from 108 forrecent paintings and limited
edition prints by R. N. Cohen. Showing through Dec
23. Gallery hours: Mon-FrI 1()'5:30, Sat-Sun 1()'4.
772~633.

The Trove G81lery 112 High St, Portland . Opening
reception Nov 27 from 12-5 for 'Images and Objects," the work of 20 artists. On view through Dec
24. Gallery hours: Thurs 5-8. Frl-Sat 12·5, Sun 12·4.
772·1961.

around town
AlrI""n Imports .nd N_ England Arts 1 Union St,
Portland. Original artwork & advice to collectors.
Hours: 1()'9 Mon-Sat, 12-6 Sun. 772·9505.

AREA G.lleryCampus Canter, USM/Portland. Paint·
Ings and drawings by Camille Cole. Showing through
Dec 18. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 7·10. Sat-Sun 1()'7.
780-4718.
The allXter Gallery Maine College of Art 619 Congress st. Portland.-BalanclngActs: Designs on Art"
the work of eight American graphk: des Igners. Through
Dec 18. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun 11-4, Thurs 11·9.
775-5152.
Danforth Art Gallery, The Main. ArtIsts' Space 34
Danforth St, Portland. "Can Do ." the work of artists
who work In or are clients of Community Support
Services. a community program serving people with
disabilities. Galleryhours:Tues· Sat11·5 . 775-6245.

Fr.. Street Studio a City Center, Portland. Sculpture by Karen Dow. paintings of Chris Mlr and paint·
Ings and sculpture by Lyn Mlr. Through November.
Gallery hours: Mon.Sat 1()'7, Sun 12·5. 774-1500.
Freet Gully a.llery 411 Congress St, Portland. Work
of gallery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-F~ 12·6, or by
appointment. 773-2555.
G,.."hut G.II_ 146 Middle St. Portland . "Portland Show: new works by Nancy Brown. Thomas
Connolly, Jane Dahmen, Alison Goodwin, Connie
Hayes, Sarah Knock and Glenn Renell. Through Dec
25. Gallery hours: Mon.frl1()'5:30, Sat 1()'5. 7722693.
J-*,'s Wort< 30 Exchange St, Portland. New
works byTeresa Mowery, SaIIyWebb. Martha Sullivan.
Rachal Alvarez. Elizabeth Prior. Elizabeth Newers,
Julie Atzgerald and more. No set gallery hours.
J_R a.lery 345 Fore St. Portland. Impressionist
and realist oils and watercolors by Bill Jewell. Cynthia
McMullin and other local artists. stained and painted
glass by Bill Jewell and Burt Weiss. On view through
November. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 1()'5. or by appointment. 773-3334.
tc.tahdln R _..nt 106 High St, Portland. The
works of Zoo Cain through Dec 1 . Hours : Mon-Thurs
5-10, Frl-Sat 5-11. 774-1740.
Maine Color S....lc. aall.ry 4 Milk St. Portland.
"Maine Business/Art ' 92- an exhibit of Clbachrome
prints of 11 local commercia l photographers . On
view through Dec 15. Gallery hours: Mon·Frl 8 :3()'
5:30.7744300.

Nancy ~rgoll. a.llery 367 Fore St, Portland. Decorative arts. featuring a fiber show with pieces by
Cynthia Boyer and Randy Darwa ll; a Menorah exhibItion, Including work by Gene Wilson and Lynne
Jacobs; and a children's exhibition with child-scale
versions of ceramic tableware . furniture. jewelry and
t¥. Through Dec 15. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 1()'9,
Sun 11-5. 775-3822.
MNnder G.llery 40 Pleasant St, Portland. "Country
In Mind: The Spirit of Aboriginal Australia." showing
through Jan 31 . Gallery hours: Tues·Sat 12·6. or by
appointment. 871-1078.

•

openIng
The Art a-,. 8t Six OMIt", stNet 6 Deering St,
Portland. Opening reception Dec 4 from 6-9 and open
house Dec 5 from 11·5 for "The ChrIStmas Show:
the paintings of Bill Barton, Sylvia Murdoch and
Monlque Sakellarlos. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11·5
the 1Irst two weekS of the month; thereafter by
chance or appointment. 772·9805.

l'oI1I.nd Photographlcs 85 York 51, Portland. "A
Matter of Conscience," the photos of Michael A.
Koch. Maine Coalition for the Homeless receives a
portion of the proceeds from sales. Through December. Hours: Mon-Fri 8 :30-5:30. 774-6210.
l'oI1I.nd WI....nd Ch_ Co. 57 Exchange St.
Portland 011 paintings by AI Waterman and watercolors by Frieda Lundberg. Through Dec 31. Hours Mon·
Sat 1()'2. 772-4647.
The Se~'. Club R..taur.nt 1 Exchange St,
Portland. "Spirited Gardensl" the work of Joyce
C<¥,eand Chris Sheridan. Through November. Hours:
11·11. 772·7311.

Portland. 'Heavenly Works: a show of mixed media
angel imagery shows through Jan 30. Hours: Mon·
Sat 90S. 774-3791.

out Of town
Bowdoin Colloee Mu .... m of Art Walker Art Bu IIding.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. The museum Is open to
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 1()'5. Sun
2-5. 725-3275.
°Ann Aklml lofquist Recent landscape paintings.
Through Dec 13.
"V1n.lh8ven st Bowdoin The creative and techn ical
processes of printmaking through the examination of
contemporary prints produced at Vinalhaven Press.
Through Nov 29.
"Tom KIiNon Color woodcuts of the Califomla landscape. Showing through Jan 10.
"Cindy Ba......,nner Photos on view through December In Moulton Union. Lancaster Lounge. Hours:
Mon-Thurs 7 am·12:30 am . Frl-Sat 7 am·2 am, Sun
7 am·11 pm.
"Th. North American Indian The photos of Edward
S. Curtis. OnvJewthrough Decemberln the HawthorneLongfellow Library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am-12 am ,
Sun 10 am·12 am .
"The Flor. of M81""The drawings of Kate Furbish On
view through December In the Hawthorne-Longfellow
Library. Hours: Mon-Sat8:30 am-12 am. Sun 10 am·
12 am .
The Chocol8te Church G8II.ry 804 Washington St.
Bath . "Choices: sculpture of Don Justin Meserve
and paintings of Lou Storey. Through Nov 28. Gallery
hours: Tues-Frl 9-4. Sat 12-4. 442-8627.
Cry of the Loon Art Gallery Route 302. S. Casco.
"Affordable art," Inexpensive paintings and sculptures. Through December. Gallery hours: dally 9:3!>
6. Christmas open house Dec 5-6 from 2·8 features
sculptures. watercolors . oils, gouaches, pastels and
photographs. 655-5060.

The Gallery.t Widgeon Cove Studio. Route 123. S.
Harpswell. Work of gallery artists. Through Novem·
ber. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat 11-4, Sun 12-4, or by
appointment 833-6081.
Icon C0nt8mpor.ry Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick.
Paintings and drawings of Honour Mack. Through Nov
27. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 1-5. 725-6157.
KrIstina's 160 Centre St, Bath. "Works on Paper,"
drawings. prints and watercolors of Dahlov Ipcar.
Through Jan 2. Hours: Mon 6-9 pm, Tues-FrI 8 am·9
pm. Sat 9 am-9 pm , Sun 9 am·2 pm . 442-8577.
M8Ine Maritime Museum Maritime History Bldg.
243 Washington St, Bath. Gallery hours: dally 9:3()'
5 . 443-1316.

"N_ Worlds: North Atl.ntlc SNl8rlng In the E.. of
Dlac;""ery Rare world maps and nautical charts. ea~y
navigation Instruments. illustrations of fine art and
archaeological material bring together the Old and
the New Wo~ds In the N!,e of Discovery and beyond .
On view through the year.

° The Art of DIscovery An exhibition of maps from the
age of exploration. Through Dec 13.
° AnMI AIIIIma: The Earty y..,. Seventy-seven rare
photographs, Including some of Adams' earliest
work at Yosemite. Showing through Feb 7.
°The Scott M. I118ck COllection A sampling from
Scott Black's 19th- and 2Oth-century paintings and
sculptures. Including works byChagali and ToulouseLautrec.

Book Arts The winners of the Stephen Harvard Prize
will be displayed at the Portland Room,
Portland PubliC Library, 5 Monument Square. through
New Year's Day. 773-4200.

compet~lon

Gall.ry Talk Tom Killion discusses wo~cut prints
and fine book illustrations Dec 3 at 1 pm and Dec 6
at 2 pm at Walker Art Building. Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. 725-3257.

The Photo G8Ilery Maine College of Art. 619 Congress st, Portland . The photos of Edward Curtis.
Showing through Dec 18. Gallery hours: Mon-Thurs
8:30 am-9:30 pm. Frl 8 :30-5. Sat-Sun 11-4. 7753052.

°Artln. You I..o¥e: Monet, RenoIr.nd Other MMt _ Works by European masters of the past two
centu~es from the Joan Whitney Payson Collection
and other private lenders .

Art CI._ Carlo PJttore offers private art lessons
and life drawing classes at his studio In Bowdoinham
every Thurs from 7:30-9:30. 66&8453.

The Stein a.llery 20 Mil k St. Portland. "North Carolina Glass Show," new work from 15 new artists,
showing through November30 . 'Blown Glass Show."
blown glass from all over the United states. shows
from Dec 1·Jan 15. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 11-6. Sun
11·5. 772·0072.

On BaIMlce 4 Milk St, Portland . 'An Intimate Portrait
of the People of Nepal,' photos by Maljl Greenhut
Showing through Dec 6. Hours: Mon-Sat 901. and by
appointment. 772-9812

PI ... Tree Shop • BayvIew Gallery 75 Market St.
Portland. 'Portland : Yesterday and Today." new and
old views of Portland.Through Nov 30. Gallery hours:
Mon-Sat 9 :30-5:30. 773-3007.

other
CrestlYe Arts Program Portland Recreation offers
classes In drawing and painting for senior adults
Tues and Frl from 9:30 am-12:30 pm at Northfield
Green Community Room. 147 Allen Ave, Portland.
874-8793.

n.o.. ~er Cabl ...tmllk_ 415 Cumberland Ave.

"Born from COIIstlng Th is exhibit Includes watercolor paintings. drawings. sketches and oilS by John
Faunce Leavitt. focusing on his made-fromillemory
renditions of the last generation of coasting schooners that plied thecoastof New England until the late
19305. On view through the year.
M ...um of Art, Olin Arts Center Bates College,
lewiston. "New Prints/Old Prints," contemporary
prints primarily from the Landfall Press In Chicago
and old master prints from the permanent
coliectlon .Through Dec 18. Hours: Tues-Sat 1()'5,
Sun 1-5. 78&6158.
O'FIIneII Gltnery 58 Maine St, Brunswick. Group
show feabJrlng gallery artists Margerulte Robichaux.
Nell Welliver, Eileen Gillespie and Elana JaIln, show.
Ing through Dec 23. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 1()'5.
729a228.
S8bHcoc1eC.n Artln. G.IJery Route 24, Great Is·
land. Works by 21 Maine artists. Gallery hours: TuesSun 1()'5. 833-5717.

Thomu Me.-l8I Ubrllry 6 Scott Dyer Road, Cape
Elizabeth. 011 pelnijngs and watercolors by Mamie
Souza showing through Jan 2. Hours: Mon, Wed. FrISat 90S; Tues & Thurs 909. 799-1720.

27

Yollc Institute Mu...m 371 Main St, Saco. -From
Town to City: Sac:o In 1867,"photos. artifacts and
documents depicting changes In Saco life. On view
through the year. Hours: Tues. Wed & Frl1-4; Thurs
1-8; SaI1-4. 283-3861.

The Splrlt.d Gourmet 142 st. John St, Portland.
"Photographic Fascination: A Debut Presentation of
Black and Wh~e Photographs by Art Students of
Charles B. Melcher," showing through Dec 20. Hours:
Mon.frl10-6. Sat 1()'5. 773·2919.

"The Maritime Folk Art of A. De Clerck Paintings by
Belgian artist portraying the coastal and deepwater
vessels that entered the ports of Antwerpand liverpool
In the last days of saiL On view through the year.

""",,,nd Muaeum of Art Seven Congress Square,
Portland. Hours: Tues. Wed. F~ & Sat 1()'5. Thurs 1()'
9. Sun 12·5. Admission: adults $3.50. senior citIzens and students with 10 $2.50. youth 6-18 $1,
children 5 and under are free. Museum admission Is
half-price 1().noon Saturday. 773-2787.

art

""",,,nd Photo Co-Op 547ACongress St, Portland.
"Trip to Bath," Polarolds and prints by Amy Ray and
Eric Brown. Showing through Dec 10. Gallery hours:
Tues-Sat 1!>6.

Curtis Memorl.1 Llbr.ry 23 Pleasant St, Brunswick.
"Columbus and the New Wo~d Order. - Maine artists
exploring the Columbus theme. Through Jan 3. Hours:
Man-Wed 9:3().8. Thurs·FrI9:30-6. Sat 9:3()'5. 7255242.

""",,,nd Chamber of Commerce 145 Middle St.
Portland. Photographs of Germany by Tam a Silverstein
Louden. On view through Dec 1. Gallery hours: Mon·
FrI 8-5. 772·2811. ext 223.

CREDIT CARD NUMBER
EXPIRES

NC1MrIbn 25,1992

Portland Ch8mberof Commerc.Is looking for Maine
artists to share their work. 772·2811, ext. 223.

Happy TWISTED
Thanksgiving
2 Awesome

TWISTED ROOTS Concerts
Wed. 25th 9pm
Full Bar 21+

TWISTED ROOTS
with Orangutan from Boston
and

Seventh Day Chain $4

Wortd AIDS Day Portland Museum of Art highlights
Vincent's Journey, a porcelain life mask by Paul
Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of people
who live with AIDS on Dec 1, World AIDS Day. Paul
Rodrigue , along with other artists and co-chalr of the
Names Project. Maine. share their work and discuss
art as a medium to respond to AIDS Dec 3 at 7:30 pm
at Portland Museum of Art. 7 Congress Square,
Portland. 775-6148.
Wreath Work.hoP Karen Smith presents a Christ·
mas wreathillaking workshop Nov 30 from 4-6 pm at
Walker Library. 800 Main St. Westbrook . 854'()630.

Il~

sense
Impr"". our Schools Elliot Elsner, professor of education at Stanford University. delivers 'Beyond the
Rhetoric of Reform: Creating SchOOls that Educate"
Dec 3 from 4-5:30 pm at Luther Bonney Auditorium.
USM/Portland. 780-4330.

YES We are open Tharksgiving
Night with most special guest and
OJ extraordinaire from San Diego
DALE CHARLES

.... . . . . T.bI. Students and community members are Invited to participate In Informal sessions to
Improve their French, German. Portuguese. Russian
and Spanish skills. 780-4300.
Poetry Relldlng USM's English Students Association sponsors"Aloud, - readings of original prose and
poetry by USM students Dec 1 from 7·9 pm at
Douglas Harding Books, 538 Congress St, Portland.
Refreshments. 874-6589.
Shipbuilding Cr.n: ..d Insplnrtlon Southem Maine
Technical College presents the following five public
programs Dec 1-4 In the Quiet Lounge. Campus
Center Building. Fort Road, S. Portland: "History of
Maine Shipbuilding," Dec 1 from 12-1 pm; "The Role
of Musk: In Maritime He~tage . " Dec 2 from 12-1 pm;
"Songs of the Sea and Shore." Dec 2 from 7:308:30
pm; "The Craft of Small Boatbul ldlng.· Dec 3 from
12·1 pm ; "Nineteenth Century New England Women
at Sea. " Dec 4 from 12-1 pm. Free . 767-9558.

wellness
Adult Screenl,. Clinic on the last Wed of every
month, for blood pressure and testing for sugar,
anemia and cholesterol. from 11:30am-1 pm at the
Peoples United Methodist Church, 310 Broadway. S.
Portland. Fee for services. 767·3326.
Allddo Is a martial art used to Increase flexibility,
stamina and a sense of well-being. Adu~ classes:
Mon and Wed. 5:30-6:15 pm and 6:30-7:30 pm; Frl,
6:3()'7:30 pm; Sat, 2:3().3:30 pm and 3:454:45
pm . a,lldren'sclasses: Sat. 1 :15-2:15 pm. Classes
held at Portland Aikido, 2SA Forest Ave, Portland.
772·1524.
Authentic M",,-m Classes and workshops to
teach you to dance Into your spontaneity, creativity
and wisdom at the Expressive Therapy Center, 150
St. John St, Portland. 87H1274.
Buddhlst.()rtented Meditation Group meets every
Sun from 1()'11 am at 1040 Broadway. S. Portland.
Small donation. 839-4897.
Community HNIth Servlcessponsors an Adult Health
Screening for diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer.
high blood pressure and cholesterol level Dec 2 from
9:3()'11:30 am at Yarmouth Rescue Building, Feefor
services. 775-7231.
CPR .. First Aid S. Portland Pool offers CPR and firstaid courses during November and December at 21
Nelson Road. S. Portland. 767-7655.
Emotlol\8l Relief Workshop Tamaranda Laler presents an evening class on getting rid of your mental
and emotional baggage Dec 4 at 7 pm at Northeast
Metaphysics, 33 High Road, Com Ish. Cost $10.
625-7447 .
First Aid Cou,..s The American Red Cross offers
first aid courses. Including adult CPR Info and certification, throughout November and December In
Portland. 874-1192.
Ru Clinics """"'lid's Public HNIth DIvIeIon sponsors flu shots throughout Novemberat MunjoyHealth
Station, 134 Congress st; Reiche Health station.
166 Brackett St; and Riverton Health station, 1600
Forest Ave . Cost: $6. Ca1l87~00 for times.

Art & Soul continued on page 29

Frl Dec 4th LUNAI
Sat. Dec 12th BAD BRAINS
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BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!
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At BACK BAY TOWER we turn
simple demands into simple pleasures
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ROM THE BAGELWORKS POSSE
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•
• •
•
•
•

Spacious 1,2. & 3 bedroom apartments
Enclosed parking garage
Florida Room with indoor pool and saunas
State.of-the-Art Security
Walk-in closets
24-Hour laundry facility. plus hookups
Landscaped rooftop park
On-site maintenance
In-town in the heart of the cultural center
Panoramic views of Back Bay. Casco Bay and the White Mountains

caJJ Jor an appointment.

and don't forget the bagels!

I

(207) 772-7050 TDD# 1-800-545-1833 ext 191
401 Cumberland Avenue. Portland. Maine 04101

879-2425 • 15 Temple Street • Portland
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.. EMIlY In Movement A noll-profit dance
group meets Mon eves at 6 pm In the Elm Street
United Methodist Church, 168 Elm St, S. Portland.
ChIldren are welcome . Donations. 799-1902.

Back Bay Tower offen 25 different floor plans Jrom wbich to choose. Some bave private
terraces and balconies. All Ibis and more awaits you at Back Bay Tower, Portland's finest
in-Il>wn address. Open House Hours: Sunday .. . 12-4. Tuesdays & Thursdays .. . 1 ~ or

"Have a Happy Thanksgiving"
,I ,

weUness
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• More space
• Parking
• Recreation room
• Seeuri.ty
• Closet Space
• Laundry facility
• Backyard
• Leisure time
• Less commuting
• View of the city
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALTIES
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friday NICht Special Portland Reaeation offers organized gym programs for m1ddle school children at
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave. Portland. Cost: 504/vlslt. 874-8793.

1IIIIIIIIu Yop Holiday C I _ with KIm Chandler Dec
1-18. 772-9812.
NMur.1 Foodl Solution. Learn all about the purchase and preparation of whole foods vegetarian
meals In your home . 774-8889.
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with this coupon, exp_ 12.24_92
may not be used with other discounts
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DRIVE TliRU ']

nOB FOIIEST AVE,
iN 11tt: MORRiLls
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16% to 30% off
This sale precludes aU other offers
San Rio, Legv, Playmobi~ Geosafart
503 OcoonStreet
So, Portland, Maine 799-6600
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GREETINGSI~~ S I HAIRCUT
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$
Perm Special reg. $55 now 35
'1

333 Forest Ave_ Portland. Maine (207) 773-6906
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Cheese Cake
any large
Cheese Cake
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We're offering the best

CORNER AREA

EXpillES

12/'192

SEASON'S - - -

Come dine wttb us in !o!"

u"stmrs restaurant

or
qfter 4pm and accept

our gift of a
Maine State Lottery Ticket
exp, lZ/31/92 • can 772,3304
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Open seven days a week
e Breakfast anytime • Eat in or take out
I
I 327 Main Street, Cash Corner, South Portland

-

-

With head. neck & shoulder
massage. $15

For first-timers.
Welcome former
customers $8

Tan 10vlsttsl $24. Former
'customers $22 • Perms start $30.
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47 India Street, Intown Portland, 772-8690
Present this coupon for penn special (exp, 12/3)
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I KNITTING· SPINNING· WEAVING· SUPPLIES· INSTRUCTION '
,
- CALL FOR CLASS OATES _
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I FAMILY EYEWEAR
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FREE UltraViolet
I Shield and Tint
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Pulmonary Rehabilitation USM Lifeline offers a program designed for Indlvlduals with various lung diseases Tues and 111urs from 11:15-noon at the USM
Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth St. 7804170.

s.haj8 Yap Medltltlon Experience thoughtless
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......ned Parenthood Free pregnancy testing and
male services now offered at Planned Parenthood·s
500 Forest St clinic In Portland . Other confidential
servIces Include bIrth control, pregnancy tests, pap
smears. SID screening and treatment. Also Teen
Wal k~n Clinic Fri. 1-4:30 pm and Sat, 9 am-noon.
Fees based on ability to pay. 874-1095.
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or any of our other 24 flavors
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Sand Cast1eToys O!CoEor:aJ :
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PUMPKIN.., PUMPKIN WHITE CHOCOlATE'" CRANBERRY

I

tel (207) 828-0003
fax (207) 828.0003
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THANKSGIVING CHEESECAKES : ~fd'
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2,50 Lb, WASH, CHECK, MINOR
REPAIR & STORAGE (Wilh tbia CO'poD ..p.llJ30I92)
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LARGE OR X-LARGE
PIZZA

773-2751
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72 Pine Street PTLD,

854-0430

543 Main 51. WTBK_
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O1Ier Good at 2 Locations
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I'roCnIm 111e Portland YWCA Is now
accepting registrations for Its youth basketball pr0gram for ch1ldren In gredes one through eight. 8741111.

....lIrcSupport Group A safe environment fo'rthose
experiencIng personal traumas, addiction, grief, loss
of good health, and who seek support within a
context of mutual sharing. Tuesdays from 5 :30-7:30
pm at BrIghton Medical Center, Surgical Conference
Room, 335 Brighton Ave. Portland. 767-3262.

Ing. referrals and housing for women and teens
expe~enclng an untimely pregnancy. Counseling focuses on the options of parenting or adoption. A bIrth
mother support group 1s offered to any woman who
surrendered a child for adoption or Is considering
doing so. 772-7555.

awareness Wednesdays at 7 pm In the Faculty
Lounge, USM at Portland . Free. 799-5749.
Meet Tues from 8-9 In Falmouth
to sIng rounds, chants and songs. 781-0944.

Holiday Workahope Kids ages 7 to 14 won't want 10
miss the holiday workshops Dec 5 & 12 from 10 am12:3Opmatthe Portland Museum of Art. 7 Congress
Square, Portland. Students wlllieam to draw holiday
greeting cards and winter landscapes. Cost: $12,
$10 members. Registration required. 775-6148.
1 _ ' 1 Student Exchange ASSE International, a
noll-profit organIzation. offers academic year or summer programs to high school students tnterested In
visiting various countrIes around the world . 8465894 or 1-800-677-2773.

The T..n/Voun. Adult Clinic Is a place to go If you
have a health concern or medical problem, need a
sports/school physical done, or have birth control
Issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21. every
Monday from 4-8 pm , at Maine Medical Center, 22
Bramhall St, Portland. Walk-Ins seen If they arrive by
7 pm. 871-2763.
V. . . . . . n Society 01 M ..... meets the third Morlday of every month at 6 pm at 35 Sau nders St,
Portland, for a potluck get to6ether, vegetarIan support group meeting and planning meeting. 7736132.
WlIIIcr.tl/T_ _ SUpport team of motll/ated
people who want to make things happen. Through
giving support, Ideas, accurate steps and the faIth In
one anothe(s ability to succeed, we won't let you
quit. 773-6226.
W _ · . M.oIlalloll Worlcahop Lea-n to listen to
your Imer voice. 78H)944.
W_OV.IIO A support group facilitated byLoulse
Bennett w1ll explore thIs vital time of life and those
that tollow. 772-1910.

We invite the
entire community
toa

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
Tbe weekend of
December 5th & 6th
2 - 8p.m.

Par...ts Anonymouo Volunteer Tr.'n'lll Parents
Anonymous needs volunteers 10 facilitate parents
grou ps, provide ch lid care and receive parent calis.
Free traln1ng at St Elizabeth's Center, Portland.
RegistratIon deadline Nov 13. 871-7445.
Portland BIoliet performs highlights from '111e Nutcracker SUlte'Dec 5 at 11 am while you walt for
Santa at the Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress
Square, Portland . 775-6148.
PortI.nd Public Ubnory Invites children to enjoy Its
upcoming programs: FamIly Story Tlme Nov 27 at
10:30 am ; Preschoo l Story TIme Nov 30 at 10:30
am ; Anger Fun for Babies Dec 2 at 9:30 am:
Preschool Story TIme Dec 2 at 10:30 am; Tales for
Twos Dec 4 at 10:30 am ; StoryTlme Dec 5 at 10:30
am. 111e library's located at 5 Monument Square,
Portland. 871-1700.
RIverton Ubrary offers Toddler Time for 1- to 2.year
olds. Including games, stories and songs, Wed at
9 :30 and 10:30 am & Frl at 9 :30 am: Preschool Story
Hour for ages 310 5, Frl at 10:30 am _ 111e library's
located at 1600 Forest Ave , Portland. 797-2915_
See s.nta and tell him all your Christmas wishes Dec
5-10 from 4-7 pm at Mln,Santa VIllage, 7 BrIdge S1.

Westbrook.

Write Now 111e Children' S 111eatre of Maine Invites
children up to 18 years of age to enter Its second
Annual Young Playwrights Contest. Your orlglnal play
can be any length and about any topic. Entries must
be submitted by March 1. The Children 's Theatre of
Maine WIll produce the winning play In the spring.
874<>371_

based on mental and physical balance. It's good for
spiritual growth, physical health and for reducing the
effect of stress and tension . Beginners through
advanced classes ongoing. 772-9039.

portland photographics

Music lor Kids Classes for kids aged 3-7 In basic
ke~oard, singing, note reading and a lot more at the
Starbird Music Shoppe , 500 Forest Ave . Portland.
775-2733.

St_ MaMg_nt COlI ... Better Wirj Ch Iropractlc

T .. Chi Ch'uan Is an ancient Chinese martial art

207-774-6210

Mul'loY Branch Ubrary offers a public story hour for
children ages 3-5 each Wednesday at 10:30 am at
44 Moody St, Portland. 772-4581.

Spinal Ex.... Chiropractors In Partnership with the
Community offer free exams In exchange for canned
goods and clothing. which will be donated to the
Portland Preble Street Resource Center. 879-5433
(Portland) , 846-1481 (Yarmouth) or 683-5549
(Scarborough).

Sutl Meditation Join the Portland SufI Order for
meditation sessions based on the works of Hazrat
Inayat Khan and Plr Vllirjat Inayat Khan. Experienced
teachers offer sessions working with aeativa vlsua,
Izatlon, breath, sound, light and divine qualities.
Sessions ongoing and open to all; no experience
necessary. Brlng a meditation pillow or bench If
desired. No fee, but donations accapted. Sessions
at Expressive Therapy Center, 150 St. John S1.
Portland. 657-2605.

Call for a catalog:

Jun. a Brownie perform Interactive games and
songs for children while waiting for Santa Dec 5 at
11:30 am & 12:30 pm at the Portland Museum of
Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. 775-6148.

Silly saturday.111e Portland YMCA presents a series
of workshops for pre-schooIerS. 874-1111.

offers free workshops every Wed at 7 pm at 2063
Congress S1. Portland. Call 879-5433 to RSVP.

, Exhibition and Portfolio Printing
. Tradeshow Printing and Mounting
,Cibachrome and Ektacolor
, Slide Processing (E6) and Slide Duplication

&.ketINIl

3:30-5 pm; 'Festival of Lights, • Dec 7 from 10-11 am
and 3:30-5 pm. Free WIth museum admission. The
museum 's located at 746 Stevens Ave, Portland.
Reservations requested. 797-5483.

My Choice Preenancy R....urc. Ctr offers counse,

I1

Full Service Photographic Lab

new steps and get great exercise each Wed from
5:15-6 pm at the Reiche Community Center. 166
Brackett St, Portland. Cost: $12 first month. $10
each month thereafter. 874-8873.

H.thI Yap for Peopl. with AIDS Is available eYe!)'
Wed and Frl from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument
Square, Portland. Cost: $1, for those who can afford
It. 797-5684 .

Kln..lology 111e Center for Kinesiology hosts an
open house/holiday party Dec 6 from 2-5 pm at 44
Exchange St, Portland . Individual sessions and pr0fessIonal training are also available at the center.
87HI554.

portland photographics
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The Chlldr... •• M ...um of M.lne invites kids to
enjov Its worl<shops: 'Harvest Gatherings/Old and
New Year Festivals,' Nov 30 from 10-11 am and

Intuition Worklhop Azlza SCOtt teaches how to
develop natural Intuitive abilities using Sufi meditation Dec 5 from 10 am-5 pm at the ExpressIve
111 era py Center, 150 St. John Street, Portland. Cost:
$30. 657-2605.

.t

family

FrIencIo 01 the W..t.m Buddhl.t Ord. Invite all
Interested Individuals to a period of meditation and
study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings
are on Mon eves, from 7:15-9:15 pm. 642-2128.

H..rtllne C.rdlac Rehabilitation USM Lifeline offers
an exercise program for people who have had a heart
attack, angina, bypass surgery or angloplasty or are
at risk for heart disease. Classes are ongoing Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 :30 am and 6 pm
at Portland campus Gym , Falmouth St, Portland.
7804649.
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T""" Open Gym Teens ages 13-1B play basketball ,
whiffle ball. noor hockey and more Mons & Weds
from 7:30-9 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166
Brackett S1. Portland. Cost: 50~ . 874-8873.

Youth Indoor Socc. ProtIIIm at Portland YMCA for
children 6-11 years of age. Reglstrat10n Is ongoIng.
874-1111.
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sweat
Adult Coed Volley". The Portland YMCA Is acceptIng registrations for Its volleybalileagua . 874-1111_
_
Ongoing classes at Reiche Community
Center, 166 Brackett St. Portland . 797-0484
Back Country Sklng Explore the natural beauty of
southwestern Maine with gu Ided aoss-<lOuntry ski
touring In the White Mountains. DailY guided tOUTS by
appointment or special_kand packages. For more
Info call Back Country Ski Excursions 82!H1189.

. .ket... for AduItI Plck-up ga-nes every Mon &
Wed from 5:15-7:15 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett St; Tues & 111urs from 6-9 pm at
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave; and
Tues 8:3G8:3O pm at Peaks Island Community
Center, Peaks Island. Cost $2 reSidents. $3 nonresidents. Call 874-8793.

Art & Soul ccntinued on page 30

·Cbristmas Tree Stand"
by Sarab Elizabetb Look
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ART GALLERY· FINE GIFTS
Nancy K. Davtdson, Curator

7 days 9 - 6
Dec. 1 - 23 9 - 9
655-5060 . Rte 302 - South Casco

GET

FRAMED

FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

20% Discount on all framing until Dec. 15th with this ad

r
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Art & Soul continued from ptlge 29
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21 PLEASANT ST. PORTLAND
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LUNCH

II8y join the club for a one- to
two-hour ride every Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean
and marshes of Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth,
Plua and socializing afterwards, swimming optional
on warm evenings, MeetatPat's Plua, Route 1, near
Oak Hili, Scarborough. Cyclers of all abilities we~
come. 799-1085.

DINNER

MON-FRI

EVERY NIGHT

'1:30-2:50

5-11

The
Good .Egg

I
~

8Icyc~ Club cI C.CO

774'0016

Contr......... with Crooked Stovepipe Band every
third Frl at 8 :30 pm at the Presumpscot Grange,
1844 Forest Ave, Portland (across from Tortilla Flat
Restaurant). All dances taught. Singles always we~
come. Cost $4. 774-3392.

BREAKFAST
,!

MON-FRI
SAT &.SUN

DoIn.,. CI. . . . Leam ballroom, Internatlonal·style
and country & westem dancing at Maine Ballroom
Dance, 614a Congress St, Portland. 77J.OOO2.

,,
I

r.

Ice Slultlne Leuonl Portland Recreation offers pr~
vate or group lessons at Portland lceArena, 225 Park
Ave, Portland. For more Info call 774-8553.
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ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT
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f::i:.~ your State Forester
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A Publ.c Serv.ce of the USDA Forest Serv.ce and
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Indoor Soccer Plck·up games every Frl from &8 pm
at the Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett St,
Portland. Cost $2 residents, $3 non-residents. Call
874-8873,
InterMtloneI Folk D.nclngAn evening ot line, circle
and couple dances Dec 2 from 7·9:30 pm (dances
taught from 7-8 pm) at the Main Lounge, Mou~on
Union, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Cost $3, free
for Bowdoin students. 729-1555.

J_ Dance CI ... Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio
hosts a speclaljau dance class taught by Adrienne
Hawkins open to level 1·111 students Dec 5 from 1·3
pm at 151 St John Street, Portland. Cost $10. 871·
1013.
JltttrbuC SWine DoInce Cut loose to solid '50s rock,
rockabllly and classic swing recordings the second
Friday of each month at Casco Bay Movers Dance
studio, 151 St John st, Portland. Beginner work·
shopbeglnsat8 pm, Dance from 9-mldnlght Smoke
and alcohol free. Cost: $5. 725-8216.

M81 ... _AdventuNClubbrings together people
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trI p6 and

events to people of all skill levels, beglnnerto expert
Upcoming: Nov 29, Small Polntdayhlke (846-3036);
Dec 2, monthly meeting at North Deering Congrega.
tlonal Church, 1364 Washington Ave, Portland; Dec
12·13, cross· country skIIng and snowshoe hiking at
Lake Moxie (772·2311). Ongoing: Baxter Blvd walk
every Tues at 6:15 from Payson Park. For updated
trip Info, call the Outdoor Hotline at 774-1118. For
club and membership Infonnatlon call 772·9831.
outdoor Trip Une For the latest bicycling, hiking and
other outside activities Info, sponsored by Casco Bay
Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors Adventure Club,
call 774·1118.

Rollin... SNkIIyak R.cue Clinic. sponsored by
Saco RlverOUt1ltters, run Sat nights at a cost of $40.
Call Saco River OOtl-'tters at 773-0910 tor more Info.

Maine at Your Fingertips.

s.turday Dance Dance the day ;may every Saturday
at Maine Ballroom Dance, 614a Congress S~ Port·
land. Dancing for beginners from 8-9 pm; all others
dance from 9-12 pm . Cost: $5, $3 for beginners
dance. 773-0002.

ScuM Leuone Portland Recneatlon offers ongoing
lessons at Riverton PooI, l600 Forest Ave, Portland.
799-7990.
SNIuoy8ldne Network Is forming now. 874-2640.
senior FIlMA lor Men .. Women 15+ USM LIfeline
offers classes Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland campus ~
on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive
exercises. Registration Is ongoing. 7B0-4170.
SERVE/Melne VoIunt. .r DINCtory lists volunteer
opportunities throughout Maine with state and fed·
eral natural resource agencies. Opportunities In·
clude "adopting" hiking trails and streams, working
on water qual~ Issues, coordinating natural resource volunteers, conducting environmental c0mpliance survays and working as conservation educators. Projects require volunteers with skills and
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and Interest In
nature to highly trained professionals. For more
Inlormatlon, or to obtain a copy of the dlrectoly, call
or write to LIbbey Selgars, SERVE/Maine, Maine
Dep't of Conservation, Station #22, Augusta, ME
04333. 287-4945.
~ S. Portland Recreation begins taking
registrations for ski lessons at Lost Valley and
Shawnee Peak Nov 2 from 8 anr4:3O pm at 21
Nelson Road, S. Portland. Only for S. Portland res.
dents. 767·7650.

SkI

Soc_ People 30+ meet to play
socoer Sunday evenings at 6 on Middle School1le Id,
Soott ~r Road, cape Elizabeth. Events Include
plck-up games, challenge matches and occasional
toumaments. 799-8669.
1II1rty IomMhIn'

UIM UfeI... offers membership to the general
public In Its ~ activities program. Squash, we~t
training facilities, racquetball and basketball oourts,
etc., are available, Several membership options.
USM campus Gym, 96 Falmouth st. 7B0-4170.
VoIleybill Plck-up games fNery Tues & Thurs from
7:30-9:30 pm at the Reiche Cornmun~Center, 166
Brackett St; Wed 7·9 pm at Peaks Island Cornmun~
Center, Peaks Island. Cost $2 residents, $3 non·
residents. Call 874-8793.

SWim fIIn Reglsterfor all swimming lessons at the S.
Portland Municipal Pool Dec 8 at 7 am for residents
and Dec 9 at 7 for non-residents at the pool at 21
Nelson Rd, S. Portland. 767·7655.
SWI"",*,& L _ The Portland YMCA starts a new
session of swim lessons Nov 10. 874-1111.

VoIunt_ C8IItet needs second-language, reeding
and math tutors; computer lab mon~or; office assistants, therapeutic horseback riding assistant; and
Meals on Wheels volunteers. 874-1000.

Win. QuIlt at the Holiday Fair and raffle Dec 5 from
10 am-3 pm at the Un~rlan Universalist Church,
524 Allen Ave, Portland. Browsethrough food tables,
recycled Items, and antiques. 773-6672.

music, Dec 2; Salvation AImy Brass Ensemble and
cntft sale, Dec 9; Blr1I1days and 50+ Clu6, Dec 16;
Rotary Christmas dln_ for members and guests,
Dec 23; New Year Celebration, Dec 30. Donation:
$2.50.774-6974.
~mlnIItI

Aplnet ...... (FAR) meets Tues at 7 pm
for discussion and planning. join us 11 you are a
feminist determined to help make Portland a c~

Wok-Inn Pr..see1Oll Shootout See a boy's basket·
ball tournament Nov 27·28 at Deering H~ School,
370 Stevens Ave, Portland. Friday evening Winthrop
plays Cape Elizabeth at 6 pm and York plays Deering
at 7 :30 pm. Saturday afternoon York plays Winthrop
at 2 pm and Cape Elizabeth plays Deering. 7741315.

Frlendo cI the M"ne Youth Cent.. are Interested In
meeting with others who are concerned about the
effects of budget cuts on the center. 854-9872.

alone.

G,,"'...

Nnta Support Group meets to provide emotional support and action the last Mon 01 each month
from 7·9 pm at Keeley's BanquetCenter,178 Warren
Ave. Portland. 797-9227.

WOII*I'e RuabY The Portland women's rugby team
welcomes new and old players. join us for practice
lues & Thursfrom 5:30-7:30 pm atBaxterBoulevard
1leId, Portland. 878-5087.

HoIldllJ Festlvltl. . The Portland Museum of Art
celebrates the holiday season with dally perfor·
mances by area schoolchildren and musical groups
Dec 1·23 at 7 Congress Square, Portland. Caroling
occurs dally Tues·Sat 11:30 am·l pm; Thurs eve·
nlngs 6:30-8 pm; Sun 12:30-2 pm. 773-ARTS.

our

HoIldllJ Tree U&htlne The Portlarid Museum of Art
kicks off Its holiday celebration with Its traditional
lighting of the copper beech tree Dec 3 at 3:30 pm
at High St. between Spring St and Congress St,
Portland. Festivities Include a performance by the
Bellamy Jazz Band and the Shoestring Puppet Theater. 775-6148.

towns
Crelt F"r Christmas craft fair Nov 28 from 9 am-4 pm
and Nov 29 from 10 am'" pm at the ~ory, Stevens
Avenue, Portland. 684-3935 tor space Into.

Ale You Cratty? The Old Orchard Beach Art Association seeks professional and amateur cra1'tpersons to
display their work at the Christmas Art and Craft Fair
Dec 13 from 9 am-4 pm at the Elks Lodge, Route 1,
Seeo. Cost: $20 entry fee. 934-7712 for application
and Info.
Bake Se~ Kimberly Qual~ Cere holds a bake sale
Dec 4 from 9 am·S pm at the tollowlng Shop 'n Save
locations: Maine Mall, S. Portland; Shopper's VI~
lage, Yarmouth ; Route 1 ,Scarborough. All proceeds
donated to the Kimberly Qual~ Care Fund for the
Hearlng Impelred. 775-5651.
Chrlltmel c..rt
The saco Middle School
P.l.O. presents Its third annual Christmas Craft Fair
Dec 5 from 9 am-3 pm at Saco Middle School, Route
112, Saco. Fair features tolk art, jewelry, pottery,
wreaths and homemade breakfasts and lunches.
283-1965.

aon.nz.

ChrI_ F8Ir The Resources tor the Developmen·
tally Disabled holds a holiday fair Dec 4 from 1-4 pm .
and Dec 5from 9 am-1 pm at 17 Bishop st, Portland.
All Items are hand-made by participants and all
proceeds benefit the Resources for the Developmen·
tally Disabled. 797·7921.
ChrI_ F.lr" K_n ~ Get ajump on holiday
shopping While enjoying authentic Korean l00d Dec
5 at Korean Methodist Church ot Malne, 100
Westbrook St, S. Portland. Falropens at 9 am; meals
served 11 am·5 pm. Cost for meals: $5, $3.50
children. 797-6633.
Chrlotmel Tree Sal. The S. Portland-Cape Elizabeth
Rotary Club begins Its 30th annual Christmas tree
sale Nov 27 at 7 am at Mill Creek Park, S. Portland.
783-7550.
Comrnut8ra Riders are wanted for a self-5upportlng
commuter van from Portland to Augusta. Regular and
occasional riders welcome. Stops In Freeport and
yarmouth. 287·2271.

Get Into tile SpIrit at St Bartholomew's annual
Christmas Fair Dec 5 from 9 am·3 pm at Gilman Rd,
Yarmouth. There will be a soupand quiche lunch and
hayr1deS for the kids. 846-5066.

QIIta, GItta, GIIta Do all your holiday shopplng at the
Wllllston·West Church Christmas fair Dec 5 from 9
arn-4 pm at 32 Thomas St, Portland. Items Include
wreaths, wooden gifts and ornaments. 774-5438.
HoIldllJ BIIzur The Maine Audubon Society spon·
sors a holiday bazaar featuring unique gifts and a
luncheon Dec 5 from 9 am-3 pm at Elks Lodge, 1945
Congress St. Portland. Cost $3, $2 members. 781·
2330.

Holly Jolly F"r Arst Parish Congregational Church
Invites you to Its holiday craftfalrfeaturlnghandknlts
and ornaments Dec 4 from 6-9 pm and Dec 5 from 93 pm at 40 Main St. Freeport.
Need a DIIte lor _
Y.... Eve? Maine Arts needs
IIOlunteers to usher, sell buttons, distribute posters,
plan perties and handle staging and equipment for
this year's New Years Portland celebration. 8741000.

hUred SenIor Volume. PrGcr- seeks people to
work at the Center forGrlevlngChlldren. 775-6503 or
1-800-427·7411.

Shop" Chop Start your holiday shopping and enjoy
a flsh chowder supper at a Christmas Fair Dec 4 at
South Freeport Church, S. FreeportRd, Freeport. Fair
opens at 2 pm; supper served 5-7 pm. Cost for
supper. $6. 865-3659.

....... to Reed Better Project Link offers free InfOnnatlon, relerrals and support to all Cumberland County
residents. 874-1140 or 1-800-698-4959.

etc
Accent Reduc1Ion C I _ Adult classes starting
soon to help people with regional accents and speak·
ers of English as a seOOnd language reduce their
accents. Classes taught by a speech/language pathologist 879-1886.
ACT UP/Meine (AIDS C....ltlon To Unleash Power)
Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct
action to end the AIDS crisis. OUr goals Include the
establlshmentot a Maine AIDS Resource Cent... and
the self-empowennent ot People LMng with AIDS
Commun~. Meetings open to the public and held
every Mon from 7·9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portland
(Andrews Square Building). New members welcome.
Wheelchair accessible. For more Info write ACT UP/
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101. 774-5082
or 828-0401.
ACT UPjPortI8nd Are you angry that people are dying
because Individuals In the federal and local govern·
ment are Ignoring the fact that we are In a health
crisis - and thet because of their Ignorance, preju·
dice and fear nothing seems to be getting done? join
us. We are a grassroots organization ot volunteers
dedicated through nonviolent direct action to ending
the AIDS crisis by dispelling Ignorance through edu·
cation. Open meetings are Sundays at 7 pm at the
YWCA, 87 Spring Street. Portland. Wheelchair acces·
sible. 828{)566.
TIle AIDS Project has an urgent need for volunteers
with cars who can assist clients who need transportation to doctors appointments, su pport groups,
grocery shopplng and other lite errands. Volunteers
are also needed to cover telephone lines and perform
light office work at TAP. 774-6877.

ChI1Itm81 at Vlctorl. M ....lon commences with a
gala preview party Dec 3 from 5-8 pm at the mansion
on 109 Danforth st, Portland . Th Is year's theme Is "A
Botanical Christmas," featuring a Christmas tree
with nosegays and fioral garlands. The mansion will
be open Dec 10-13 from 1·7 pm . Cost: $5, $4
members, $2 children. 772·4841.
Chrl.tmel Tree Auction Local charities and organl·
zatlons have decorated trees donated by Lucas Tree
for an auction on Dec 6 at 1 pm at Lucas Tree Garden
Center, 636 Riverside st, Portland. 878-8240,
Circuit Br.k.. Refundo S. Portland residents el ~
glble for Circuit Breaker refunds can get help prepar·
Ing the application forms Dec 1·3 from 5-7 pm at S.
Portland City Hall, 684 Broadway St, S. Portland.
Bring 1991·92 property tax bill or a rent receipt and
State and Federal 1991 Income Tax Retums. 767·
7604.
Community PrIde Art .....de Maine Arts Invites
nelghbortloods and commun~ groups from all over
the city to team up with local artists and musicians
and pertlclpate In the 1992·93 New Yeafs/Portland
Commun~ PrIde Arts Parade. Groups wishing to
participate In the parade must register with Maine
Arts. 772-9012.

"-peel"'.

DIvorce
Attomey Joan Kidman discusses women's Issues In the legal process Dec 2
at 7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church.
Support group for people lacing problems In divorce
meets )'9ar-round Weds at 7:30 pm In Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland.
Donation of $1.50 requested. 774-HELP.
EclectIc Folk Millie Portland Folk Club Invites you to
shere evenings of music while sipping coffee and
munching cookies Dec 19 at 7:30 pm at
Swedenborglan Church, 302 St_ns Ave, Portland.
Proceeds benefit the club and the church. Th: $ 5 In
advance, $6 III door. 773-9549.
EnrIchecl8oldenAceC8lltetlnvttes men and women
60 and fNer to dally luncheons at 297 Cumberland
Ave, Portland. Meal at noon. The following progrmns
are 01Tered at 12:30 pm In December: Christmas

stutter,

you're not

Gift W..p EVent Wrap up your Christmas gltt wrapplng at the American Cancer Society's Christmas gift
wrap Nov 27-Oec 24 In front of Jordan Marsh at the
Maine Mall, S. Portland. Booth hours: Mon-Sat 9:30
am·9:30 pm, Sun 12·5 pm. Volunteers are stili
needed. 772·7102.

Wilter Slhty Basic water s,afety and emergency
water safety are otTered at S. Portland Municipal Pool
Saturday mornings from Dec 5-19. 767·7655.

Ifyou

Freeport Hletorlclll SocI8ty presents a new exhibit
"New and RecentAddltJons to OUr Collections, "from
10 am·5 pm at the society's Harrington House, 45
Main St, Freeport. 865-3170.

Fur-Free Frld8y The Maine Animal Coal~n Inv~es
you to participate In Fur·free Frlday to protest the
crue~lnvolved In trapplngand raising animals fortur
Nov 27 at 11 am outside the Maine Mall, Maine Mall
Road, S. Portland. Bring your own signs. 781·7170.

Wilter A.vbIc. S. Portland Munlclpel Pool otTers
water aerobics classes starting Nov 23. 767·7655.

Holly"" hlr st. Vincent DePaul SOCiety sponsors
a holiday lair Nov 29 from 10 am·2 pm at Cathedral
Guild Hall, 317 Congress St, Portland.

Spoob cI All Sarts The Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater
Portland offers a variety of actMtles for adults,
Including swimming. basketball and volleyball at 277
Cumberland Ave, Portland. 874-1070.

8'" ..

tile Trlrnmlnee The Salvation Army
those In need or Who are alone to a holiday
dinner ThanksgMng Day at noon at 297 Cumberland
Ave, Portland. Free. 774-6304.
Inv~es

Walleybelll Casco Bay Bike Club hosts Informal
walle)'ball games every Thurs at 6:30 pm at the
Racket and ffloess Center, Outer Congress street,
Portland. Cost: $5. 772-8465.

HoIldllJ F"r St Ann's Eplscopal Church sponsors a
Christmas craft fair featuring linens, baked goods
and recycled Christmas products Dec 5 from 9 am·2
pm at St Ann's Eplscopal Church, River Road, S.
Windham. 892·8447.

Sid 1'IOf'II- Portland Recreation Is accepting ret
Istratlons for Its programs beginning Nov 30. This
yea( s programs otTer ski lessons for youth and
teens, x-country ski lessons for teens and adults,
recreational skllngforyouth, snowboaod lessonsand
a Junior Race Program. 874-8793 or 874-8791.

Turkll)'

Ughtshlp fl.12 N8ntucket The largest American
"floating lighthouse" Is open forvls~rs Wed·SatlO4 and Sun 12-4 at the U.S. Coast Guard Moorings,
350 Commercial S~ Portland. Cost: $7 families, $3
adults, $1.50 children and seniors. 775-1181.
M8Ine Ani ..... Sanctuary holds regular meetings the
second and fourth Tues of every month at Clark
Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave, Portland. 7735054.
M ...... Aplnotthe DMth ......Ity holds Its annual
meeting Nov 21 at the Good Shepherd lutheran
Church, 330 Maine st, Brunswick. 874·2351.
March on Wahln&ton The New England region of the
1993 March on Washington for Lesbian, Gay and BI
Equal Rights and LIberation holds Its organizing
meeting Dec 5 from 12-4 pm at the Matlovltch
SOCiety, 72 Pine St, Portland. (617) 566-4296.
Muoic Swap' Portland Folk Club Inv~es you to share
a song or a story In a supportive atmosphere every
first and third lues at 7:30 pm at Swedenborglan
Church, 302 Stevens Ave . 773-9549.
N...... Project/AIDS Menlo,... Quilt holds a panel·
making workshop the nrst and third Sun of each
month. 774-2198.

Not'aut.. FIy_ The k~e club has reunited for
some great lall files. 871-0035.
out lor Good Lesbian discussion/support group
meets each Thurs from 7·9 pm In Saco. Non-smok·
Ing. $1 donation. 247·3461.

People Aplnot Crt .... provides classes In personal
defense strategies at 565 Congress St. Suite 207,
Portland. 799-0607.

SCORE Service Corps- of Retired Executives meets
Dec 8 from 1-4 at Room 210, 66 Pean St, Portland,
to discuss " How to Really Start Your own Business. "
772-1147.
$Noh ... Trolley Mu....m The museum displays
trolleys lrom all over the world and offers rides on
authentically restored electric trolley cars. Open dally
from 10-5, at Log Cabin Road, Kennebunkport. Cost
$6 adults, $5 senior citizens, $4 children 6-16. 967-

2800.
See SIInt:e make his spectacular arrival by hook·andladder firetruck Dec 5 at noon at the Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. santa
leaves the museum to ride In a carriage with six lucky
children whose names are drawn that morning. 7756148.

Sellllelp Creftl Fair Have a 'flOrid-wide Impact on
economic disaster by attending the ninth annual Self
Help Crafts Fair Dec 5 from 9 arn·2 pm at Church of
the Servant, 35 Lafayette st, Portland . The fair
Includes handmade crafts from around the world and
Includesjewelrylrom Africa, fabrics from Guatemala.
and ornaments from Nepal. 774-8578 .
Smell Buol ...._ The Small Business Development
Center at USM has two Lotus/IBM Leamlng Centers
available to help people In business learn how to use
Lotus 123, One-Write Plus and Lotus Works soft·
ware. 7B0-442O.
SWeet Adell.... Invite Interested women to weekly
rehearsals Thurs at 7:30 pm at the Frank Harrison
Middle School, McCartney Street, Yannouth. 84&
4726.
Tree U&htIn. WBLM and NewsChannel13 sponsor
the annual Monument Square tree lighting ceremony
Nov 27 at 5:30 pm In Monument Square, Portland.
Festivities Include hot cocoa, carolers, and the Sa~
vatIon Army Brass Ensemble. 772-6828.

Wlnllerhnlenlnaend ........ Lucas Tree offers the
following presentations on various aspects of winter
gardening and hobb~atLucas Tree Garden Center,
836 Riverside St. Portland: "Birds of Maine," Dec 5
at 11 am; "Stertlng Your Garden Indoors, " Dec 5 at
1 pm; "Decorating Wreaths for the Holidays,' Dec 5
at 3 pm; "Pruning Small Fruit and Larger T1'HS, " Dec
6 at 11 am; "Decorating for the Holidays." Dec 6 at
2 pm. 878-8240. ca

The National Stuttering Project is
a self-help organization for people
with chronic stuttering problems.
We publish up-to-date information about stuttering, provide a
monthly newsletter and maintain
,numerous self-help chapters
across the country.
For information, support and
therapy referrals for children and
adults, contact:

1he National
Stuttering Project
2151 Irving St. , #208
San FranCiSCO, CA 94122·1609
.
Tel: (415) 566·5324 , FAX: 415·644·3721
A non-profit organization since 1977
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By Don RlIbin

Out of Sight!
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Though camouflage is as old as warfare,
dazzle painting (after the expression "razzledazzle,,) wasn't seen extensively until World
War l. And it shouldn't have been seen then,

far...

"110M', dIoh_ cut
aomelanlalllc

"*** Iotlood·
*** 1/2 lot ..vice."

Each of the partilllly camouflaged tanks at
the bottom of the puzzle has been fully
camouflaged in the field on top. Can you find
them?
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Butralo Mako Str1ps, Deep Fried Mushrooms, italian Breaded Chicken
Finger;, Beer Batter Onions R1rgs, Buffalo Wings, Mozzeralla sticks,
Harmons Clam Cakes

Dally Soup & ChCMIdah Specials. 5 Alarm All Meat Chill. House Salads,
Salad Combo Platters, Chef Salad
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-The Bust1ess I?evIew

"theM ... loIs 0/ f .......
and _ hcwe ow,,"
"A great place 10 eel, drink,
and NIall"
-71>e Old Port Reporter

"1he ·oat Mecca 0/ PotIIand: willi plaques and Iropli.. to pr....
"~eeI plac. to relax with elm. and drinks."
-Face Magazine
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-RNt/and PleSS He/ok1

"Known lot Its
appe....g
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"Why is Everyone Talking About Rosie's?"

20 SandwIches to choose from , Rosie's Famous Callones, Design Your

o.vn Pizza. 1/2Ib, Burgers, Chicken & Steak Dinners. Fried Clams. Fried
Shrimp. Jumbo Shrimp 2 for S1.00, Nachos, Burrito Dinners.
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FINAUY, a neighborhood tavem
with the activily of the Old Port,

Free Popcorn
Happy Hour Monday-Friday
4to7pm
DaHy Beer Specials

Friday a Saturday - late Nlte Menu
j

,i
••
, ,

~. 8""'~' :fin. :TooJs & Spvw 'lJI..J 'roylllru

I

330 Fore Street • Old Port • 772-5656
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Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment Center!
Offering a huge selection of videos, '
magazines and toys for the
discriminating adult. ..

Short stories sought for Casco Bay Weekly's

Relevant Fiction Competition
Casco Bay Weekly is accepting original, unpublished

disqualified.) The author's name, address and phone

short stories on topics relevant to modem life in the Casco

number must appear only on the cover page of the

Bay region. A panel of three judges will choose the most

manuscript. Subsequent pages should be identified by

compelling, well-written short stories for inclusion in

story titles and page numbers only. Do not submit unfin·

Casco Bay Weekly's Relevant Fiction Issue, Feb.11, 1993.

ished stories. Proofread your stories carefully.

We seek stories that raise questions abou t some facet of

Chosen authors will be notified within one month.

everyday life here in the Casco Bay region. We are looking

Only manuscripts accompanied by a self-addressed,

for stories that demand to be told: fiction that is evocative

stamped envelope will be returned.

and finely tuned to the

Selected authors will each receive $50, and their stories

author's intention.

will be presented in the Feb. 11 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.

(Please do not submit

Around that time, judges, authors and CBW editors will

stories in the" genre"

dine together for the literary and gustatory benefit of all

traditions of erotica,

concerned.

fantasy, mystery,
science fiction, the supernatural, reminiscence or ro-

Send your manuscript by Friday, Dec. 25 to:

mance.)

Casco Bay Weekly

Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 words or less will
be accepted until 5 p.m., Dec 25. (Longer stories will be

S51A Congress st.
Portland, ME 04101

Can you solve the Rea! Puzzle? There is a $25
gift certificate from Alberta's for the first-prize
winner. The second-prize winner receives two free
passes to The Movies at Exchange Street. Winners
will receive their prizes in the mail, Drawings are
done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a four-week span. Only one
entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received
by Wednesday, Dec. 2 The solution to this week's

puzzle will appear in the Dec. 10 issue ofCllsaJ/JQy
Wttldy. Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle _151
OIsco &y Wukly
551 i . Congress Street
Portland. Maine 04101
This week, William Therriault and a friend will
dine at Alberta 's. Craig Clark will take in a movie at
The Movies at Exchange Street.

. "-,, I",,·,~ "-h... \«n.'.·" S,'iu·,·llilig
I·....••.• 6\11" 1'''''11 sOllu·r~

Newly Rerrwdeled &
Newly Expanded!

Solution to
Real Puzzle #149
(Yanks)
7 Lefty (Gomez)
13 Whitey (Ford)
3 Yogi (Berra)
2 (Graigl Nettles
1 (Dave) Winfield
6 (Don) Mattingly
9 (Roger) Maris
5 Louisiana Lightning
(Ron Guidry)
14 Mr, October
(striking out; Reggie Jackson)
12 The Commerce Comet
(Mickey Ma"t1e)
10 The Sultan of Swat (Babe Ruth)
8 The Iron Horse (Lou Gehrig)
4 The Yankee Oipper
DiMaggio)
11 Mr. October
(homering; Reggie Jackson)

VIDEOS
BEGINNING AT
$7 99
At These Prices

Why Rent?!

aoe

Some of the ballplayers had more
than one nickname--"the Mick,"
"Puff," "Cloumbie Lou," "the
Bambino." When Guidry lost a little
of that fabulous "Lightning," folks
began calling him "Gator," and
worse.

RTI:AND
• VIDEO EXPO.
Rubin '. boo«, BRAINSTORMS,
rtundy pwbIishtd by Harp</' mul Row,)

(Don
WIIS

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO •
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri,-Sat
10-11 • Sun. 12-9
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OVER 100,000 READERS

roommates
CEDAR EVERYWHERE- Log house, rural FreeporV Brunswick area. Wood heat
share country chores. capable, kind,
independant F, thirtysomething, toshare
with same. $2501mo. +utils. 72>7154.
CHEERFUL HOME & STUDIO- Woman
looking for NIS woman with whom to
share my happy home. Huge studio and
great neighbors. S2251mo. +112 utils.
774-5451 .
EASTERN PROM- Sunny, spacious 2
BR apt Deck wi ocean view. $3OOImo.,
heat included. Seek NIS Fonly. No pets.
77H519.

SCARBOROUGH- Country setting
conveinent location, charming 3 BR, 2
BA. 1 or 2 housmates, owner rarely In
residence. $295 + shared utils. ~

6087.
SEEKING GM ROOMMATE. PORTLAND
West End- Must be neat. discreet Must
love cats. $6!>'Wk. +1/3 utils. No phone
sex, please. call 775-4252.
SOUTH PORTLAND- Ouaint, recenUy
renovated cape. Share with creative, NI
S, vegetarian &2 Siamese cats. Stepsto
Willard Beach. Be progreSsIve, responsible, quiet and neat. $280/mo. +112
efficient utils. 799-2022.

KENT ST. PTLD. lARGE lBR & 2BR im- PORTLAND, 589 RIVERSIDE ST.- Large,
maculate& quiet., w/garden, yard, park- 2 floors, 3 BR, eat-in kitchen, conveing. privacy, snow pll7NIId, plus aI iIIlPi- nientto 95. $750/mo. includes parking.
all utili1ies. Sec. dep. 797-4969.
ances! ws. no pets. 773-5144 for appl
MERCY AREA- Large, sunny 2 BR, 2nd
floor, WID hook-up, hardwood floors,
parking, storage. $450/mo. plus heat &
utils. 200 gallons FREE oil. 773-6076.

SOUTH PORTLAND- 2 BR, 1st floor,
parking, WID, new appliances. $500/
mo. plus heat. Rent now, getlirst month
FREE. Deposit required. 767-5209.

MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND 1150. Spacious 2 BR corner unit, high ceilings,
large windows, gas heat & range, stor3Oe-$625 +utils. Philli ps Property Mngt,
Inc. 772-5345.

STANDISH RT 3> 1 RM with separate
kitchen and bath. Country setting. Electric &hotwaterincluded $225 per month
892-2641.

USM AREA- F NlS to share sunny, spacious, quiet 2 BR apt $2651mo. +112
utils. (gas heat) No pets please. Call
m-1658, leave message.

STATE ST.- 2 apts.- 1) 3-4 BR, large
kitchen, DR, LR, storage, parking, $490/
mo.+; 2) 1 BR, large LR, kitchen, storage, parking, $200/mo.+sec. dep., lease.
878.a419 or 780-5574.

FALMOUTH- Close to Portland line, NlS
Fto share spacious 3 BR home in quiet
neighborhood. WID, cable. $25n'mo. + WINDHAM,2 BR cap&- Quiet dead'ilnd.
1/3 uti Is. 799-5667, after 6pm.
15 mnutes Portland, near GorhanV
Westbrook. Responsible NIS MIF. Must
FALMOUTH- Unique house share. 3 like animals & fresh air. S3SO/mo. Inacres, garage. S300/mo + uti Is. Avail. cludes utils. 892-0215.
immediately. call weekdays- (617)2675715. Weekends- (207)781-5124.
YARMOUTH-TheJunipers. Seeking Fto
FRIENDL YPOOCH, TEACHER, grad-stu- share 2.5 BA. Smoker okay. Laundry,
dent seeking NlS mature, considerate, tennis courts, close to highway, studio
stable ~itizen who doesn't mnd recy- space available. $312.5OImo heat incling (prefer 25+), to share mosUy fur- cluded. 781-5251, 846-1310.
nished, 2-story, house near USM. $29(Y
mo. +oil heat. Call 871-7212.
INDIA ST.- Seeking young profJgrad.
student to share large, sunny 2BR near
Old PorWSM. Hdwd flrs, 15' ceilings.
$3OOImo, heated. Avail 1211. 77> 1484,
leave message.
PLEASANT AVE.- Female NIS wanted to
share spacious 3 BR ~t. in nice, residential area. No pets. $210/mo. +1/3
utils. call 773-5190.

BEACON ST. 1101- Sunny, quiet 2 BR in
nice areawlhdwd flrs, yard, deck. storage,
WID hooIeup. $495Imo + utiIs. 774-4231.
DEERING CENTER- Sunny, spacious 3
BR, 2nd floor, quiet street, high ceilings,
hardwood floors, large eat-In kitchen,
appliances, heatlHW, parking. $570/mo.
773-0122.

SUCH A DEAL!
Place your 3 - week classified
If'I: J8:
ad in the
'I"

S~

under any category & receive the
fourth week

FR E E!

OBSERVATORY GARDEN APT. w/private entry. Attractive, 5 rooms, warm &
sunny w/large eat-in kitchen, DIW &
PORllANO- Roommatewa nted to share
ample cupboard space. Custom bath,
apt. S1451mo, security deposit + utils.
hardwoodfloors,fireplace and newdeck.
He<ot, hot water and parking incl. call
871-7095, please leave message!
On-site laundry facility & storage provided. $MO/mo. includes heat. HW, &
OUIET, 0 ISCREET GM looking forsameor FOREST AVE. 1999- 2nd floor, two 1
parking. Deposit, references. Keep it
accepting male to Share house in nice, BRs. Ideal for any oouple. Skylights,
country location in York County. NIS pnr carpet & tile, off-stnetparking, unusual simple by calling Steve, 772-2570.
ferred. $1751mo. +112 utils. 793-2795.
features, must see. $425-$450/mo.+ PARKS IDE- Large 3 BR, 1st floor wI
uti Is. 797.a846, days.
hardwood floors, off-street parking,
RESPONSIBLE HOUSEMATEWANTEDto share spacious 2 BR house. No pets, FREDERICK ST.- Newly remodeled, 2 laundry, fenced yard, storage, lease,
5325 + 112 utils. 883-6591 . Includes BR, LR, DR, kitchen, bath. Sunny, quiet security. No pets. $555/mo. +utils. 1S4351mo. +utils. (gas). Availableimme- 363-5544, leave message.
tennis courts & pools.
diately. 799-8895.
PINE PT.-Across from beach. Studioapt
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
HOUSE in Wind ham- All the comforts of HIGH ST., PORTLAND 172 & 74- Spa- all furnished. Full bath, kit includes heat
home: WID, cable, fireplace. Pets wel- cious 2 BR wlenclosed sun porch, gas +uitts. Avail. nowthruJune 15.$33o/mo
comed, MIF. S35n'mo. includes utils. heat, WID hookup, parking, S600+utils. + sec. dep.883-8603 or 871-0038.
892-7145.
Phillips Property Mngt. Inc. m -5345.
EAST END- Quiet 1st floor, 2 BR with
eat-in kitchen, private entrance and wood
floors. $450/mo., heat included. Cats
OX call 774-7040.

WATERVILLE ST- Large, very sunny 2
BR on quiet street Hardwood floors,
nice features, basement storage. Offstreet parking. $475/mo. +utils. Lease;
no dogs. call 77>0619.
WEST END- Avail 1211. Clean, quiet 2
BR,coin-opWID.$475+utils.Sec. Dep.
6 mos. lease. 774-3917, evenings best.

houses/rent
ALLENAVEEXT- PortiandlFalmouth line.
Newly renovated 2 BR single family
home. Rental limted to no more than 2
individuals. LR, DR, kitchen & bath
downstairs. 2 BRs & sitting room upstairs. Hdwd floors, oil heat, gas stove,
beautiful yard &woods. $600/mo +utils.
call Karen , 797-8846 for appt.

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

D body&80ul
D roornmat.

oJ

DapWrent

0 $92 .luII for ....

D houae"rent
o omca"rent
o bullna.. rental.
o studios/rent

o yanl.ata.
o arts & crafts

o aeasonaVrent
o re. . .tat.

o compu1era
o music

o gerdan.
O w.,ted

o bullnew property

o whMla

O land ..Ie
o auctions

o boata
o th.ater arts
o Jeamlng

O chftd care
o help wanted
o jobs wanted
o bualnew urvIcn
o bualne.. opportunltl.
o ftnanclal
o dating services

o publications
o anlmala
o Ioet & found (free)
o legal notlcea
o bulletin board
O rlcie board

IMPECCABLE OFFICE SPACE- Excellent
forther~istorconsultanl Spaceforgroup
of 10. $2O/day. call Steve at 642-5094.
PART-TIME MASSAGE THERAPY
SPACE-AvailableMon.. Tues., evenings,
Sat. Rent on per-client basis. Kimball
Health Center, Saco. Call Beth Koehler,
284-9594.

NEW WINTERIZED, Lake front cottage
in Burnham. Privacy, welllandscaped,2
BR , kitchen, Jivingroom, bath &
bu nkroom. Dock and many extras.
$98,000. Call 813-791-6062.
PORTLAND, GRANT ST.- $35,000 will
buy you this HUGE condo! Why waste
money ren~ng? Spacious 2 BR with
hardwood flooring throughout. Kathy
Phillips, Bay Realty Assoc. 77>3838.

business rental

SCARBOROUGH- NEW CAPE w/5.2
acres. 3 BR, 2 baths. Oakltile floors,
FHW heat 5142,000. MUST SEE! Open
Sundays, 12-2, Merrill Brook off Holmes
Rd. 883-6506.

BRING A NEIGHBORLY RETAIL or
profesSional business to Munjoy Hill
and get FREE RENT! 950 sq.ft., 1st
floor, 88 Congress St. 871-1095.

SO . PORTLAND- 28 Clifford St.,
$127,000. Great neighborhood (Silvin
Sights), 2 bdr cape, 1.5 bath, 1 car
garage, excellent condition 767-6160.

art studios/rent

WINDHAM- Attractive 6 BA. 3.5 bath
garrison in mature development. 11
rooms, 2.5 car garage, new deck, 112
acre lot. Great famly home! $169,000.
892.a871.
r-

Mark Stimson t--

·SM'''''.

real estate
HOUSESITTING- Areyou heading south
for the winter? Know that your home,
plants & pets will bewail cared for while
your away. Mature, responsible, securely
employed male with housesltting experience. Plan ahead. Dana, 84&-5936.

GEODESIC DOME (4958)
Uniqueness and utility perfectly

combined offering 3 bdrms, 2
baths & 7 _ems ofprivacy. A lot
of house @ S 145 ,000.
Lori Garon
Off: 773-1990, Res. : 761-4451

"'*'"

"""8"1

ACUJ·UNCTURE
WITHOUT NEEDLES

~

-l'

' ...

1"0"(..

In Touch

Elizabeth London

lot is ready, still got a few
homes to get rid of.
NEW LOCATION:
1049 Washington St., Rt 202
1 mile from turnpike
HURRY & SAVE!!!

,. . . :~} LUV
HOMES

• Eating

-Stress Reduction -Pain Relief

·Health Improvement
774-6'n6
222 SL John Stteet 11320, Portland

.i)~:~·:_ ;~,r::.:.:;,/~, ·\!tp·:,:: .·::}/:Y
LIcenHd Plychologllt
Individual Counse~ng for Adu_s
and Adolescents
COl4>1es and Family Therapy
Emphasize Adjustment Issues:
ACOA, Depression, Stress
Stu Zubrod, Ph.D. n4-5741

THE

RAP

Daily

10-7· Sunday 11-5

At 26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759

,

RESOURCE
CENT E R

775-7927

Making Sense of

M ON E Y

THEQARDEN
Unlock the spiritual energy
created by you_as a couple

:'IM~iings

~ Addiction
~ Problema?

Dru Myers,

Myths. Memo<ies.

LSAC, NCAcrr, NCADC

6-week groups ongoing

772-8214

" ..'.' ··IMlonIPV

FOOD
ADDICTION
CONSULTANT

Call McKenney CounoeJing
Service todayl
Alchoholisrn . Drug Abuse
Codependency . Sliding
. Gary McKenney, LSAC • 772-3889 .
Reasonable Neaotiltcd Rat..

-Individual & Group
Counseling

Concepts, Took fir Habits

Peter A. Rush, M.A., L.S.A.C.
Sandy Hinckley, M .S.W.

'Energy field ther:apies
reveal them.

• Body Image
• Sexuality

477 Congress SL :
Suite 410,
Portland, ME 04101

Patricil Bennett

M, ,,wrs ... .M.TA.

The body holds the
answers.

Indivudual k Group Therapy
for Women Focusing on

• Process recovery through joumaling and experiential group exercises

Profc:ssimal
MusageAuociaa

Linda Albert, MEd, eRe
879-0241
Energy Field Practitioner

Lisa Bussey, M.A., C,E.D.T.

• Increase self esteem

774-4564

Issues

June Lizotte, LSAC
O.ui ProvitUr

Cathy Erikson
LSAC,LCSW

Addictions, cOlkpendellCJ,
childhood issues, dreamwork

Anxieties. Fears. Questions .

..\'1p.

Skills &:

Y

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE

A New andAncienl

Way of Healing

Traditional Chinese
regimen for nourishing
physical and mental
health
• 0 ; Gong Exercise

Worksbop
Decmbe< 5th
9:30am-lpm. Fee: $30
Discussion and
Introductory Regression

• Massage - ac upunc ture
without needles
• Balanced Diet

Call Kathleen Luke, M .A .
Certified Past Life Therapist
To register, 799-4927.

775-1142

142 High st. .535
Portland

body & soul

child care

help wanted

ADOPTED? Openings in on1lolng therapy
group for adopted people. Explore & heal
issues of trust intimacy, belonging, etc.
Mondays, 4::n.6:00. led by Betsy Hood,
LSAC. Individual counseling also available. Call 8:9-3221 for details.

NEW DENTAL PLAN Sweeping The NEED EXPERIENCED, QUALITY INFANT EASY WORK! Excellent Pay! Assemble MUSICAL ARTS GROUP SEEKING EX- TUCKER'S TRUCKING- Local or long
Co untry Provides Unlimted Dental care. CARE; Beginning mid to late-March, M- products at home. Call toll free. 1-000- ECUTIVE DlRECTOR- Part-time posi- distance. General trucking & profesFamly plan (upto 4): $lSQ/yr averages F, 8-4:30; your location, Windham to 873-6365 8>(\. 1379.
tion responsible for fund raising, pro- sional movi ng of all types. Ru bbish re$12.50/mo per family. Individual plan: Falmouth area. 892-4268, leave mesgramming, advertising, scheduling,del- moval, basements, attics & garages
S85/yraverages $7.08Imo per individual. sage.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ANO ASSIS- egating responsibilities, dealing with
cleaned, freight hauling. 8 to 24 footers
Dental care includes: Oral Exam- FREE,
TANCE regarding the investigalion of stat&'regional arts agencies, artists,
available. Best rates around. ProfesClassifieds:
Emergency Oral Exam- FREE, Intra-oral
financing, business opportunities and agents & commttees. Self-starter, limsional service. Fall clean up, call 761CompleteSeries-FREE,
Panaromc
FimCHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
work at home opportuni~es, casco Bay ited supervision. Resume by 1212: Saco
775-1234
0193.
FREE. Annual entiUement by general
GROWTH. call Tyler 774-1183.
Weekly urges iI's readers to contactthe RiverFestivalAssociation, P.O. Box610,
practiti oner. With this plan you can reBetter Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Di- Kezar Falls, ME 04047.
CONTRACEPTIVE BLUES? The tried & ceive 25'k to 60% discount off regular
vision, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME
true cervical cap is here! FDA approved. dental care costs! Your choice of dental
04103-2648.
OPENING FOR FULL OR PART-TIME
Comfort. Spontaneity. Effective. Afford- care providers. Plan offers much, much
sales person in pleasant working atmo- EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY stuffing
ATTENTION
SCARBOROUGH
RESImore!
For
more
details,
pieasecaIl767able. A barrier method renaissance. For
sphere, retail sales background helpful. envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
DENTS- PARTTIME JOB- Earn S20-$30
3246
or
l.a00-438-4307.
information call casco Bay Midwifery
Salary commenserate with experience. Country Shoppers, Dept Y3, P.O. Box
per week for 4-5 hours delivering
and Well Women care. 799-4467.
Please apply atTheChHdrensShop, 203 1779, DenhamSprings, La 70727-1 779.
OPENINGS AVAILABLE IN ON-GOING PennySavers and Magazines. Walking
Men's Therapy Group (Mondays, 7- and driving routes available. call AdMain St., Biddeford.
DEEP MUSCtE MASSAGE-Karen Austen,
9pm), and Mixed Therapy Group (TuesGUARANTEED WORK AVAILABLEMAo LM.T., Licensed Massage Thera- days, 4-6pm).Lead by stephen Aronson, vanced Delivery 883-1735.
Make S100+ per day for EASY
pist Alleviate chroric backaches, head- PhD. Insurance reimbursable. For info,
, -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , homebased work. Phone: (207)828aches, neck and shoulder stiffness. sc~ 772-3176.
1428. H&J Enterprises, P.O. Box 8628,
atica, stress, imprcwe nmcibility, muscle
STILL GROWING .. ,
Portland,
ME 04104-8628.
tone, ciltulation, athletic performance. It{ STEVE FARRELL, licensed Clinical ProCasco Bay Weekly has available a number of positions for people willing to
fessional
Counselor,
starting
12-sesappointment 86S-Q672.
become an integral part of Greater Portland's Alternative Newsweekly.
LOOKING FOR PARTNER to start small
sion Therapy Group on your rrost imCommibnent is a necessity for all of these positions.
home business.I havespaceon All and
portant
relationship.
call
642-5094.
DISCOVER YOUR INTUITION, creativam open to all ideas. call Mrs. Spanos
ity, ability to heal your spirit. Openings
7n-4057.
FreeHand and PageMaker necessary.
TAl CHI CHUAH is an ancient Chinese
in small group that meets bi-weeldy.
OFFICE MANAGER
This is a production environment: speed,
Martial Art. based on mental and physical
Casco
~ is looking for someone who
call Winter, 929-6960.
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS- Outstanding
accuracy, reliability, and good communication skills
balance. One learns to blend with an
can do it aU. This powerhouse wiU handle
are essential.
network marketing opportunity (PTIFT).
opponents
force
to
control
it.
TAl
CHI
is
numerous responsibilities: billing, collections,
FREEAClJPUNCTURE CONSULTATION!
Attn: TIna Pica
Affordable, high·tech electronics proda fluid system based on meditation in
customer
service,
contract
and
client
maintenance,
Umted Holiday offer- Now until januucts for home, vehicle, and person. Exmovement Excellentforspiritual growth,
administrative functions, and SUperViSion of
ary 1s1. call the Portland Center of Clas- radiant physical health and unequaled in
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT
panding product line. Contact: Wendy
receptionist.
And
if
that's
not enough, this mighty
sical Acupuncture, 775-Q()58, for an ap- reducing the effects of stress and tension
Reali. 828-1918.
manager will juggle personnel issues (insurance,
EXECUTIVE
pointment
Inonesl~e. Beginnersthrough advanced
reviews, employee files)and fadlitate offioe
Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an
functions (eqUipment, supplies, and contradolll).
classes, including Push-Hands. VISitors
energetic account executive to JOin our Sales team.
INSIGHT:AGIFTFOR YOURSELForsorneThis person win be soluhon-oriented and a
we are looking for an experienced, dynamic and
welcome. For information call Gene
one special. A Tarot reading is a unique Golden, 772-0039.
problem solver. A definite requirment is a strong
highly motivateil sales representative to pioneer and
andvaluable8lCperience. CalIJeanne-Tarlt
. DESIGN SERVICE for new houses, addipersonality to mesh with the eclectic ~ple at
maintain new accounlll as weU as service existing
CBW. AlsO, flexibility will be a neoes,"ty to suca!ed
Society of New England, 7~.
ones. You must be organized, creative and JlOIIM!98
tions, or commercial buildings. Creative
as we conttnue to grow and chan~. The ideal
excellent int~ sldlls. You will work as an
architectural design at a price you can
candidate
will
have
experienoe
WIth
Miaosoft
L£ARNTO CREATE SAFETY INYOUR LIFE
integral part the sales team while aggressively
afford. call Nick Pighills, 361 -1747.
Word and Lotus. Any experlenoe in Human
developm~ and independently managing your own
and find somegentJe hurror io your healResources, Acrounting and Management will be
territory.l'amiliarity with Greater Portland market
ing. Jane Gair can help through individual
DIRTY, HARO-TO-CLEAN BATHTUB?
highly regarded.
will be a plus.
Restore the shine, easy cleaning, no
andlor group lherapy. n<h'l633.
Attn: Offfoe Manager Search
This position pays a base salary plus commision.
toxic odor, no mess, no peeJi ng, no
An am6i tious sales person will earn 18K-40K plus
MASSAGE THERAPY- Retu rn to a feeldowntinne. Ufetimewarranty. Poly-Tub
health coverage and benefits.
ing of being in your body. Release pain
Restoration. 77H184.
Uyou are enthusiastic about advertising sales send
PRODucnON/GRAPHIC
andtrauma,recenter.l .5hoursessions.
a cover letter and reswn~ outlining why you'd like to
ECONOMY DOWN- will barter for some
Bru nswick office.stu Phillips, LMT. 737work for Casco Bay Weekly.
DESIGNER
.
Attn: !..any Haws
services. Light trucking, rubbish reBEARS & BLANKETS, licensed home
8576.
Casco Bay Weekly and PennySaver are hiring
moval, landscaping, tree work, garage,
day care, owned and operated by lipart-time help in the production department.
Send your ,"ume and cover letter to:
censed nurses. Safe, lun, home-like
Some nights and weekends required.
barn, attic demoli1ion. Fall cleanup, pro551.l Congres, St, Portland, ME 04101
Expenenoe with Madntosh computers using
environment Lors of TLC. Off outerfessional moving. call 761-0193.
CBW & p","ySIlDtr.,. ~.., OppmlDlily E..,...,....
Forest Ave., dead'ilnd street. 797-6397.

business opps

help wanted

The Sure Sell
WORKS!

Bar

bUSiness services

Line ads; Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call n5-1234 for display rates.

my ~ erroro. OfTisIIons. or chalges In the ad v.I1lch do
not ect the
or cootent or SIbotant~ange the m.....-ing
01 the ad. QecIt wi be IBaJed
error has bea1
del""'*"'" 1M'*' one week 01 p.IIjlcaIlon. T_ .~. iMIlfatje
lor $2ICClP\'.

~

~~:::.}::.:7 Z1;.:i~;rY~:),~}/),),:.:

16-Weelc therapy group fonning to a ..in panicipants in recovering
from hannful n:lationship dependency paaems.
The group is designed to help memben :
• Identify addictive relationship dynamics
• Understand the origins of relationship dependency
• Learn ways to won: through withdrawal symptoms
• Learn 10 develop and maintain healthy intimacy in primary
relatiatships and friendships

IMlrml"V

deadlines

CIaoaIted ado rrust be pold fa n """'""'" wtth cash. penonaI
cneck, money on:Hr, Visa or Mast8"Cl!ltd. Lost & FOUld Itans listed
he. 0aaiIad ada &1'8 non-f1lfuldatle. OON shall not be liable for

G~ntt~, relaxing. healing.
An (xperimee 0/ deep balance

DMd

.1Illld/ltldllJol Counseling

25 words .. . $11 per week
additional words ... 50¢/word/week
Phone It In: 775-1234 (visa/mc)
FAX it In: 775-1615 (visa/mc)
WalklMaillt in: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Classifieds

,

Ka~

ISe,meone safe to talk to ...

your ad:

fine print

SHIATSU
ACUPRESSURE

DO YOU HAve A HOUSE FOR SALE?
Why not advertise it through THE SURE
SELL? call 77>1234 or 883-4149.

BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615

the sure sell
o dining
o .tuff for .ala

onlces/rent

real estate

Call 775-1234 NOW to take advantage
of this special limited-time offer.

EASTEM>-lstfloor,5Iarge,sunnyrooms,
full bath, WID hoole-up, parking, yard,
storage. $49!i1mo. plus utils. m-7916.

categories

PEAKS ISLAND- Charming 2 BR cottage
ontheocean. Fully furnished, wood stove
back-up, jacuzzi, bicycles, sundeck. Until
June 1. $5OO/mo. References. Call Dr.
Robinson, 773-5573.

ART AND CRAFT PEOPLE- Rent a worki ng studio in building devoted to you. 317
Cumberland Avenue. Lights, heat included. Parking available. call 772-fJ527.

aplS/rent

PLEASANT ST.- Large, sunny, quiet
nice views. Alternative, chem-free, NlS DEERING ST.- Spacious room in quiet
environment Need 3rd roommate MIF Victorian. Large windows, hdwd flrs,
gay or straight $l50/mo. + phone & laundry. $2751mo. includes all utils. call
utils. 761-5849. Leave message.
828-1426.
PORTLAND DOWNTOWN- Female to
share large sunny ~t. WID, gas heat
Avail. 1/1/93. S14o/mo. + utils. 7736781. Leave message.

~'~~;~r.~~:£:~ ®'ii~i\i}j?
C~lllcr lor
KlIlcsiology

CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615

Phone , .

Number of words:

Name:

Number of weeks:

Address:

o visa orne#
exp. date

First 25 words
$11 per week: $
+ add. words 0 50¢ ea.: $
Total: $

I

Tryour~DeaJ! I

child care

«
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Casco Bay Wediy

wheels

• BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY •
Professional

NEED HELP?
1(pmantic Serenaaes

CHARLES B. MELCHER

~rr

PHOJ'OGRAPIIER

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS

MICHAEL KATZ

Classical Gui1ar

207·n3-1133

Instruc1of, USM

A!rooul Em.._1 Sy!Jlem.
Success Wiltre tv" You Go willi
CASSEITE LEARNING COURSES"

"Br..,

·1::il!·IIIIII.~

Flexible Tenns
Call 799-0287 today!

Scot Seltzer

BUflIJ 2-3 da,J. without :

ltndlDt or IhIkllla :

• PEA • NUT

~
•

.

• •

.

FAlLIS HERE! So call on us, we do fall
cleaning,lighttrucking, rubbish removal,
yard raking, landscaping, lawn installation, attics, basements & garages
cleaned. Can 775-7972.

NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Best
deals on service changes, "Fuses to
Breakers". Ceiling fans- you buy, I assemble and hang. Anything electrical,
no job too big or small. Quality work at
very reasonable rates. Free estimates.
MasterElectrician,msured. Gerry'sEIectric, 773-5897.
PEOPlE'S PAINTING- Interior & ext&rior, 25 years experience, insured, free
estimates n4-7254.

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAIlABLE
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or
long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. Call for low rates,
774-2159 anytime.

PROFESSIONAl WORD PROCESSINGPaper$, letter$, resumes, documents.
ed~ing. Reasonable rates. Same day
service. Pick up & delivery. 799-7236.

HOLIDAYCOLORANAlYSIS-Learn best
clothing and makeup color by top consultant Only $35 through Christmas!
Dwys/eveningsIWeekend appointments.
'Tis the season! 781-4327.

SUNSHINE ClEANER5-Housecleaning,
weekly or bi-weekly, by professionally
trained staff. 16 year$ experience. Affordable rates, excellent references, insured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater
Portland. 79!}-5323.

INTERIOR! EXTERIOR PAINTER- 18
year$experience. Reasonable rates, references on request. Terry Greenlaw,
879-0630, Portland. Fully insured.

HOUSE WARMERS COAL INC.

797-7377

. III

SI. Porlll.n,l,

"

The door is jammed, the windows are
stuck, whocanfixitand~eyou bucks?
THE DOOR DOCTOR. 83~3204 .
TUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING- Malnt&nance & furniture moving- Painting,
house cleaning, odd jobs, landscaping,
lreework. rubbish removal, handywork.
Cleaning attics and basements. Free
estimate, low rates. CaU 761-0193.

business opps

:::=:::::::====.
HAIRSTYLING
BOOTH RENTERS WANTED
Coming in 1993 is Portland's premeire hairstyling
studio. Be a part of it.
Is it time to be your own boss, and to make your own
decisions? Do you already have your own clientele,
and you're tired of making money for someone else?
Then come join the newest, largest, plushest and most
unique hairstyling studio in Portland. Booth rentals
with an incentive profit sharing program are now
available.
Send a letter of interest, including name, telephone
number, work history and training to:
STUDIO
P.O" Box 1104, Portland, Maine 04101

3 FRAMED BATIK ORIENTAl PAINTING5- Appraised at $150, will sell as set
or individuals to best offer. Call 2830452, leave narm and phone.
4YR OLD KENMORE WASHER &
DRYER- Excellent condition $400. Large
futon and hardwood frame $80, IBM XT
computer, monitor, printer w/lwo51/4
drives, excellent condition $500. Pickup in Yarmouth, 443-8934 (eves).
7 PIECE LIVING ROOM SET- Couch, 2
chairs, 2 end tables, coffee table, ottoman. Excellent condition. A must see at
only $395. Call 829-4432, evenings.
COPIER- As is, where is, under service
contract Mita313ZD Gestetner2130ZO,
easy to use, enlarges and reduces, auto
duplexing, copies 3 sizes, 3 paper trwys
and stand included. Meter reading
217,541. Asking $1,200. To examine
and test call 797-7261 ext 202.
GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as
the company that offers them. Watch
out for "money back" offer$ from unknown companies.
LOOK LIKE A PRO- Officially licensed
NFl. NHL, NBA, MLB and college apparel and novelties. Free catalog. New
England Spo rts Connection, 55 Lorrai ne
Terrace, Dept. PS, Middletown, Ct
06457.
MACINTOSH SE Computer wi
Imag6YIriter II printer- $650. 55 Gallon
fish tank wl2 Mer$, heater, etc.- package $200. New Alpine car speaker$,
3,)(6'- $35. 773-4124.

tYNDABARRV
100 0 /0

CO'ttON t'SHIRtS
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Ad changes are $5 . No refund s.

PriVare party only
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress St .. Portland. ME 04 I 0 I
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learning

rldeshare

A SPECIAl GIFT To Nourish The Cr&ativity Of One You Love-Very MuchDrawing: Learning to See. 10 Weeks.
Starting January 18th. $250. Call: K.
Boldt 7~5728. Write: 19 Birch Knolls,
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107.

FAlMOlrrH TO BRUNSWICK- 3 dwys/
week, 7:30 am - 6 pm Call 729-7366
weekdays. '

animals

CONSIDERINGADOPTION?Tenderlovo
and happinessawartsyour newborn baby
in our Vermont home. Lets heip each
other. Call collect 802-235-2312. Ask
for Tom or Ann.

FOR INTERNAl PARASITES, TENDER
PADS, and ear problems, ask OAK HILL
ACE HARDWARE 883-5058 about
TRIVERMICIDE, PADKOTE, MITEX& EAR
CANKER POWDER. Available D-T-C.

Katherine Clark

JUST IN TIME FOR YOU KNOW WHATAKC Golden Retriever pups. Ready 111
5, 4females and 7 males. Mom and dad
on property. Take more than one. 8832719 $20Q-$300.

772-8784
: :

.

stun for sale
IS ClEANING- ironing, toenail cutting,
errand running, brass and silver polishing and laundry hard foryou? I can help
in many ways. Reasonable rates and
ref's. Call Patty nHi825.

4

Classifieds 775-1234

IC.you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning people...or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

residential
'"

ELECTRICIAN- CALL "FORREST" at
Town & Country Electric for lowest prices
in town. Specialty: Fuses to breaker
panels. Licensed & insured. Contractors- CALL US! 772-5257.

HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCEReliable, efficient, affordable rates, excellent references. 12 year$ experience.
Free estimates. 774-6467.

:.

commercial

"

"

business services

GREAT CHRISTMAS IDEA! Custommade ~illows. All sizes & styles. Order
now for Christmas, ~6, ask for
Kelly.

.

NEW! Stoker Coal Stove .

FREEDEUVERY
GREATER PORTLAND
OIL TREATED-BAGS OR BULK

:

ET T

::

"

NOW!

S

URE

. ::

• ONE TON BOXES

BE
HERE

...... I I :E.

',.:" .::.

• STOVE. lICE
• COAL STOVES

Put the Casco Bay Weekly
Services Directory to work
for you for as tittle as $20 per
week. Call 775-1234 and ask
Sheila or Michael how.

PORTLAND

797-9127

. . . .

If your vehicle doesn't sell. just
notify us in writing after the fourth
publication and we'll run your ad
again FOR FREEl Theres no limit!
$25 really does sell your car.

.

Residenf,ial I COlllmel'cial

• WOOD PELLETS

"

WtSTERN

FOR ONLY $251

*Set Y"" ..... * Ex",l in Sola
*RaioemISeIf-Confideooe
*Health
FiIna Perf"""",,,,

Satisfuction
Stop st=ching without
success. Define your goals.
Match your interests &
skills. Learn to market
yourself & interview well.

"

17 years leaching ex~rienre.
also .. +,0.' (:10'~'" ~"",,1>

112 PRICE HOLIDAY SPECIALI

Job
Management professional available
to help increase your ccmpany's profits.

Jazz. Blues. Rock
Beginner to Professional

* Impr... Leadmbip/M1IIIJOID'l" SkillJ

:

ON HEADHUNTERS' FEES 11111:11::11::1.1::

Describe your car, truck, or cycle in
25 words or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over 100.000 readers

LeamHowTo:

772·6620

engagemen IS, birthdays,
annivorsariflS...and all
memorable occasions.

nS-6301

~

• Livill8 Wilb
• Divorce

• Btut.Icr""lC,

Reasonable Rates

Create the porfect mood for

through December 6

Dale Carnegie Prices?

• S~,Yice c",."tJCU

a1how ofpltalograplu It

RAI<l1E em; 8OOKSfORE

Carolyn Pardi
Certified Paralegal
• WiU,
• Po'tWr o/It#Drney

We"ll keep: it rUBD:i ng
'till it~ S·ELLS!

·~'!~~P~rivate Professional Instruction

WHY PAY

1-900-288-ERICA(3742)... S2/rrin.Adllts
Only, New Number! "A LEGEND!" Romantic S1ortes. EPS Co. 708-882-7873.

wanted
MATTRESS, BOXSPRING or complete
bed. King, Queen, Full or Twin size.
Delivery available. Call Paul 828-0715.

BMW 7501L 1990- Black. on black,
68,000 rriles, car pho ne, CD player, new
tires, always garaged. Loaded! Excellent condition. $35,000 firm. 622-0131 .

ADOPTION- Can you help us become a
farrily? Wearea loving couplewilh lots BUICK SKYLARK, 1970- new brakes,
of happiness & security to offer your new duel exhaust , new lires, new
MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & newborn. Please call Kathy 1-800-33~ waterpump raditor, some rust, needs
FRAMES- New and used. Also washer$ 1124. In compliance with Title 22 Chap- some work but runs well. Asking $1 ,500
or BO. Great deal! 642-5335 eve. 856and dryers and appliances. We also buy ler 1153.
6356 dwys Dwight.
unwanted items. Credit available 772WANTED: Pine, Oak, Fir & Spruce Logs5737.
Will pay top dollar! Ask for Cand le, 893- CAMARO F-41, 1982-$800; Ford Escort
TORO POWER SHOVEL- Model 38310 1043.
station wagon, 1986- SI000. Both as is.
with 100ft outdoor cord, used once-like
283-3200 or 934-2698.
new, $75 call 883-4942,
FORD DUMPTRUCK, 1971- 6 yard caUSEDMOVIE&-S9.95irduding adult, Disney
pacity. New power take-off on dump, in
$14.95, post8r$ & standees $.99 and up.
GUllAR, VIOLIN, PIANO, and VOICE good condition with only 18K onginal
VCR deaning & repair. Ci(llain Video, Oak
Lessons- Individualized approach. miles. Please call7~3631 .
Hil Plaza Scarborough. 8113-6424.
Teacher has Master$ Degree. 15 year$
experience. Located West-Side Portland. FORD FI50 1988 4X2- 8' style-side, 5
$201hr; $101I2hourlessons. 772-2029. spd, 00, HID, manual trans., sliding rear
window, cruise, toneaucover,dual tanks,
SINGERS! SONGWRITERS! BANDS- rust·proofed, 24k, $7,SOD 799-0699.
This year give asound gift. Great sounding audio for less at Portland's prerrier HONDA 50 TRAIL BIKE- 3sp automatic,
demo studio. Call for free consultation. hardly used, BKcellent cond., good starter
bike. Paid $1 ,000 new, Wlil take$600-2
KODAK M24 SUPER 8 movie camera, (207)775-2159
year$ old, 883-9698.
Bell & Howell auto load projector, movie
light. $92. 797-5136.
HONDA CIVIC '87- Rust lree. original
owner, non-smoker, clean, peppy, fanWOOOENTEACHER'SDESK-Leathertop,
3')(5', good condition. $92. 781 -2396.
$$CASH CASH CASH $$- WEHALlAWAY tastic snow & ice car, reliable & ecoJLtlI( CARS AND TRUCKS, any condition, nomical. Buydirect& save! Discounted
$3800. 772-2029.
SIMln da,'S aweB\, !}'9. n3-6878
"'CASH WArriNG'" " For your clean HONDA CIVIC, 1982- 5-speed, Dave,
COLOR CALENDERS- Custom-made used Street Motorcycle. Call Steve 603- 774-4826.
with your (12) full-COlor photos. Great 528-5108.
.
HYUNDAI EXCEl 1989, 36k mi., 4sp., 4
gift! Call Generated Image, 774-4455.
• "CASHWArrlNG" 'Foryourclean, used dr, blue, good condition. Asking $2, 700
CRAFTER5- Sail your homemade prod- Motorcycle. CalISteveat(603)528-5108. 883-9124.
ucts in a brand new crafter$' outlet located in 8radlees Plaza, Westbrook. For 1983 BUICKSKYHAWK-Autolrans, PS, MAZOAGLCWAGON,1982- Run'sgood,
more information call 854-0949.
PB, good condition, runs super, $1700 need'sfront end work. $650. Please call
88H976.
773-9644.
J & P CRAFT GALLERY has stained
glass supplies! Gift certificates for sup- 1985 PAMPERED PONTIAC FIREBIRD- PONTIAC 6000, 1984, V6, automatic,
plies and glass are available for Christ- Excellent condition, one owner, low mile- AC,AMlFM Stereo, requires sornework.
mas stockings. Surprise your stained age, T-Bar Roof, needs nothing except Make an offer. Gall 828-0354 after Spm.
glass artist with J & P Cran Gallery's
to replace cracked windshield. $3500
selection. 883-4556.
SUBARU GL 4X4 WAGON, 1987, exc.
firm. Steven 767-3288.
cond~ion. PW, PL, automatic, 75K, AC,
J & P CRAFT GALLERY offer$ quality
hand-crafted gifts for holidwy shoppi ng. 1986CHEVY5-10 BLAZER, axceIlentcon- roof rack,goIO'brown.$3,995.871-1813.
Find all your special gifts made by dition, 4wd, loaded (PIS. Pili. cassette,
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER, 1972- Long
Maine's professional craftspeople only tinted windows, P'\', PIW,) new tires, batbody, excellent shape, 74K miles, needs
tery,
99It
Asking
$4,095
883-9178.
at J & P Craft Gallery, Southgate, At. 1,
newclutch.$I,600.Call Rob, 766-2650.
Scarborough. Hour$: M-F, 9:30~; Sat,
10-5:30;Sun., 12-4;TuesJWedJThur$. 1990 CHEVY BLAZER- 1500 Silverado,
auil, excellent condition, 4x4, V-8, 33k TOYOTA TERCEl- 1985 Hatchback,
nights, 7-9. 883-4556.
rriies, running boards, ~njed windows, 110,000 mi., radi<Y'iape, good condifiJlyloaded, or8'ft'siMlr,$15,5OO~5442. lion. $1000 or b.o. Leave message at
774-8054.
86 DElTA 88 OLDSMOBILE ROYALE- 4
DR, V6, hi-wwy miles. loaded, no rust TOYOTATRUCK, I985-2WD, 4sp,am'
X-MAS AND FUN FAIR at Women's Fitpretty car. New engine, brakes, excel- fmcassette,6ft. bed with liner. Includes
nessStudioon Route 1 in Scarborough,
4 new shocks and front brakes, $2,900.
located between K-Mart and Humpty lent condition, spoHess inside and out
774-4341.
Dumpty. Saturday, Dec. 5th, 8am-2pm $3,150. 883-8382.
Free drawings and door prizes, area
VOLKSWAGEN BUS, 1976- Pop-top,
craners, Patrie/a's Psychic Readings, BLAZER S10, 1986, 4x4, Tahoe package,
automalic,
original paint, new engine,
ai
r,
loaded,
BKCellent
condition,
98,000
massages, portraits, also afree jazzercise
class! Many gift ideas and gift certifi- rri., mostly highway.$4,1KXl Call W9IIdk¥ excellent condition, new brakes, 2nd
owner. $3,995 or B.O. 828-4991 .
cates available. Call for more details after 7pm, all day weekends 283-1115.
883-8324 Of 1-800-974-5504.

music

LHASA APSO & COCKER SPANIEL
PUP5-AKC, raised inourhomewithour
children, vet checked, ready for your
love. Please call 207-998-4245.

LOST! !! FEMALE GOLDEN LAB WIYELLOW SPOTS. Spring St. area. Anwser$
to Sola. Please call 878·3051 ! Reward.
LOST· FEMALE SIAMESE CAT with grey
points, tan flea collar. Lost in Spruce St
area. Answers to "Maude". 773-2181 .

BEAlrrlFUL BABES RIGHT NEXT DOORThe hottest si ngle gi rts aw<i1! 1-900-2872220, ext 23. $2.491rrin. 18+, 24 hours.
DANGEROUSlY DELICIOUS DATES, 1·
900-003-5688, OnlyS21mm,w/home#'s;
24 hrs; beI8+.ALLADULTLIFESTYlE5Men,Women, Couples- Yourchioce. G.C
Dates Svc. (619)492-8770.
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY!
1-800-72-ERICA $2.99Imin. VisalMC
HEAR TAlKING PERSONAl5- 1-900884-8500, S2/min. (18+) OR: TALK TO
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.991
rrin. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft
Laud., FL. Info: 305-525-5433 (x9122).
HIM-2-FEM GUIDE for CROS5-ORESSERS: Stories, Per$Onals, Retailer$, CataICJO$,Coaching,Shopping, Ideas. Advice,
Meetings.
More.
For full details
recorded) Call
1-404-333-6455
(24 (pr&hrs.)

bulletin board

LOOKING FOR PARTNER to start small
home business. I have space on At. 1
and am open 10 all ideas. Call Mr$.
Spanos 772-4057.
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE-235 Congress St. in P-~rtland. Buying & SlIIling
antJques and used furniture, delivery
service avalible, little bit of everything.
761-0193
USM'SAMNESTY INTERNATIONAl Letter Wriling Tabl&- December 2nd and
9th, 5~pm at Portland Campus Center
Boiler Room For more information call

adult services
#1 SWINGERS HOTliNE! REAl PlAYMATES.I-900-776-5006,1Ild. 4B.S2/rrin.

HOTN'SPICYFANTASIE5-XXXRATED1(800)331-3310. VisalMClAmEx.
HOT! SINGLE! WOMEN ! Call today, meat
tonight! 1-900-288-2575, $1.99/min.
live 1-0N-l TALK, 1-900-288-2595,
$2.99Imin.Sev. Dem., L.B., N.Y., 18yrs.+
LOCAl FOXY GIRLS wanttodo it live. 1800-77HOXX (3699). 18+/ billed collect/ $2Irrin.
LOCAl WOMEN- With phone numbers!
1-900-884-DATE, ext 428 ., $2. 90Imi n.,
18+. (T.V., Fort Myer$, R.., tt.)
SEXY, SWEET & AVAILABLE GIRLS in
Portland. Get their home phone numbers now! 1-900-287-7867, ext.l1. $21
rrin. 24 hours, 18+.
SILK STOCKINGS- Soft... Sensual. ..
Seductive... Nothing feels better than
SILK... Experience it! Call 1-800-598SILK (7455), Mon.-Sat. nights, 6pm6am and have you r Vi ~MC in you r free
hand when calling. (Discrete billing)
SINGLE?SEXY? SMART? Call the PORTLAND dateline, 1-900-884-1585,$1.991
min. Live l-on-l, 1-900-884-1595,
$2.95Jrrin. Rand, S.D., CA, 18+.

dating services
CUPID'S DATING SERVICE-Cu mbertand
& York counties. Convenient, personal,
reasonable. For an appointment near
you call Roberta at 282-5460.
FROM COSTA RICA WITH LOVE- Discover the beauty and sensitivity of lhe
world's most beautiful women. 813251-9381.

$92 Stuff

lairs & feslvals

If you want to share the holidays with
someone special this year, try the Casco
Bay lteekly Personals with Personal
Calf®. It's the proven, confidential way to
meet someone special. And right now we
have lots of new personals from people
who are looking to spend the holidays with
someone special too" So what are you
waitingfor? To listen and respond to
personals right now, call

1-900-370-2041
Casco Bay lfeekry

wheels

--------------------

Isn't it time you tried the
Casco Bay lVt?ekly Personals?

(call costs $1.49 per min. 18 yrs or over. Casco Bay Weekly 775-1234)

For Sale

arts & crafts

Don't spend the
holidays alone

HOT & WILD!! 1-900-420-6006, $15
per call, 18yr$. +.900 Arner. L.V.NV

TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY. 6-weeks
beginner COUr$8, $25. Puppy classes, 5
weeks $15. Also advanced classes. In- 874~597 .
structor$ with 3Oyrs. combined experience handling avarity of breeds. Dogs in WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
Training, Portland. 839-8439, 926-3174 HElPED save a life? Do it this week by
donating blood at lhe Red Cross. For
or 693-6912.
more information call us at 1-1100·4280734 or 775-2367.

108t & found

BEAUTIFUL BABESAWArrYO~ CALLGe1their home phone number$ now! 1900-438-3330, $2.491rrin., 18+.

brunswick ~ pordand
A sample
listing

S- ~

might-

read:

pordand ~ brunswick

or

bath

Frl

,~,

SS 1A Congress Street

personals

The phone call that could change your life.

Ponland, ME 04101
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MAfl.K MAUSTON SAID IF I QVITSINGING
\lIM WlTct-\ITIl LINfNlAN H\: ' D Q~IT C A \'I..ING

t FAg I SAlj)·DeAL, SA8A. DEAL SflAG6Y
BASA BABA S/IGG. '( SHIIG6Y HEy SASf\ CAN
You DIG IT BASA? " Anc\ MClrK MAIAHoN
l OOKE!) AT' We ALL BI G EYES THEN p v r
\-lIS MOVTH IN A LINE AND fflS EYES IN
TWO S~ VINTS AND SAYS" wh llTS THA I

MEM?"

RIDESHARE
Casco Bay Weekly

rk in \lath, MonI live In sacos:a~e vehicle, lJas, and
sam:6pmC'all Ted 771-7 777 .
dnviO\I.
'

ernie ook
'.@~

Just send your 20 word listing,
with origination/destination to:

.

--

.s~f\G6,( MBA BRoTH~R I SAID.
"1 Ann Y6 11~ Bf?otf-lEp. " GOeS fr'IARK
MAU':> To ['J Ttl!:!'.! A SI)(J'}\ GRAOIOR
YELLS FROlY\1I-\E STAIIl.S "FAG FI6lfT

TIlE

f,t>(, FI(,\'\T" Atoll) filM\<.. MAU~O N ,
YHLS "I-IE'( S I\)EWA,S fAC.~ I AllIfT
NO FAG" AN!> \\-IE SI )('\t-\ Gfl.AVSI<.
JliMPING STI~~ CH~WING r\IS

AylA,( COM'e Now I-\IS FEVe 1< IS 10"
IT51HE FLIJ:'I ~IE' D TO TELL j-IE~ No. I
v~t? JUST WALl-<; HOMe J)ON 'flNG,
AI WOR\< S ftG' f-\Ai EYT11AT BVT

$c \\00 L

NVRS E LcokE () LIKE ALI T

PINHOLE IN A OATMEAL BoX LIP SHE
D LIKE LIGHT rAP. AwAY,ALKING
THE PHoNE To /fI-; MOM "COME i1\IGIlI

fiN K fLOW!:Rs CAMf: FALLING
AGI'II N AN D St-lAGG '( SA SA fVT
QU IET 14 AND S 0 V;=,E:...:R~.;.,..
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Casco Bay Wukly

..
NOMtI~

ATTRACTIVE MAlE SEEKING very ferrinine GWM, TV, TS for frienship, relationship. Kissing, cuddling, massage,
dates and? (safe only). Call, we'll enjoy
each other. "1787 (12128)

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

caw

PERSONAL

(Calis cost 1 Ag/min. Must be 18 or over. TOl.Ch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207-775-1234)

women .. men
ACORNUCOPIA OF QUALITIES- Attractive, active DWF, 31, blondelblue, bored
with the conventional, desires a relationship with an attractive, high-spirited, emotionally available guy .
Dependantsand dogs welcome. "'1695
(12/14)
ATTRACTIVE, PETITE, profesSional, 34,
NlS, intelligent, articulate, independent
hopelessly romantic strawberry blonde
seeks strong, intelligent at1ractive, athletic brunette, 30-40, for caring, comrritted partnership. "'1722 (12121)

<-

BASIC NICE PERSON- Seeking friend
for hiking, biking, canoeing, walks, talks
and good movies. 43, two young children, professional, educated, inquisitive, athletic, 5'9", independent caring
and fun! NlS. "1757 (12121)
BEAUTY IS IN THE HEART- Attractive
DWF seeking lasting relationship with
DWM, 45-55. Love to cook, candlelight
dinners, holding hands &snuggling.TIred
of being used. Only honest loving and
sincere persons call"1603 (12/7)

I

I ,

i
I

CAPTIVATING BLONDE, long legs, long
hair, intelligent SWF, 32, with great passion for life desires attractive, intelligent, fun-loving male to share dreams
come true. "1776 (12128)

I

CARPE DIEM! All-American, skiing, SWF,
36, seekssuccessful, educated, NlS, funloving SWM for weekend dates in Portland or countryside. "1623 (12/7)

<if

- J

LADY, 47, DESIRES A JERK. You read
right Maybe if I wish for the opposite,
I'll get what I want New tactic of rrine,
Ladies! "'1627 (12/7)
LIVELY, LOVELY, BRUNSWICK LADY(tall, intelligent, warm, 49), seeks
soul male (NlS, sensitive, play/ul, new
age gentleman), to share city delights,
nalure's beauty, laughter, tears, dreams,
hfe. "1677 (12114)
LOST WITHOUT FINE FELLOW- Share
and shine, enjoy simple pleasures,
friendship, and a good beginning with a
lovely lady, 55-65, alone2years. "1633
(12/7)

WANTED: FULL-TIME BODY HEAT for
this long, cold winter. Voluptuous Asian
F,35.llovetocook and spoil my man by
the fireplace, I am sexy, petite, incurable
romantic, smart, independant, considerate. Well-educated, handsome, ladyappreciation a must. Write or call now,
CBW Box 157. "'1693 (12114)

men -- women
'ERAD GNIEB TNEREFFID and do it with
style" may be my epitaph. SWM, 30, career-oriented acheiver, numerous sports!
interests! talents. Longing for secure,
emotionally free SWF, 27-35, to share
creative adventures. "1676 (12114) .

DWM, 34, 5'10-, 170#, EASY-GOING, I
enjoy all sports, the ocean, mountains,
camping, long drives, and almost anything else ... legal. Looking for female,
financially secure, takes good care of
herself, NlS, UD. "'1620 (12/7)
DWM, 38, PROFESSIONAl., seeks intellie em, physically fit, SlDWF, 305. Active
outdoorsandenjoysdancing, plays, concerts, movies, kids (6 and 7). Seeking
committed relationship. "1728 (12121)

DWM, BRIBR. 5'6-1/2-, 1551, seeks harmony, monogamy with a compassionate, pretty, shapely, physically actIVe,
MY LORD NECROMANCER- Your art &
outgoing, softspoken woman, 33-44.
science is causing change to occur in
Share feelings, stories, listening, emoconformity to my will. My lord, can our 48 Y.O. MALE LOOKING for at1ractive tionalvulnerability,affection. Beachwalks,
rainbowsof magick gather to brightenthe woman With good mind and nice legs to
hikes, sun-soaking, water, VCR movies,
dark side olthe moon? Weight the pros &
spend Wednesday &Thurnday daytime at dancing, dining, qUiet times at home.
cons, tell me your will! "1634 (1217)
my place, outside of Portland. Smoke & Grealer Portland. "1724 (12121)
READY FOR A CHALLENGE? DWF, wine O.K. CBW Box 161. "1&:l9 (12128)
young 3Os, with Murphy Brown lifestyle,
Lady Di features, challenges at1ractive
LL Bean-type. Enjoy romance, special
treatment and my cooking. Candlelight
encounters await! "1807 (12128)
RECENTL YTRANSFERRED EXECUTIVE
SWF, 40, comfortable in heels but happier in hiking or ski boots. Attractive, full
of fun and mischief, appreciates th e
distinction between fine brieand cheap
cheddar. Seeking intelligent, well-adjusted man for companionship. CBW
Box 156. "1689 (12114)
SICK OF DISHONESTY- Would like an
honest man for lasting relationship. I'm
nota size four, but loving, caring, at1ractive. Love to give of myseij for happiness and expect the same. If you're
honest and caring, 30-45, please call.
"'1816 (12128)

NEED LADY TO PAMPER- SWM, 30, SWM, 35, NlS, NlD, likes pool, moVies,
5'11', 170#, NlS, NlD, looking for a seeking woman who's understanding,
special lady to pamper. I enjoy cooking, fun, likes long walks, candlelight dinmovies, outdoor activite5 and children. ners, quiet nights together, and more,
"'1818 (12128)
30t. "'1628 (12/7)
NEVER SAY 'I CANT' UNLESS YOU SWM, 36, ATTRACTIVE, ElVIS look-aTRY. SWM, 33, tall, professional, new
to area, seeks SWF to explore all Maine like, Gerrini, enjoys dancing, romantic
has to offer. If you're 25-35, outgoing ti mes, hugs, kisses, cookies, see1<s atand enjoy the outdoors, Old Port. and tractive, romantic, SWF, 25t, for fun,
getting a little crazy once in a while, try possible relationship. "1740 (12121)
it, you'll like it! ..1791 (12128)
SWM, 41, honest, sincere, funny and
NICE GUY NEEDS NICE GIRL- SWM, 27, romantic. Enjoydancing, dining, sports,
professional, quiet shy,at1ractive, athletiC, kids, outdoors, Old-fashioned values,
affluent Seeks intliligent SAlWF, 21-35, and asensuouswoman. Life'stooshort
for monogamous relationship. Enjoy all Go for it! "1730 (12121)
types of activities. "'1745 (12121)
.
TAl.L, HANDSOME, educated, liberal,athOLDER WOMEN! The pleasure of your letic, looking for very attractive, compatcompany is requested ... Professional 30- ible female, 25-35, NlS, NID. Skiers welish SWM desires more than oompanioncome, no cetaceans. "1785 (t2l28)
shipfromawoman over 45. Give and get
as you deserve. "1790 (12128)
TRUE BLU( I NEED YOU- SWM, 45,
5'4', seeks SWF, 40-48, for monogamous, long-term relationship. Be honest be true. "1632 (12/7)

person of the week
w--m
FRISKY & RIPE WOMAN, 35, SEEKS soul mate, 40
plus, I voyeur the wild side but am nourished by my
home, child and professional prowess, Like-minded
Masters of the Universe encouraged, '8'1811 (12/28)

CLASSY, CEREBRAl., CENTERED DWF,
40s, gen~e, genuine, generous and kind
lover of children and those in 10uch with
their inner child. Seeking same. Age not
important Authenticity and caring, cooperative, committed, communicative SWF, 27, SLIGHTLY SINFUL with active
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's 'Person of lhe Week" and is
partnership is. Love humor, playfu Iness, imagination, voracious musical appeawarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the
mischievousness, spirituality, joy, en- lite and many wonderful imperfections,
ergy, outdoors, vulnerability and intel- seeks man who wears guy's shoes to
drawing.
share Garrison Keillor and dinner at the
lect ..1690 (12114)
Cafe Bout. RSVP P.O. Box 5322, PortGENTLE, PLAYFUL SWM, 32, 6', with
6'2',210#, SEEKING FOREVER- Look- special zeal, wantsacventuresome, posi- ONE WOMAN MAN- If you want comCOFFEE, TEA. OR CANDLELIGHT- At- land, ME 04101, "1819 (12128)
panionship, honesty, lasting relatlontractive DWF, blonde, 45, 5'9", honest
ing for petite, honest lady, 25-40. I'm a tive-minded woman with lots of energy
loving, romantic, caring, spontaneous, SWF, 30, LOOKING FOR PROFESSIONAl. little Indiana Jones, John Lennon and to join me in finding life's joys and ship from a N/S, NlD M, 48-55, please
call. I like drives in the country, candleflexible, lots of energy, loves to dance NlS SWM, 30-something, who knows Robin Williams. Love music, romance,
(from 40s to 90s), looking for male with how to Romance The Stone. "you are honesty. Is Forever in your eyes? ..1622 challenges. If you're warm, open, and light dinners. "1783 (12128)
focused, sociable and have azest for life,
shun the corporate wo~d, let's meet!
sirrilar attributes. "1671 (12114)
please respond. ~1742 (12121)
(1217)
PERHAPS THE WORLD'S WORST
"1784 (12128)
DRIVER seeks SIDWF, 22-35, to ride
DISCERNING VINTAGE SWF seeks anSWF, 33, NlS, va, SEEKSSWM, 30-40, A MAN, 33, DARK, VERY HANDSOME, GOOD-LOOKING, YOUNG, 42, DWM, shotgun in the Ford Escort from Hell!
tique-hunting partner...1602 (12/7)
for possible lono-term relationship, who limited intelligence but affable, well-trav- professional, NlS, with a Harley, seeks Ideal candidate for this tall, humorous,
FOLLOWING DOCTOR'S ORDERS!! is honest, caring, sensitive w~h asense eled, a little wise, would like to meet a attractiVe, adventurous blonde, 25-38, sensitive and inteiligentDWM,28, would
Over-worked and aH stressed-out. It's of humor. I enjoy Hountry skiing, hik- smart, happy woman. "18t5 (t2128)
have great sense of humor and be ready
for some good times. "1796
time to enjoy life. MWF, searching forSi ing, dining out, nlOvies, quiet times and
for a relationship that goes way beyond
good
conversation.
"1755
(12121)
DWM, 35-45, who's sincere, honest,
ADVENTUROUS SWM, 31, very fit, shy, GREATKISSER-Intelleclually, emotion- ordinary. Good insuranceaplus. .. t684
non-judgemental, NlD, UO, clean, and
professional. Enjoys the outdoors, ski- ally and romantically available. Love the (12/14)
TAl.L
WOMAN
SEEKS
TALL
MAN
for
doesn't rrind someone who smokes.
ing, cycling, hiking, working out, travel- beach, dancing and cuddling. DWM, 43
Ballroom
dancing
&
other
cultural
acFriendship first, could lead to relationing, quiet evenings, hugs, laughing and and refuse to act it Hoping to find SI PISCES GENTLEMAN, 51 , seeks special
ship later. I'm not slim & trim and lar tivities. Previous dance lessons not necessary,
just
good
eyelhandlfeet
coorditrue
love. Looking for SWF for life's DWF, 205 or 3Os, who loves life and is lady, 30-55, who appreciates honesty,
from perfect Just be yourself and give
intelligence, inti macy, humor, and adnation.
"1686
(12114)
adventures.
"1744 (12121)
extraordinarily beaubfuL We both win! venture, leading to lifelongcomrrittment
me acall, wecantalkovercoffee. "'1747
(12121)
TRYING TO KEEP WARM SO AM look- AREYDU OUT OFYOURVULCAN MIND? "1778 (12128)
with ajoy/ul, spiritual SOUl-mate. "1621
FRISKY & RIPE WOMAN, 35, SEEKS ing for a guy who likes to chop wood. DammitJim, l'maTrekkieCling-onand HANDSOME BUT LONELY- OWM, 40, (12/7)
soul mate, 4Oplus.lvoyeurthewildside Sex, drugs, rock & roll. I like long hair. proud of it! I go where no man has gone 5'6", BRIBR, 150#, seeks sincere, atPROFESSIONAl. M, well-proportioned,
but am nourished by my home, child ..1782 (12128)
before. My rrission: To seek out avail- tractive lady, 30-45, for romance and 35, seeks healthy professional F for
and professional prowess.like-rrinded TWO DWFs, 405, ATTRACTIVE, bright able and attractive SWF, 30s. Lock on
Masters of the Universe encouraged. and fun to be with, are having a tough tight to these coordinates and energize. friendship. Comrrittmunt? Let's see what meaningful friendship. Serious replies
happens! Call me! "1788 (12128)
only. "1624 (12/7)
"1811 (12128)
time meeting Interesting men who are "1691 (12114)
physically
fit
and
like
to
laugh,
dance
HOT BlOODED, try meand see- Give me RUNNING MAN, RUNNING WOMANI AM ATTRACTIVE AND AUTHENT ICFinally fOrty, fabulous, fun-loving fe- and talk (not necessarily at the same ATTRACTIVE SWM, 26, dominant, yet a call and I'm sure you'll agree. SWM, DWMwouldliketomeetrunning woman.
male fancies finding honest, happy, time). Hyou're out there, let's meet for gentle and caring. If astrong-willed man 21, college student seeksSWF for pos- Friendship knows what roads we may
husky male. Seeking someone who is a discussion of life's big questions, or is what you long for, then come take sible relationship. "1678 (12114)
travel. Sweat together. Bond together.
serious, and has asense of humor, who some small talk. "1805 (12128)
your place at my side. "'1797 (12128)
Let's talk coffee...1683 (12114)
knows how to be romantic & playful. I TWO SWFs, ROOMMATES, 22,looking
IF YOU ARE ASENSUAl. WOMAN whose
adore books, beaches, babies, bubble for two SBlSWMs to sweep us off our CATHOLIC FORMER MODEL SWM, 39, idea of agood ti me is lying across a nice SEEKING FRIENDSHIP, possibly more,
baths, pets, people, politics, photogra- feet. Must like to have fun, like sports nice guy, NlS, ESTJ, educated, roman- guy's lap, trust your fantasy and call. with that special someone. SWM, 19,
phy, dancing & music. Happy Holidays! and be spon:aneous. "1749 (12121)
looking forthat special gi~, 18-21. Let's
tic, loves dancing, walking, exercise, the "1611 (12/7)
"1756 (12121)
befriends, or more. "1680 (12114)
ocean, diving, photography, creativity,
VENUS MATE SEEKS CAPTAIN for long
IN GOOD HEAlTH, 40, enjoys outdoors,
I CAN DREAM , CANT I?tfyouarea Cary voyage. Must be adventurous, humor- hugs and cuddling, seeks SlDWF, 32running, x~ountry skiing, hiking, NlS, STOP, POLICE! SWM, 22,5'9", reddish36.
Falmouth
area.
Must
be
ready
for
Grant! Steve Marti rJ Zaphod Beeblebrox/ ous, spirited, slim, 45-55. The mate:
blondelbrown, NIS, eHOP now coleasy-going,
not into bar scene, knows
committment
and
want
children.
Prefer
Don Quixotel Chris in the morning/ Cap- DWF, 405, 5'2', liS, slim, with 20 years
lege-oriented. Conservative. Believes in
tain Kirk! Bugs Bunny type... or just a experience in all kinds of weather. Call size6, spontaneous, former cheerleader how to appreciate awoman, looking for honesty, togetherness & committment
really neat guy, give this naturally en- today- ship leaves end of month! ..1670 or model-type who smiles frequenHy. SWF, 28-40. "1687 (12114)
Seeking SWF for secure relationship.
chanting SWF, 23, a call. I hope your (12/14)
"'1610 (12/7)
LOOKING FOR ATTRACTIVE F who has "'1682 (12114)
expectations are as grandiose as rrine!
..1601 (1217)
VERY ATTRACTIVE SWF, 32, tall, prot., DOYOU REMEMBER SPIN ART? SWM, something between her ears, affection- SWM, 24, 6', 1751, BlONDE HAIR, blue
DTE, athletic, honest. I enjoy all outdoor ,37, seeks attractive SWF photographer, ate, caring, good dancer, and knows eyes, N/S, NlD,fai~ygood-looking, heart
IRREVERENT, BUT POLITE DWF, 49, activities, biking, running, hiking,
how to sail with a 51 yr. old Aquarian. of gold, many interests. Seeking physieclectiC, self-sufficient, flt active, at- rollerblading, skiing, and working out 24-40, for sunrise adVentures and
"1729
(12121)
candlelight
dinners.
Interests
center
on
cally active, attractive SWF, 1~27, for
tractive, tilL Admires Dillard, Eiseley, Seeking SWM,28-36, prot, tall, fit, handdating and possible relationship, "1618
Beethoven, Joplin, Schwarzenegger, some, who enjoys the same and loves to jazz & the outdoors. "'1583 (12114)
LOOKING FOR SOUL -MATE. I'm over (12/7)
Butcher, idealists, evolution, bats. NlS. have a good time. Let's meet for coffee.
DWM SEEKING PETITE SWF, rrid-20s. 50, excellent sense of humor, educated,
Seeks companionship, conversation ..1604 (12/7)
Smoking, light drinking fine. Dancing, Interesting, passibly good-looki 00, com- SWM, 28, NlS, professional, attractive,
with cheerful, unattached, healthy, OM
humorous. seeks pretty, personable,
parent, 48-58. "1741 (12121)
VERY ATTRACTIVE, CENTERED SWF, walks on beaches. Looking for strong passionate, musical, literary, personwith petite build, looking for handsome, relationship in same marraige-minded. able. You're ferrinine, attractive, sin- outgoing SWF, childless, 18-35, for
IS HAVING FUN WHAT YOU DO BEST? tall, responsible, clean, rugged type, Call me...1616 (12/7)
possible relationship. Interests include
cere. "1614 (12/7)
Fortyish female with hot tennis rCl:quet into country living & outdoors, 25035,
sports, movies, dining out, dancing,
looking for steady male opponent who NlS, VlID. "1801 (12128)
DWM, 29, HOCKEY STICKS. Mudhoney. ME CHERE PERSONNE- DWM, 43, NlS, exercise, outdoors. "1738 (12121)
doesn1 qualify for Wimbledon or even
Tender kisses. Andrew Wyeth. Calamari. physically fit, loves kids, jazz. dancing
SWM, 28, seeking attractive, NlS, colclose! My shots are often laughable, but VERY ATTRACTIVE- I'm the girl FN8ryJ-Class boats. Ayn Rand. Gossling's and theater. Seeking friendship with
always deserve a comeback. I want to one says they've been looking for, but I
DWF, 4Ot, someone smart, cerebral, lege/career-type SWF, 20-40. I'm 5'1 0',
rum.
Racquetball.
Victoria's
Secret
get that workout glow at least three can1 find the man I'm looking for. Ana
1851, athletic, professional, good-looktimesaweek. Please, no 'married,look- you the one? DWF, 38, professional. Raoul's. Riding crop. Mountain bike. who'll appreciate my cooking. C'estvotre Ing. Enjoy dining out beach, movies,
tour! "1792 (12128)
LIFE! "1789 (12128)
ing for more' types. "1731 (12121)
"173-4 (12121)
music, sports. "1736 (12121)

WHITE KNIGHT? WELL, MAYBE- SWM,
23, dedicated to finding and giving happiness & pleasure. Looks not that important You: MlWF, 20-30. ..t 795
(12128)
X-I-l0, N-2-8-f, C-O-R, R-TN-L-X-U-lcx n-4~-n b-u-t Ruc-n~-r, 100000-s, f-l0
y-s? 4-1 0-8 n-f2 3-1 Hr?C-mi-d~?X~n? 4-2-8-s? X-so!?! "1725 (12121)
YOU WISH TO BE TREATED AS well as
you should be. So call me. Treal mewell
also. I'm 31, profesSional, financially
secure. I'm attractive and fit, so areyou.
"1702 (12114)

women ... women
ALL TALK, NO ACTION has been my
experience so far. I1!minine BlWF, 27,
seeks other BiWFs for intimate times.
Serious responses only please. Clean,
discreet. Let's talk! ..1758 (12121)
ATTRACTIVE, FIESTY, BiWF, 20, seek~
mature, fun-loving womyn, 18-25,10
help curb the chill of the upcoming
weather. It's already too cold. "1799
(12128)
ATTRACTIVE, SENSITIVE, FUN-LOVING
BlWF, 29, searching for just the right
friend to share 'special" times together.
Must be attracbve BiWF, 27-35, who
likes to explore. Call to find outwhatwe
have in common . Confidentiality& cleanliness required . ..1605 (12121)
FRIENDSHIP/lOVE TO SHARE- Discreet
NlS, SL, early-40s, seeks shy, sincere,
NlS L Let's enjoy mutual interests together. "'1746 (12121)
I'VE GOT JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING I
need. h's your huggin' & kissin'- that's
what I'm rrissin'! Call this cute Love
Warrior for more info. "'1681 (121t4)
LOOKIN' FOR A GAL w~h 14 cavi~es
that can groove to The Jackson Five.
Could you be her? "1793 (12126)
NEEDED: UNIQUE WOMAN, 20-25, who
likes reading in public restaurants, (Nery type of music, coffee, and afternoons. Laughter and wit are the only
reqirements. "'1754 (12121)
SCORPIO AT LARGE- SBiF seeks SBiF
for intimate relationship. Me: tall, cute,
sensual. U: Tall? Long hair? Intelligent
understanding. Long walks, quiet talks,
intimate times together. 18-21. "1813
(12128)
TRANS-ATLANTIC DREAMER- Tired of
going solo, patiently awaits sultry
playwrileto sail away for deeper romantic moments. "'1812 (12128)
WANNA BE Bi- Silent fantasy, 32, Iover
of life, natural Iy attractive, healthy, clean,
always srriling, seeks BiWF to make
fantasy real. "1727 (12121)

men .. men
ABLE-BODIED MASSAGE MAN wants
athletes to give and receive afternoon
massages (non-sexual). Strong hands
work muscles deeply, make the whole
body smile. "'1617 (12/7)

ATTRACTIVE REDHEAD, 6'2', 1801,
hazel eyes, seeks friend for massage
and fun excursions. Maybe more. lama
comic, musical, artistic and fun to be
around. "1606 (1217)
ATTRACTIVE, FIT, BOYISH GWM, down
to earth, outgoing yet straight-acting
and masculine. Sweet, sensitive and
emotional but not ftamboyant or loud.
Besirrilar.Relationship rrinded but open
to possibilities. I enjoy drives to nowhere, quiet times, The Golden Gi~s,
Murphy Brown, the ocean, l1Iluntains,
hiking and laughing at Dan Quayle. I'm
sincere. in no way promiscuous and not
into head games, so let's talk even ~you
are new atthis. "1718 (12121)
AVID SKIER, WElL-TRAVELLED, 35,
tall, fit good-looking, straight-acting,
well-ilducated, successful yet unpretentious, BRihazeI, seeks friend of a lifetime. .. 1696 (12114)
BEAST SEEKS BEAUTY- GM, 38, tall,
bearded, bald, hairy, romantic, searching for GM, secure with their sexuality,
to explore the universe. life still holds
mysteries...1608 (12/7)
BiWM, 4Os, blue eyes, seeking other
males with sirrilarinterests, 18-50. CBW
Box 160.
CHECK IT OUT! Decent-looking WM,
29,6'1',1901, wantsto meet other men
into hiking, biking, camping, skiing,
worki ng-out and possibly more. "'1625
(12/7)
GM, 40s, NICE GUY- Lers share this
beautiful time of the year with friendship, fun, and maybe romanCe. Seeking
similar, trim, 30s-40s, down-to-earth
man. "1697 (12114)
GOOD HANDS? This BiWM, 38, seeks
men to give & receive sensual massage.
Call & lat's meet ..1587 (12/7)

GWM, 35, SEEKS FRIEND between 1826, straight-acting, OWly race. "1786
(12128)
GWM, 37, DEAf, professional, handsome, straighl-acting, easy-going,
somawhat shy, wants to meet openrri nded person, 25-40, for friendship or
relationship. Interested? let's meet
CBW Box 159. "1798 (12128)
GWM, HEAlTHY, rARING, intelligent
straight-acting, not prorriscuous, seeks
sirrilarWS, masculine. secure. 25029, for
friendship, possible relalionslip. I enjoy
music, rmvies, watks, conversation &
quiettimes.Let's talk. "1586 (1217)
IS YOUR ZIP CODE 90210? So is rrine.
GWM, 20, 5'10', 1651, BRIBl, looking
for Mr. 90210, 18-25, with good looks
and personality. Friends? or relationship? "1800 (12128)
JUST DO IT! BiWM, 25, attractive, athletic, straight-acting, seellssame,l8-25,
who'sprimedand readyforsafe, discreet
indoor activities. Friendship O.K.,
comrrittment not ..1685 (12114)
LET'S GET TO THE POINT- You're looking, I'm looking. WM, 35, 6'1', 2001,
dark blondelblue eyes, very clean and
discreet, straight-acting, nice person.
Lat's meet Call me. "1700 (12114)
LIFE IS TOO SHORT! GM, 21, active,
fun-loving , wants to meet others, 1824, seeking tofuifililife'spleasureswith
friendship and good times. No
comrrittments, just fun! CBW Box 158.
"1719 (12121)
LOOKING FOR HUNTER- 5'9',1601, 30'
waist, sandy hair, beautiful eyes, 9""body fat who can run 1.5 rrilesin under
10.00 w/nice legs. CalI"175O (12121)

M LOOKING FOR M to exchange fullbody massage in my home. Must be
safe, clean and discreet. You won1 be
sorry, "'1613 (12/7)

NEW BiWM, 29,1801,5'10", shortBRIBR,
straight-acting, Really new at this. Wanting master to teach me. 1>1675 (12114)

GOOD THINGS COMe IN SMALL PACKAGES- Mature, Independent slightly
right-()f-(;8ntsrGWM, 23, seellssame, or
left. for long walks. romantic inte~udes,
stlrrynighl5, cozy fines, and heated Intellectual exchanges. "1720 (12121)

NIGHT WORKER- Good-looking BiWM,
28, masculine, athletic build, seeks
clean-cu~ straight-acting, in-shape G/
BiM for dayshift encounters. It's 7am,
call me. "1803 (12128)

GOOD-LOOKING GWM, 25, 5'9", 8RI
BR, 1601, NlS, straight-acting/appearing, likes movies, music, dining out as
much as indoor activities. Seeks sirrilar
for friendship and possible
- comrrittment ~ we are right for each
other. You'l never know if you don't
call! ..1779(12128)

ROBIN HOOD'S MERRY MAN- Robin
Hood, 6'4', good-looking, seeks real
intelligent merry man (23-31), astarget
for arrow d'amour (friendship first!). I
like weights, computers, math, honestsincere conversation and long strolls in
the woods. "1679 (12114)

GWM, 22, 6'3", BRlGR, nice-looking,
straight-acting, athletic build, seeking
muscular, gym-type men for safe &
discreet fun. "1765 (12128)

STILL LOOK IN' FOR RIGHT GUY- 26 yr.
old- interests include dancing, travel,
and sports. Seeldng similar, attractiVe
N/S, between ea~y20s-1!a~y 30s. Please
oall soon...1726 (12121)

GWM, 25, 6', BRlBR,lookingfordownto-earth GWM, 2S-35, for relationship.
Butch masculineonly. Noalcohol, fems,
or drugs. Enjov walks, cuddling, conversation, "1780 (12128)

STRAIGHT-ACTING GWM, BRIBR, 18,
5'10',.1451. Enjoy going out -to eat
going to movies, outdoors, the arts &
the mall. Looking for friendship, relationship. Et toi? "1753 (12121)

GWM, 28, NICE-lOOKING, straight-acting, quiet and easy-going, caring. likes
the outdoors, exploring, music. SOmewhat new at this, relationship-oriented,
seeIIs sirrilar, 20-38. "1626 (1217)

THIS SliGHTLY ECCENTRIC, yattotally
sane GWM enjoystheflnerthingsin life:
scrunching through new-fallen leaves,
chasing pigeons, alternative theatre,
good music, and fascinating men. I'm
22, comely, and endearingly absentrrinded. Let's explore hole-in-the-wall
theatres together. Intrigued? Call!
"1669(12114)

GWM, 32, 5'8, br. hair/br. eyes. New in
town,straight-acting,likes movies, working out Looki ngto meet peopIeforfriendshiiVreiationshitJ, 18-32. "1721 (12121)

FREE

FOUR-WEEK

How tit respond tit a personal ad:
Justcalll-900-37()-2041 anytime, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone
phone! Entarthe four-dig~" numberof the ad you wish to respond tO,listen
to the greeting, then lea"" a response. (An advMiser may not have
recorded a greeting by the lime you call. You may stin lea"" a _ 9 8 on
that parson's line.) The date at the end 01 the ad is the last day to reply to
that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specifiic
category (co~nlone and others not available to "browsej. Cans cost
$1.49Imin. You must be 18 oro""r.
To respond to a CBW Bo)( t, address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
CongI8S$ St., Portland, ME 041 01, making sureto print the Ihree-digit CBW
Box t clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

YOUNG LOOKING BiWM, 28, 5'11',
150#, BlJhazei, enjoys travel, movies,
shopping, going out You: James Deantype that's outgoing With sirrilar traits
and klterests. "1692 (12114)
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ATTRACTIVE MWM, 38, SEEKS REDHEAD F, 25-50, into leather and lace, for
fun, fantasy and more. Let's take awalk
on the wild side. "1817 (12114)
FULL-CONTACT TWISTER! MWM,
clean, straight 30-ish, seeks females
and/or straight couples for a night of
fantasy. Fit, 18-40 preferred. Discretion
assured. "1752 (12/7)
GORGEOUS, PROFESSIONAL WC, mid205, would like to meet same. New to
this so no pushy people. We respect
your limits, you respect ours. Age not
important. "1735 (12/7)
GREAT PHONE-Lacies, expIoroyour most
intimate fantasies safely I1i phone. Hot
conversation, no meeting. Let's burn upthe
phone lines together...t794 (12/14)
HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY!
I HAVE TO BELIEVE there are women
out there looking for relationships without comrrittments. MWM, handsome,
educated, N/S, employed ,seeks women,
21-40, MIS, LewistorJPortiand area.
"1808 (12114)
LOOKING FDR FUN- MWM, 31, seeks
attractive, slender female, 20-40, for
discreet intimateencounters.Let'smeet
and havefun. Discretion amust "1743
(12/7)
M LOOKING FOR M OR F to give or
receive sensual massageinyour homeor
mine. Must be safe, clean, and discreet
You won1 be sorry. "1804 (12128)
M PROFESSOR POSSESSING considerable oraltorical abilities ready to give
tutorial to SF, MF, towards greater
acheivements. Your satisfaction expected, reciprocal lessons not expected.
"1739 (12/7)
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companions
TOO BUSY TO MAKE FRIENDS- Careerminded MF seeks someone to hang
around with on weekends. Like shopping , music, arts, T.V., & pampering
myself. "1694 (12114)

lost souls
CASCO BAY WEEKLY
PERSONALS'
newest category, LOST SOULS,
is designed for those of you who
passed like ships in the night,
but dido't get the right numrer
off the bow,
Rates are SO¢ per word,
including FREE PERSONAL
CALL·, Ad runs 2weeks,
ACHTUNG IF U PLEASE 172S- Slim'
smart, curvaceous brunette suspects
you're a repeat request (last week's
CUNIR?) I have no decoder ring, but I
am curious. "1781 (12114)
REMEMBRANCES- lisa- You responded! We met- several times. We
went to Reid State Park. You. brought
wine, cheese, fruit salad. We shared the
sun, beach, solitude. I've lost your number, We kissed at Burger King Portland.
I miss you, need you. Call- we're
Soulmates. "1810 (121f4)
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DEADLINE?
NO PROBLEM!
With C:5co Bay ~ Personals
New 1ns1ant ad fa3.ture,
you can record 'yOur own
voice personal right now!

CALL 1·ffJJ.370-ID41
c3cm$1!Dtri1. 18)19oactttbd1~QmlEll¥'IotO+faJ7-7i5-1234

WELL, HELLO THERE, TRUFFLE
BREATH. "1820 (12114)

FAX FREE THURSDAY
Afour-week, 45 word Personal ad & Personal Call®

FREE BY FAX

PHONE FANTASY! Seductive and sensuous storytelling! Wanted: wanton
women, devilish damsels, articulate
angels, and liberated linguists capable
of conversing. I give good phone- can
you? .,.1732 (12/7)

Thursday Only

775-1615
AD

WITH

25·Cbaracter Headline: includes spaces, be creative!
0000000000000000000000000
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Ca/I4!>

PERSONAL

CALL®

category:
Owomen ... men

Omen ... men

Omen'" women
o women ... women

o others
o companions

COnfidential Information:
(!Ne c..,not print your ad without it,)

phone: ______________________________

HOW tit place your personal ad:

n<nle: ______________________-,-_____

To place a FREE ad with Person" CIIIIII>, fill out the coupon and mai or
FAX H (775-1615) to us. (II faxing, please photocopy the coupon finrt and
than fax~. The newsprint doesn't reproduce __ .) The deadline lor placing
personal ads is FrtcI.y at noon, FREE pe_1to ads are 25 words or less
(including headline), and run lour weeks, No parsonal ads will be accepted
over the phone. Personal Callcl> ads with more than 25 WOfds cost 50e per
additional word. We'll send you a four-dlg~" number(to appeIlrin your ad)
and a security code for exclusive access to your responses IIYough an 800line at no cost to you, Ads without Perwon .. C.. III> cost.50 per word plJs
mail-IOfWIIrdlng or P.O. Box charges.
.
CBW Box Is and P.O. Box Is cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with VIsa, MasterCard, local check or cash.

address: __________________

c~:-------~---------

state: _______________ zip: ______

First 25 words & headline
with Personal Call~: _-=.:FREE=,--_
add'l words

lIOII tit 1St your Personal call® lIanbol:
Aller you receive your" number and private security code, you may
record yourperaonal introduction. Use your Introduction to tell more about
yourself than your ad does. Gi"" your finll name, but DON'T gi"" your lest
name, phone number or address. Make sure you ask your callers to leave
their names, phone numbers and the best times to calilhem All introduction•• nt """-<I by caw and go on line within 24 hours.
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YOUNG COUPlE LOOKING for same or
a BiFto spice up our lives a little. Oean,
discreet. Come play with us. "1814

MWM, CLEAN, HEAlTHY and attractive. Late 305, professional. About to
explode, need release. Looking for an
obedient servanlwho desires to please.
No rough stuff. Must be available on
demand and willing to follow instructions, Rewards (~any) based on performance. "1777 (12114)

PERSONAL

~:)h)t.. .

\

!~~~~~~s~~:~:~~:~~~:;~

ANY 'MUCH WAY YOU CAN- MWM, 28,
looking to meet two BiFs m make his
fantasy come true, or MWCwho is seeking
a third party participant "'1751 (1217)

'!!
...

,~\

ingstoprobetheotherl0%.Bodescrip- §\;4
tiva. "1737 (12fl)
~<

YOUNG, MASCULINE, ATTRACTIVE, m
GWM.BRtl!l,WS,N/D,chem-free!SeekTHE SECURITY OF MONOGAMY withing se~ous relationship with man of similar qualities. Honesty and discretion important age not "1612 (12/7)
open relationship to free-spirited
woman. "1806 (12114)

A DO 000 DO DO A DO 000 00- Nice,
normally straight, masculineguy, lookIngtotakeawalkon thewild side. Would
like to meet an attractive TV or TS for
dating. "1723(1217)

25.1992 39

@

.50 each: _ _ _ __

7

Guidelines:
Perwonlli ado . . ..,lIilabieforoingiepeaple_king Nlll1ionohipa. Ado II8OIkingto buyoroall ..xual
NIITlN, .tr..t odd_ or phone numbers will be publiohed. Ada
containing explicit _ual or anatomicallanguaga will not be publiohed. W........... the right to edit,
retuoe or recatagorize any ad. Advorti.... .,...,.t be """" 18 _ _ of __

""",ieee will be refuoed. No full

Without Personal Ca"~
all words @ ,50 each: _ _ _ __
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _ _ _ __
Total: ______
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• R. BONECHI • FIORIWARE • MONROE SALT WORKS • BUNZLAUER •
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• CAMDEN POTTERY • BENNINGTON POTTERS • MAINE MADE FOODS •
...,

.

"Beautiful Pottery & Glassware, Everything on Sale!"

...

POTTERY OUTLET
. 3 GREAT LOCATIONS!

384 Fore Street,

49 Main Street,

ROCKLAND

PORTLAND

FREEPORT

(Nautica, Reebokllzod Outlet)

(in tbe Old Port)

(between L.L.Bean and tbe Gap)

596-0730

773-7977

865-1144
OPEN: 9·' M·W;
9·9 Th·Sat; 9-6 Sun

87 -95 Camden Street

•

VisalMC!AMEXlDlscover

OPEN: 10·6 M·W; 10·9 Th·Sat;
10-6 Sun

OPEN 10-6, 12·5 Sun

Checks Welcome

